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Chapter 1
Introduction
The concept of symmetry has played a fundamental role in modern physics. Particle
physics is especially rich in symmetries - some seemingly simple, the others highly
non-trivial.
The symmetries that appeared the simplest, however, turned out to be the most
intriguing. Consider the following operations:
* charge conjugation, C, representing replacing a particle by its antiparticle,
* parity, P, corresponding to looking in a mirror which reverses all three spatial
coordinates, and
* time reversal, T.
One would naively think that physics interactions ought to be invariant under C,
P and T, i.e., that C, P and T are valid symmetries. In the electromagnetic and
strong interactions, each of C, P and T is indeed conserved. This was believed to be
true for the weak interactions as well, until in 1956 T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang [1]
concluded from the available data that weak decays may violate P. This hypothesis
was soon confirmed in an experiment by C. S. Wu [2]. The weak interactions do not
conserve C either: applying the charge conjugation to a left-handed neutrino results
in a left-handed antineutrino, a particle that does not exist. However, a combination
of C and P, the CP, produces a right-handed antineutrino, which does exist.
Hopes that CP is a valid symmetry were dashed in 1964, when J. Cronin and
V. Fitch [3] showed that CP is violated in Ko decays at the level of a fraction of a
percent. Since all Quantum Field Theories in existence demand that the combination
of all three operations, CPT, is conserved (a conjecture that, so far, has been sup-
ported by experiment [5]), the violation of CP must be counterbalanced by a violation
of T. In conclusion, the weak interaction violates all three symmetries: C, P and T.
Nature distinguishes between particles and antiparticles, between left and right and
determines the direction of the time arrow.
At present, the Standard Model of particle interactions describes the world as we
know it extremely well. Its electro-weak part incorporates the large violation of C
and P by construction. However, the violation of CP at a very small level, although
technically easily accommodated by the CKM matrix (section 1.1), is one of its least
understood aspects, probably on par with the spontaneous electro-weak symmetry
breaking. Overall, the Standard Model is deemed unsatisfactory, and a dream of
every particle physicist is to get a glimpse of the physics beyond it, sometimes called
the New Physics. Future measurements of the Standard Model parameters, especially
those plausibly responsible for CP violation, will check its internal consistency, and
hopefully provide some insight on the New Physics. Indeed, any theory more funda-
mental than the Standard Model will have to predict many of the Standard Model
parameters, so measuring them provides a set of constraints on what this new theory
can be. Performing these measurements is therefore not only intriguing, but also
necessary.
This thesis presents a measurement constraining one of the Standard Model pa-
rameters (CKM element Vtd, using BoBo mixing). The measurement is done in a
novel way, using a technique which can be employed in future experiments likely to
shed some light on the problem of CP violation. The result presented herein is fairly
competitive in its own right, however the method employed in the measurement prob-
ably surpasses it in potential impact. Throughout the pages that follow one should
keep in mind that the tools presented are as important as the physics result itself.
In this chapter, the basics of the Standard Model framework for accommodating
CP violation (via the CKM matrix) is described.1 In addition, it is shown that the
the measurements involving B mesons (the mesons with a b-quark bound to a light
quark) are the most suitable for measuring many parameters of the CKM matrix.
The second chapter focuses on measuring BoBo oscillation, especially at a proton-
antiproton collider. Main complications caused by the hadronic environment are
introduced. The relevant parts of the CDF detector are described in chapter 3.
Chapters 4-8 provide the detailed description of the measurement. In chapter 9 we
return to the prospects of the CP violation measurements using the methods presented
in the previous chapters.
1.1 CP violation in the Standard Model
It is an experimental fact that there is coupling between the quark generations -
otherwise the lightest strange particle (the kaon, K) would be absolutely stable, and
so would be the lightest beautiful particle, the B-meson, and we know that is not the
case.
Cross-generational coupling was first introduced in 1963 by Cabibbo [6], who
suggested that the d - u + W- vertex carries a multiplicative factor of cos Oc, whereas
the a -- u + W- vertex carries a factor of sin 0c. The second one is weaker, hence
0c is small.2 This model was fairly successful, except that it allowed the KO to
decay to jz+ j- via the Feynman diagram shown in fig. 1-la. According to Cabibbo's
prescription, the width would be P(K -- + - ) - sin O, cos Or, dramatically above
the experimentally set limit.
The Cabibbo model was rescued in 1970 by Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani [7],
who extended it to include another quark called charm (and denoted by c). In this
model, known as the GIM mechanism, the vertices d -- c + W- and s -- c +
1The cosmological implication of CP violation is out of the scope of this thesis, and as such is
barely mentioned, but the connection between the CP violation and the prevalence of matter in the
Universe gives this problem quite a special place in contemporary physics.
2Experimentally, 0c = 13.10.
d cos Oc , d - sine i
W- W-
W+ W+
sin 0, A+ cos 0 " +
Figure 1-1: Two contributions to the decay Ko - + 1CIp- showing the factors
present at the quark vertices. If only the diagram (a) were present, the decay
rate would be far in excess of the observed rate. The second contribution
cancels most of the first; if would cancel all if the c quark had the same mass
as the u quark. This cancelation is an illustration of the Glashow-Iliopoulos-
Maiani (GIM) mechanism.
W- carry factors of - sin 0c and cos Oc respectively, so that the superposition of
Feynman diagrams with the virtual u and c quarks cancel (fig. 1-la,b), and the width
r(K -+ 1+, - ) equals almost zero. In early 1970's, the GIM mechanism seemed a
little extravagant, until the J/1, (a bound state of cc) was discovered in 1974.
1.1.1 The quark mixing
The GIM mechanism suggests that, instead of the physical quarks d and s, the "cor-
rect" states to use in the weak interactions are d' and s', given by
d' = (cos O,)d + (sin O,)s (1.1)
s' = (-sin O)d+ (cos O)s (1.2)
This phenomenon is called quark mixing. Equation 1.2 can be rewritten using so-
called mixing matrix:
d' 
-os O s sin d (1.3)
-sin Or cos Oc ]
The W's couple to the "Cabibbo rotated" states
u and
d' s'
in exactly the same way that they couple to the lepton pairs,(z and (I)
e )
In Cabibbo-GIM two-generation model, the mixing matrix is just a rotation of the
quark basis by the Cabibbo angle, Oc (where sin Oc % 0.22). Decays that involve the
factor of sin 0c are said to be 'Cabibbo suppressed'.
In 1973, Kobayashi and Maskawa [8] generalized GIM to three generations of
quarks (proposing the third generation even before the second one was complete).
Their motivation was to explain CP violation, and concluded that since a complex
phase can always be redefined in a 2 x 2 matrix, one needs a 3 x 3 matrix and thus
there ought to be more than two generations of quarks.3 This hypothesis was proven
by later discoveries of the r lepton in 1975, followed by bottom (b) and top (t) quarks
in 1976 and 1995, respectively.
3In order to provide for CP violation, one needs a complex term in the interaction JfJA where
Jo = Uy,7V(1 - 5 )D is the weak current. If there are n families, U represents the column of
n charge 2/3 quarks ("upper" members of quark doublets) and D the column of n charge -1/3
quarks ("lower" members of quark doublets). The matrix V is unitary and has n2 complex or 2n 2
real parameters. Unitarity imposes the conditions V jVk* = 6bk, which give n(n - 1)/2 complex
constraints for i 0 k and n real constraints for i = k. Altogether there are n2 remaining free
parameters in V.
It is possible to eliminate some of the complex phases in V by redefining the phases of the 2n quark
fields. Changing n fields in U or n fields in D by the same phase does not change J J'JA so 2n - 1
phases from V can be eliminated in this way. Thus the number of real parameters characterizing V
is n 2 - 2n+ 1 = (n- 1)2.
For two families this gives just one parameter, which is the Cabibbo angle 0.. For three families
there are 4 parameters. If V were purely real it would be a 3 x 3 rotation matrix, which is determined
by three real parameters. Thus the fourth parameter of V must necessarily introduce a complex
component into V, one that cannot be absorbed into a redefinition of the quark fields.
1.1.2 The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
In general, the eigenstates of the weak interactions (quarks that interact with the W
and Z bosons) and the strong interaction (those that interact with gluons) need not
be the same. By convention, the "lower" part of each quark doublet is assumed to
be the superposition of the mass states. We define:d' d
s' = V s (1.4)
b' b
Here the subscript L indicates the left-handed quarks. Then, the quark doublets to
be used in the weak interactions are
d' s' b'
The W1 couples uL to d, CL to s' and tL to b. The matrix V in eq. (1.4) is called
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, and by construction is a unitary
transformation in the quark space, changing from the "mass" basis (the quark fields
dL, SL and bL) to the "weak" basis (the quark fields d', s' and b').
The three-generation CKM matrix V is a 3 x 3 unitary matrix:
Vud Vus Vub
V Vd V 8 V b (1.5)
Vtd Vts Vtb
In Wolfenstein's empirical parameterization [9], V is parameterized by three real
numbers, and one complex phase:
V = Vc d VC, VCb -A 1-_ 2 /2 AA2  + (
Vtd VI Vtb AAX3(1 - p - i) -AAA2  1
(1.6)
A (- sin 0, O 0.22), A and p/+2 rj2 are real (A, p and A being of order of unity),
while the phase in question is arg(p, 77). This parameterization allows for CP violation
if 77 #0.
So far, CP violation has been observed only in the decays of the Ko meson.
Although readily accommodated in the Standard Model, CP violation remains one of
the least understood phenomena in physics, since in the case of Ko the effects that
arise from strong interactions make it nearly impossible to tell whether the complex
CKM phase is the sole source of CP violation. Furthermore, the CKM matrix is only
a phenomenological parameterization: even if it provides an adequate description of
Nature, the Standard Model offers no insight as to why the various elements have the
values they do.
1.1.3 Matter-antimatter asymmetry
In addition, CP violation is thought to be responsible for the observed excess of matter
in the Universe. In the Big-Bang model, the matter and antimatter have been created
in the equal amounts, but today there appears to be only matter. In 1966, Sakharov
outlined three conditions necessary for this imbalance to occur [11]: the proton must
decay; the Universe had to pass through a period of thermal non-equilibrium; and
there must be preference for matter over antimatter - that is, CP violation. CP
violation is thus one of the most important ingredients of Sakharov's condition.
Recent work [12] suggests that the minimal Standard Model with the CKM ma-
trix from eq. (1.6) cannot provide CP violation sufficient to account for the observed
baryon asymmetry, indicating that other sources may be present. Thus, an experi-
mental effort to determine the elements of the CKM matrix and measure the extent
of the CP violation is of considerable importance.
1.2 Probing CKM with B-mesons
In principle, the squares of the various elements of the CKM matrix can be deduced
from the observations of various weak decays. The comparison of nuclear beta decay
and muon decay indicates IVdI M 0.97, while the strangeness-changing decays IV,, I
0.22. These two are just cos 0 and sin O in the Cabibbo scheme (eq. (1.2)). The
production of charmed particles in neutrino (or antineutrino) nucleus scattering is
proportional to IVd l2. Data from CDHS Collaboration led to a value IVcd = 0.21+
0.03.
The decays of the b-quark involve generation-changing transitions. The decay
mechanisms of the B-meson (a bound state of a b and a u or a d quark) are shown in
fig. 1-2. The dominant b-decay process is b -- c (fig. 1-2a), the rate being proportional
to Vb12. However, since Vb % AA 2 (eq. (1.6)) is relatively small, we can observe
processes that are otherwise suppressed like b --+ u (fig. 1-2c), b --+ s (fig. 1-2d)
and b - d (fig. 1-2g,h), all of them involving various elements of the CKM matrix
(Vb F AX 3(p-i?), Vt, r -AA 2 , Vtd r AA 3(1-p-i) respectively). We can therefore
use decays of B mesons to determine the couplings of the third generation quarks (b
and t) with the quarks of the other two generations.
The unitarity of the CKM matrix translates into nine linearly independent equa-
tions, out of which six have the form of three complex numbers that sum to zero:
VubV*, + Vcd Vo; + VtdV', = 0 (1.7)
Vuv*b + VcdV* + VtdVb = 0 (1.8)
V,,Vb + V,Vc* + V,,V, = 0 (1.9)
VudVL + V,,VuV + VubV*c = 0 (1.10)
VudVt* + VusV, + Vbt = 0 (1.11)
Vd Vt*d + V V* + VcbVtb = 0 (1.12)
As proposed by Chau, Keung and Bjorken [10], each of these equations can be rep-
resented as a triangle in the complex plane. The triangle corresponding to eq. (1.8),
called the Bjorken triangle is particularly useful from the phenomenological point of
view, since it contains the most poorly known entries in the CKM matrix. In addition,
all three terms are proportional to X3, so the triangle is almost equilateral, thus hav-
ing relatively large angles. It can be shown that large angles of the Bjorken triangle
imply a large CP violation (hopefully large enough to be experimentally observable).
This makes the B decays an ideal tool for exploring the physics of the CKM matrix.
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Figure 1-3: The Bjorken triangle.
1.3 Constraining the CKM matrix
Checking the unitarity of the CKM matrix is equivalent to verifying that the Bjorken
triangle (fig. 1-3), as well as other five triangles derived from the CKM matrix, are
closed. This is done by independently measuring both the sides and the angles of the
Bjorken triangle.
1.3.1 Measuring sides of the Bjorken triangle
The sides of this triangle are proportional to V*b/AA 3 and Vtd/AA3 (the third one
is by definition of the unit length). The CKM element Vb can be determined ei-
ther by studying the end-point of the B - veX spectrum, which gives IVbI =
(3.1±0.8)x 10- 3 [4], or by observing b -+ u transitions. For instance, CLEO has recon-
structed decays like B --, vip and B -+ vI, resulting in IV"bI = (3.3 ± 0.8) x 10- 3 [4].
Nevertheless, although the world averages for both types of measurement are con-
sistent with each other, due to uncertainties on the host of theoretical models em-
ployed in extracting IVbl, they are still not combined into one limit. In either case,
IVub/Vcl b 0.08 ± 0.02.
The same approach is not applicable to Vtd, which would involve a t --+ d transition
at the tree-level. Given that the t --+ d decay is suppressed (Vtd ; AA3 (1 - p - ir)),
a large sample of top quark decays is needed, and this will be hard to achieve even
when the LHC turns on in 2005. Alternatively, one utilizes higher-order processes
involving a virtual t-quark interacting with real d-quark. For instance, Vtd can be
inferred from the processes involving radiative penguin diagrams like b --+ sy (fig.1-
2d) and b -- d7 (in which the outgoing s quark is replaced by a d quark). CLEO
has a clear signal for4 B -- K*', involving Vt,, however there is yet no evidence for5
B - py and B -+ wy which depend on Vtd. The limit on the ratio of branching
ratios, B(B -- p/wy)/B(B -- K*y) < 0.19 (at 90% CL) [13] can be converted into
a limit on |Vtd/Vt, . Unfortunately, due to small branching ratios for these processes,
the number of observed events is still insufficient for a good determination of IVtd/Vt .
Instead, the B B mixing Feynman diagrams (fig. 1-2g,h) are also sensitive to Vtd,
and the high statistics Bo samples (like the B -+ veD(*) sample described in chapter
4) are used. Consequently, the measurement of the B fB oscillation frequency Amd
proved to be the best way of indirectly measuring Vtd. Bd'D' oscillations are the topic
of this thesis, and are discussed in detail in chapter 2.
1.3.2 Measuring angles of the Bjorken triangle
In addition to measuring the sides of the Bjorken triangle, its angles can also be
determined independently. The angles a, P and y (fig. 1-3) are related to the expected
asymmetries in the decay rates of the neutral B' meson and its antiparticle B d into
a CP eigenstate f (e.g. J/IK)). Since neutral B mesons mix via the Feynman
diagrams shown in fig. 1-2g,h, there are two alternative decay paths for Bo f
transition:
* B - f
4B meson contains a b quark and K* meson an s quark.
sBoth p and w contain only light quarks u and d.
e B -, BO f
In general, there is a relative phase between the decay amplitudes' for these two
processes. The CP conjugate situation (starting out with go) has the opposite phase.
It can be shown that the time-dependent asymmetry, defined as
Acp(t) (B(t) + f)- r(B (t) f)(1.13)
-r(BO(t) ~ f) + P(B0 (t) -- f)
where F(X) is the the decay rate for the process X, can be expressed as
Acp(t) = ± sin(20M + 24 D) sin(madt) (1.14)
Here Am is the oscillation frequency for Bo +- Bo mixing (Amd for Bd, Am, for B,),
20M denotes the weak phase of the Bo -+ BD amplitude (fig. 1-2g,h), and 20 is the
phase difference between the decay amplitudes for Bo -+ f and B0 - f. Therefore,
if one denotes the amplitude of a given process X by a(X), the sum of the relative
phases between BO -+ f and Bo -+ BD - f is
2(SM + OD) = arg (BO BO -- f)(1.15)
From the Bjorken triangle (fig. 1-3) one can deduce (see Appendix B) that
2 (€M + D) = -20 in the case of BO J/0K (1.16)
2 (qM +O D) = -2a in the case of B0 --+x7r -  (1.17)
2(qM + OD) = -2-y in the case of Bo -+ pK (1.18)
These examples demonstrate that the three angles of the Bjorken triangle can, in prin-
ciple, be measured independently of each other. Moreover, from eq. (1.14) we imme-
diately see that the large angles of the Bjorken triangle imply large CP-asymmetries.
As the Bjorken triangle is almost equilateral, none of the angles is small, and the
conditions for experimental observation of CP violation in the B system are quite fa-
vorable. The feasibility of the measurement of sin 2P (eq. (1.16), which is the easiest
of the three) is discussed in Chapter 9.
6 By decay amplitude a(Bo -- f) we mean the matrix element (f jlWIB), where W is the effective
Hamiltonian for weak decays.
In all three cases (eqs. (1.16), (1.17) and (1.18)), one compares the rates of
p(Bo,, -+ f) and p(Bo,8 -- f) using equation (1.13). Experimentally, one counts
the decays of the neutral B meson into f, and classifies them based on whether the
neutral B meson was a Bo or a Bo at the moment when it was produced in the colli-
sion. Thus, one needs to know the flavor of the Bo meson at the time of production
- that is, whether the B-meson contains a b or a b quark. The process of determi-
nation of the b-quark flavor is called flavor tagging. Several flavor tagging methods
commonly used will be discussed in section 2.2.
The measurement of BoBo mixing also requires the knowledge of the flavor of
the neutral B meson at its production point. This thesis describes a novel flavor
tagging algorithm more suitable for the pji environment, and its application to the
observation of BdOBO mixing and the measurement of the mixing frequency. In the
following chapter we turn to the theoretical and experimental basis of the B jB
mixing.
Chapter 2
BOBO mixing in pp collisions
2.1 Mixing in the Standard Model
The mesons Bo(bd) and B(bd) are eigenstates of the strong interaction Hamiltonian.
They have the same quantum numbers of the parity (P), charge conjugation (C), and
angular momentum (J) operators, as well as the same mass (i.e. the energy levels of
the bound state of a heavy and a light quark).
However, they differ in the quark flavors (b vs. b-quark). The weak interactions
do not conserve quark flavor, and thus can mix BO and Bo via second order Feyn-
man diagrams - called box diagrams - shown in figure 2-1.1 This phenomenon of
spontaneous turning of a particle into its own antiparticle (and back) is known as os-
cillation or mixing. It has been known in the kaon system since 1950's [14, 15]. The
first evidence of the mixing in the neutral Bo system - a combination of B n B+-
and B. 0 B+ processes - was presented by UA1 [16] in 1987. BdB d oscillations
(without the B ° contaminations) were observed at ARGUS, using a sample of BoB o
events2 [17]. Both measurements were time-integrated, meaning that the number of
mixed events has been integrated over the proper decay time of the B meson decay.
The first time-dependent measurement, in which B meson oscillations are studied as
a function of the proper time of the B decay, was performed by ALEPH [18]. The
1Similar diagrams involving the charged Higgs bosons HI would have to be included, if H1 exist.
2ARGUS operated at T(4S) resonance, which subsequently decays into BOB
oscillations in the BB system are very rapid, and have not been observed yet [62].
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Figure 2-1: The 'box diagrams' for Bo B mixing.
A sample of initially pure Bo mesons can be represented by a two-component
wave function, a(t) , meaning a(t)jB) + d(t)1Po), where a(t) and a(t) are the
amplitudes for finding Bo and Bo respectively, at proper time t. Bo is the charge-
conjugate of Bo, so that CPIBo) = -IBo). The Hamiltonian of this system can be
phenomenologically expressed as a mass matrix, and the Shr6dinger equation has the
form
d a(t) m - i m - a(t)S2 2 (2.1)
d a(t) m12 m2 12 
The diagonal elements describe the decay of the neutral B mesons with m being the
mass of the flavor eigenstates Bo and B 0, and F their decay width. The off-diagonal
terms describe the mixing from the box diagrams (fig. 2-1). ml 2 and P 12 can be
determined from theory by evaluating the box diagrams. However, in contrast to the
Koi o system,3 these common decays are Cabbibo suppressed here (meaning that
they involve a small CKM matrix element), and represent a tiny fraction of the total
B decay rate. The term r 12 in eq. (2.1) can therefore be neglected.
Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian from eq. (2.1), one obtains the CP eigenstates B 1
and B 2 which are linear combinations of the flavor eigenstates:
I Bi) = (IBO) + B 0)) (2.2)
3A Ko meson, a bound state of a s and a d quark, can oscillate into its antiparticle KO for
exactly the same reasons as Bo. Furthermore, the particle-antiparticle mixing was discovered in the
K o KO system.
1
IB2) = -(B O) - Io)) (2.3)
with masses ml,2 and widths 1,2:
Am
ml,2 = m 2 (2.4)
r1 ,2 = r 2 (2.5)
where
Am = 2Re ( 12 - r2 (2.6)
AP = 21m r1m 2 - m 2 - (2.7)1 2 1(2.)
The mass difference Am between B1 and B 2 is the oscillation frequency of changing
from a Bo to B0 and vice versa. This can be verified by explicitly writing the proba-
bilities to find a Bo or a Bo at a time t, PBoBO(t) and PBo.so(t) respectively. If a
particle started out as a Bo at t = 0:
PBo-BO(t) = e-rt -rt + 2e-rt cos(Amt) (2.8)
PBoo(t) = 1 e-r' + e-r't - 2e-rt cos(Amt)] (2.9)
Therefore the measurement of the time dependence of the Bo - Bo transition allows
one to extract the value of Amd (we will use the subscript to distinguish it from Am,,
the mass difference in the BOfB3 system).
The oscillation frequency, Amd, is related to the elements of the CKM matrix by
explicit evaluation of the box diagrams (fig. 2-1):
Amd = g m2F m2 QCDBB f ; VtVtd 2  (2.10)
Here GF is the weak coupling constant; mB is the mass of the B0 meson and mw the
mass of the W; mt is the 'running' top quark mass (mt = 167 ± 6 GeV) [20]; F(x)
is a known function, given to a good approximation by 0.784 x-0.24; 7QCD is a factor
that accounts for the QCD corrections (recently calculated to next-to-leading order
and found to be 0.55 ± 0.01); BB, is the non-perturbative "bag" factor, and fBd is
the decay constant of the B meson, with fBd BBd = 200 ± 40 MeV. All values are
taken from Ref. [19].
The experimental goal is to measure Amd. Once that is done, knowledge of other
quantities in equation (2.10) enables the extraction of Vtd (as Vtb = 1 in Wolfenstein's
parameterization (1.6)). Since Vtd = AA 3(1 - p - i7), constraining Vtd is equivalent to
constraining the apex of the Bjorken triangle (the point with the coordinates (p, 7))
in fig. 1-3, to lie on a circle centered at (1, 0):
IVtdI/(AA6) = (1 - p) 2 + 772
Assuming Itb I = 1, the world average4 value of Amd = 0.460 ± 0.018 ps - 1 yields
Vtd= (8.6 + 0.2 + 0.2 + 1.7) x 10- 3
where the errors are due to Amd, mt and fBd BB [19]. Currently, the overall error
on Vtd is dominated by the uncertainty on the product fBd Bd.
2.2 Experimental approaches to mixing
To observe mixing in a sample of B decays, we need to determine the fraction of
events that have mixed as a function of the proper time t. Therefore, there are three
pieces of information necessary for any measurement of the BoBo oscillations:
1. The proper time of the B-meson decay.
2. The flavor of the B meson at t = 0.
3. The flavor of the B meson when it decayed.
4 The world average quoted includes the measurement presented in this thesis.
To date, all measurements of the BoBo mixing based on time oscillations have been
made in experiments at colliders (LEP, SLC' and Tevatron'), in which a pair of
b-quarks is produced. First we mention the strategies used at LEP, and then contrast
them with the possibilities at CDF.
At LEP running at the Zo resonance (91 GeV/c 2 ), each of the b quarks from
the Z decay has the energy of about 45 GeV, and they emerge from the interaction
point in the opposite directions. For this reason, if a B meson is found on one side,
it is very likely that at least some decay products of a b-flavored hadron are found
on the opposite side of the detector. Usually, one first finds a neutral B meson
(for simplicity, we call it Bo), and reconstructs its decay point (called vertex); the
hemisphere of the event containing the Bo vertex is hence called the vertexing side.
The proper time is extracted from the reconstructed decay length, i.e. the distance
between the interaction point where the B meson was produced, and the Bo-meson
decay point - the B vertex. The flavor of the Bo meson at the time of its decay is
deduced from the decay products. The flavor of the Bo meson at t = 0 is then inferred
from the decay products of the b-flavored hadron containing the other b quark, which
is usually found in the other hemisphere of the event. This other hemisphere is thus
called the flavor tag side. The class of tagging methods utilizing the opposite side
to determine the flavor of the b-quark at production is therefore called the Opposite
Side Tagging (OST). Opposite Side Tagging is schematically shown in fig. 2-2.
5 Large Electron-Positron collider, in CERN, Geneva, Switzerland. e+ and e- are collided at the
center-of-mass energy of 91 GeV/c 2 , corresponding to the Zo resonance. Zo then decays into a bb
pair.
6 Stanford Linear Collider, in SLAC, Palo Alto, CA. e+ and e- are collided at the Zo resonance,
however the beams are polarized, resulting in kinematic correlations between the b and b quarks that
are different from those at LEP and Tevatron. For this reason we do not compare tagging methods
used at SLC with those used at LEP and Tevatron.
7 At Tevatron, p and p beams collide at the center-of-mass energy of Vf = 1.8 TeV/c 2 . The bb
production mechanisms are discussed in section 2.3.2.
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Figure 2-2: A schematic representation of the tagging possibilities. Two
b-quarks are produced at the primary vertex (P.V.), resulting in a Bo meson
and a b-hadron recoiling in the opposite directions. The 'vertexing side' is
the hemisphere where the Bo vertex is reconstructed (in this example from
I and D meson). On the opposite side (the 'flavor tag side'), decay products
of the b-flavored hadron are used to infer the flavor of the Bo meson at t = 0.
Usually, two methods are used to determine the flavor of the b-hadron on the
flavor tag side: the charge of the lepton from the semileptonic decay of the
b-hadron ("lepton tagging"), and the weighted sum of the charges of likely
b-hadron decay products ("jet-charge tagging").
A typical LEP mixing measurement includes Bo --+ + jet s or a Bo -- D*-X on
the vertexing side, and a flavor tag on the opposite side. The Opposite Side Tagging
algorithms that are commonly used [43] include:
* the charge of a lepton, most likely coming from the semileptonic decay of the
b-flavored hadron on the opposite side;
* the charge of an identified kaon; the b -* c - s transition chain results in
a strange hadron - usually a kaon (a meson containing the s quark) - that
determines the flavor of the b quark;
* the charge of a D*+ from B - D *+X ;
* the sum of the momentum-weighted charges of the opposite jet, also known as
the jet charge.
The Bo o oscillation is diluted first by the presence of the charged B mesons on the
vertexing side, and also by the mistags on the flavor tags side. In designing a Bo-
mixing measurement, the goal is to improve the Bo purity on the vertexing side and
reduce the mistag rate on the flavor tag side, while maximizing statistical precision
of the measurement.
In contrast to LEP, the bb production cross-section at hadronic colliders is orders
of magnitude higher, and therefore the experiments at Tevatron have a tremendous
potential advantage in statistics. (For instance, the lepton + charm sample used in
this thesis is the largest of its kind in the world.) The precision of the determination
of the B decay position at the CDF detector is also comparable to that of the LEP
experiments.
However, hadrons have a complicated internal structure (quarks and gluons), and
thus hadronic collisions are more complex than leptonic annihilation. As a result,
the Opposite Side Tagging methods outlined above usually do not work as well as
in the LEP environment. This thesis uses a novel tagging algorithm based on the
information available on the vertexing side, called the Same Side Tagging (SST).
"A jet is stream of particles, coming from a hadronization of a quark into a hadron and subsequent
decay of the hadron.
2.3 Bo-meson production in pp collisions
We now briefly describe the benefits and the complications of the environment of the
proton-antiproton collisions.
2.3.1 Parton model and parton distribution functions
We imagine the proton as composed of virtual states of free partons - three constituent
quarks (the 'valence quarks'), virtual gluons, and virtual quark-antiquark pairs (the
'sea quarks') created by splitting of virtual gluons.
At the Tevatron, protons and antiprotons collide at the center-of-mass energy
(denoted by fF) of 1.8 TeV. At these energies, the collision time (the time spent in
interchanging virtual bosons) is much shorter than the lifetime of these virtual states,
so we may treat the partons as free during the collision.
Partons do not divide the proton momentum among themselves equally. We define
the parton distribution functions fi(s) as the probability that a parton i (a quark or
a gluon) carries a fraction x of the momentum of the beam particle a (a proton or
an antiproton). In the collision, each interacting parton i carries only the fraction x
of proton's 900 GeV, for quarks, about (x) = 10% on average. If the effects arising
from the Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) are taken into account, then parton
distribution functions also depend on the momentum exchanged in the interaction.
2.3.2 pp -+ bb processes
In leading order (LO) approximation in QCD, b-quarks are produced via the Feynman
diagrams shown in figures 2-3a, 2-3b, 2-3c. In these events, b and b quarks are created,
and they move away from each other with equal but opposite momenta transverse to
the pp beam axis.
The leading-order picture is satisfactory when the quark mass, m,, is similar or
greater than the average momentum carried by each parton, (x)\//2 P. 90 GeV. 9
9 Each parton carries the fraction (z) of proton's 900 GeV. Here, qV = 1.8 TeV/c 2 is the total
collision energy in the center of mass.
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Figure 2-3: Leading order processes contributing to the bb production.
While this is true for the top quark (mt = 175 GeV), it certainly is not for the b
quark (mb ~ 4.75 GeV), where 2mb//I- ,~ 0.005 < 0.1. In this case, the higher order
diagrams (figures 2-4a, 2-4b, 2-4c and 2-4d) may have equally significant contribution
as the leading order processes.' 0
Dominant next-to-leading order (NLO) processes involve a two-gluon initial state:
gluon splitting (2-4d), and flavor excitation (essentially an initial state gluon split-
ting) (2-4b,c). From the theoretical standpoint, it is important to understand the
contribution of the NLO processes: their contribution is large, which suggests that
even higher-order graphs must be included.
Moreover, understanding the NLO contribution is important from a purely practi-
cal point of view: the Opposite Side Tagging techniques rely on the b quark produced
on the opposite side. However, the kinematic correlations between b and b quarks
(section 3.2.1) are quite different in the leading order approximation (no gluons, b
10This is due to the large gluon density at small z, the increased color factor at the 3-gluon vertex,
and the cross-section enhancement for diagrams containing a vector exchange in the t-channel.
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Figure 2-4: Next-to-leading order processes contributing to the bb produc-
tion.
and b are back-to-back) compared to the NLO (gluon may take significant amount of
the transverse energy), so the ability to use these tagging methods depends upon the
understanding of the higher-order diagrams.
The fact that the b and b quarks do not emerge in opposite directions has profound
implications on the possibility of the Opposite Side Tagging at CDF. Because the
momentum of the bb pair along the beam direction is not zero, Monte Carlo studies
show that if one b-quark is in the central region of the detector, the other b-quark
is also central with the probability of only about 40%; this limits the maximum
Opposite Side Tagging efficiency. Moreover, because of the high NLO contribution,
it is very hard to distinguish the opposite side b-quark jet from gluon jets, so the
techniques such as jet-charge tagging do not work nearly as well as at LEP [21].
Finally, the b-quark momentum spectrum is softer (lower average momentum) than
LEP's 45 GeV (at the Zo mass of 91 GeV/c 2 ), and consequently the semileptonic
decays of the opposite-side b-quark result in leptons that are barely distinguishable
from the multitude of the surrounding hadronic tracks. Therefore, even the Opposite
Side Tagging techniques based on the leptonic tagging are not as effective as their
counterparts at LEP [22, 23, 24]."
For all these reasons, it is highly advantageous to use the information available on
the vertexing side - the same side where the neutral B meson is reconstructed. For
this reason, the tagging algorithms utilizing the information gathered on the vertexing
side are called Same Side Tagging (SST). The information that can be used to infer
the flavor of the b-quark is available in two kinds: the pions from the decays of the
higher B resonances, B**+ -+ Bor+, as well as the pions that were created in the
process of turning the b-quark into a B-meson, called fragmentation.
The quarks are never observed free - they can only be found in the structures
of mesons (a quark and an antiquark) and baryons (three quarks). The process in
which a quark that was just created (in a pp interaction or a decay of a particle like
Z O) associates itself with other quarks to form a hadron is called fragmentation or
hadronization. During fragmentation, usually several hadrons are created, appearing
in a detector as a jet of particles. Gluons emitted in a hadronic interaction also frag-
ment (three-jet events were taken as the first experimental evidence for the existence
of gluons). More information on fragmentation can be found in Appendix C.
The charge correlations among the fragmentation products, however, are crucial
for the Same Side Tagging. When a b-quark fragments into a Bo meson, a dd pair is
created from the b-quark's kinetic energy. A d quark combines with b to form B0 (bd),
and the remaining d-quark continues the fragmentation process. If the d-quark pulls
a uil pair from vacuum, the 7r+(ud) meson is created. Therefore, the first charged
particle produced after the Bo meson in the fragmentation chain uniquely determines
the flavor of the B meson: 7r+ is produced along with the Bo meson, while r- is
produced together with the Bo meson.
The correlation between the charge of first fragmentation pion and the neutral B
meson is the same as between the pion and the B meson that are products of the
"A lepton-based Opposite Side Tagging analysis gains a lot in the case of the dedicated trigger
requiring two leptons on the opposite sides.
B**± decay. In this thesis we make use of both of these charge-flavor correlations to
determine the flavor of a neutral B meson at the production point. The Same Side
Tagging is described in detail in chapter 6.
Figure 2-5 shows a schematic representation of a tagging methods used at CDF.
2.3.3 A bb event
Now we can picture a typical bb event. There are usually two b-jets (jets created in
the fragmentation of two b-quarks), and a possible additional gluon jet in the case of
a higher order process, as well as many other particles produced in the fragmentation
of the remnants of the proton and the antiproton, that are not correlated in any way
with the b-quark jets. This remainder of the pp~ collision is called the underlying event.
In addition, other protons and antiprotons can collide in the same bunch crossing,
contributing an independent pp event (usually just a soft QCD process) at a different
position along the beamline. An additional pp interaction of this kind is called a
pile-up event, and there may be more than one in each bunch crossing. A schematic
representation of a process resulting in a b, a b and a gluon (g) is shown in fig. 2-6.
Depending on whether the b-quark initially creates a us, dd, sI, cZ or a diquark-
antidiquark pair, the B+, Bo, B,, Be mesons and b-flavored baryons (e.g. Ab) are
produced, respectively. This is characterized with the respective probabilities
fu : fd: fs : cA
where f, = fd f 38%, f, f 11% [53]. Since Bc is produced extremely rarely, roughly
13% of b quarks fragment to baryons. This thesis is concerned only with the behavior
of B + and Bo mesons (and their charge-conjugates).
2.4 Basic ingredients of a mixing measurement
In this thesis we apply the Same Side Tagging technique to the sample of B -4 vID(*)
decays. The Same Side Tagging is described in detail in chapter 6. Here it suffices to
say that it is based on the correlations between the B meson flavor and the charge of
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Figure 2-5: A schematic representation of the tagging possibilities at CDF.
The bb pair is created at the primary vertex (P.V.). However, as opposed
to LEP, the b and b quarks do not always emerge back-to-back from the
primary vertex (cf. fig. 2-2). As a consequence, the usual Opposite Side
Tagging methods like lepton tagging (at CDF called 'soft-lepton' tagging,
since the lepton used as the tag usually has a low momentum) and jet-charge
tagging do not work as well as at LEP. However, the Same Side Tagging
methods (using the information on the 'vertexing side') are less affected by
the peculiarities of the bb production in pp environment. In the Same Side
Tagging (SST) method used in this thesis, the pions originating from the
B** decay and the fragmentation of the b-quark (into the Bo meson) are
used to deduce the flavor of the Bo meson at t = 0.
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Figure 2-6: A schematic representation of a typical event with a bb pair and
a gluon (g) in the hadronic environment. A B-meson decay of interest is on
the right-hand side. A b-flavored hadron emerges on the opposite side. A jet
that originated from the fragmentation of the soft gluon recoils against the
B meson and the b-flavored hadron. racks that were created in the process
of fragmentation of the proton remnants (an underlying event), as well as
tracks that come from a secondary pp interaction (a pile-up event) are also
shown.
the particles produced along with it. We select one such particle and use its charge
to tag the flavor of the B meson at its production time. Finding a r+ means that
a Bo was produced, while finding a 7r- implies a B . The charge of the lepton tags
the flavor of the B meson at decay: BO - e+ and BD -+ 1-. Therefore, finding a r+
along with the B meson decaying into a I + means that the Bo meson did not mix.
We define the 11r' as the right correlation, or right sign (RS). On the other hand,
finding a 7r+ together with a I- means that the Bo meson did mix. We define lt7rF
as wrong sign (WS).
The probabilities that the Bo will not mix and mix, respectively, are:
P(t)BOBO = 1 e-t/(1 + cos Amdt) (2.11)
P(t)Bn,Bo = 1 e-'/T(1 - cos Amdt) (2.12)2r
Wrong sign lepton-pion pairs, however, can also come from mistagging, that is,
selecting an incorrect pion as the tag. If we define d _ the fraction of correctly tagged
B's, we can write the numbers of 'right sign' and 'wrong sign' events:
NRs(t) = dN(t)Bo_.Bo(t) + (1 - d)N(t)Boso(t) (2.13)
Nws(t) = (1 - d)N(t)Bo_.Bo(t) + dN(t)Bo_.so(t) (2.14)
We then define the asymmetry A(t) as
A(t) NRs(t)- Nws(t)
NRs(t) + Nws(t)
Substituting eq.(2.13) and (2.14) into (2.15), we get the explicit dependence on the
proper time:
A(t) = (2d - 1)cos AMdt = Do cos Amdt (2.16)
The amplitude of the oscillation is < 1 due to imperfect flavor tagging. The
quantity Do is called dilution and is the measure of the purity of the flavor tag
decision.
To perform a mixing measurement, we obtain A(t) and fit it with a cosine (con-
voluted with the resolution function for t). The amplitude is Do, and the frequency
is proportional to Amd. To get A(t) we need to determine:
1. The flavor of the Bo at the time of its decay. For this we will use the charge
of the i in B - eDC*) decays. The lepton + charm dataset is described in
section 4.1.
2. The proper decay time for the Bo meson. The necessary corrections to the
measured proper time of the Bo decay are described in section 4.3.
3. The flavor of the Bo meson at the time of production. For this we will use the
Same Side Tagging technique, described in section 6.1.
We start by reviewing the relevant features of the Tevatron and the CDF detector
in chapter 3, and then describe the sample of B --+, D(*)X decays in chapters 4 and
5. The details of the Same Side Tagging algorithm are given in chapter 6. In chapter
7 we describe the fit for Amd and the dilutions. The systematic uncertainties are
discussed in chapter 8. We conclude in chapter 9.
Chapter 3
The experimental apparatus
3.1 Tevatron - the source of pp collisions
The proton beam begins as gaseous hydrogen, which is ionized to form H-. H- ions
are extracted from the ion source by the Cockroft-Walton electrostatic accelerator,
and accelerated to 750 keV. They continue down the short, straight section, the Linac,
where they are accelerated up to 401.5 MeV, first by the Drift Tube Linac, then by
the Side-coupled Cavity Linac.
Before entering the third stage, the Booster, the H- ions pass through a carbon
foil which removes the two electrons, leaving only the protons.
The Booster is a rapid cycling synchrotron 500 feet in diameter. The protons
travel around the Booster about 20, 000 times and their energy is raised to 8 GeV.
The Booster normally cycles twelve times in rapid succession, loading twelve pulses,
or bunches of protons, into the Main Ring.
The Main Ring is another proton synchrotron located in the Fermilab tunnel,
which is four miles in circumference.' Under the current operating mode, the Main
Ring accelerates protons to 150 GeV.
In fixed target mode, the proton beam is lowered into the Tevatron, accelerated
to 900 GeV, extracted and sent down the Fixed Target beamline to the experimental
'A tunnel ten feet in diameter, buried 20 feet underground, also houses the Tevatron, whose
magnets are positioned below Main Ring's magnets.
areas.
In collider mode, however, the proton beam in the Main Ring is used to produce
antiprotons. The protons are accelerated to 120 GeV, and extracted to hit a Tungsten
target. Antiprotons are among the secondary particles produced in this collision.
They are selected and transported to the Debuncher ring where they are reduced to
the same low energy by a process known as stochastic cooling [27], and then stored
into the Accumulator ring. Finally, when a sufficient number has been produced, the
antiprotons are reinjected into the Main Ring, accelerated to 150 GeV, and moved
down into the Tevatron, in six bunches. At the time of the antiproton injection,
six bunches of protons are already orbiting in the opposite direction. The number
of particles in a proton bunch is Np, 2 x 1011, while in an antiproton bunch it is
N ~ 6 x 1010.
After all protons and antiprotons are in the Tevatron, they are accelerated to 900
GeV in the 5.7 T magnetic field of superconducting dipole magnets.2 The antiproton
content of the Tevatron is called a 'store'. Each store lasts for several hours, occasion-
ally even days. Events during each store are grouped into 'runs'. Most parameters
of the CDF operation (e.g., the position of the beam) are stored in a database in
run-averaged format.
Proton and antiproton bunches cross each other at six straight sections of the
Tevatron, with a frequency of 3.5ps. At two of them, BO and DO, two general purpose
detectors, CDF and DO are situated. The quadrupole magnets squeeze the p and p
beams into a cross-sectional area of OA - 5 X 10-scm2 , so that the p and p collide in
the geometrical center of each detector.
The instantaneous luminosity is defined as
L = f (3.1)
where NB = 6 is the number of bunches, and f is the bunch revolution frequency
(about 50 kHz). Instantaneous luminosity is highest at the beginning of the store,
and declines as the antiprotons are lost to collisions and beam instability.
2The Tevatron also contains quadrupole and octupole magnets for focusing and beam
stabilization.
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Figure 3-1: A schematic view of the Tevatron at Fermilab. The two exper-
iments CDF and DO are also shown.
Data used in this thesis have been collected between 1992 and 1995 ('Run 1').
This period has been divided in two parts, different mainly in the Tevatron conditions.
The first part, Aug 1992 to May 1993, called Run 1A, is characterized by average
instantaneous luminosities of 0.54 x 1031 cm-2s-1 and a beam cross-section of about
40,/m. In the second part, Jan 1994 to July 1995, called Run 1B, the Tevatron
delivered significantly higher luminosities (maximal to 2.8 x 1031 cm-2s-1 , average
1.6 x 1031 cm-2s- 1 ) and also a narrower beam (- 25p/m). Also, for Run 1B, CDF's
Silicon Vertex Detector, was replaced by a radiation-hard version, the "SVX"' [29]).
During Run 1, total of 109.4 ± 7.2 pb-1 of data have been collected.
3.2 The CDF detector
3.2.1 Kinematic variables in pp collisions
In the case of a proton-antiproton collider with unpolarized beams, the only preferred
axis is the beam direction. Physics processes are hence invariant under rotations
around the beam direction, and the polar coordinate system, with the beam direction
as the z axis is a natural choice.
When a proton and an antiproton collide, the total kinematic energy available to
the collision is Fs = 1.8 TeV. However, each parton (a constituent or sea quark, or
a gluon) carries only a fraction of the proton momentum, determined by the parton
distribution function. As a consequence, the physics interactions often have large
boosts along the beam direction, and the observed momenta projected to the z axis
do not sum to zero. However, the total momentum in the plane transverse to the
beam, (p., p,), is zero. In this plane, we choose to represent each particle by its polar
coordinates, PT = p~ + pY and q (the azimuthal angle, measured from x axis).
The polar angle 0 is measured in the x - z plane, starting from the positive z axis.
However, a more useful quantity called rapidity is defined as
Y 1 E + p-
Under a boost in the z direction, 8, rapidity transforms as y' = y + tanh -1 , so
the distribution of rapidity, dN/dy is invariant under Lorentz transformations along
the z axis (and thus the same in both the lab frame and in the true center-of-mass
frame). For ultrarelativistic particles, p > m, and rapidity can be approximated by
pseudo-rapidity
77- in P = - In tan 
-
2 p - p, 2
3.2.2 Overview of the CDF detector
Since energetic hadron collisions can be described by the Lorentz-invariant variables,
pT, q and q, the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) [28] was designed to have an
approximately cylindrically symmetric layout of detector components with segmen-
tation roughly uniform in r and q.
For the purpose of a precise measurement of the PT, axial magnetic field of 1.412
T permeates the tracking detectors. In this configuration, the particle tracks are
helices, which are represented by five parameters: curvature (inversely proportional
to PT), polar angle 8, and the position of the point of closest approach - its azimuthal
angle 80, its location in z, zo, and its impact parameter do - the distance of the closest
approach. The weakly-decaying B mesons live long enough3 for their decay position
to sometimes be well-separated from the interaction point. Their decay products thus
often have impact parameters larger than 150/m (see figure 2-6), and thus can be
separated from the particles originating from the interaction point. Thus, a precise
determination of do is crucial in selection of B meson decays.
The beam is circular in the x - y plane (with the radius of 40g/m in Run 1A, and
25Igm in 1B), and gaussian in z (width 30 cm), the center of the beam being very close
to the geometrical center of the detector. The exact position of the beam changes
from store to store, the beam displacements varying from 400 to 1000Itm in vertical
(y) and from 200 to 1200Itm in the horizontal (x) direction. Moreover, the beam
and the z-axis of the CDF detector are not exactly parallel, and have relative slopes
of about 3jSm/cm and 5ptm/cm in x and y directions respectively. Run averages for
both beam slopes and beam displacements are kept in the CDF database, and are
used in this thesis to calculate the position of the beam.
In a particular event, the pf~ interaction point is called the primary vertex. Fre-
quently, especially during the high luminosity conditions of Run 1B, more than one
proton and antiproton may interact in the same bunch crossing, and there may be
more than one primary vertex in the event. The number of primary interactions per
event, averaged over Run 1B, is about 1.5.
The goal of the CDF detector is to provide a large coverage of the solid angle, in
order to capture as many tracks as possible. A side view cross-section of the CDF
detector is shown in figure 3-2. A particle leaving the interaction point first traverses
three tracking chambers (SVX, VTX and CTC), positioned inside a superconducting
solenoid. All particles except muons and neutrinos are then stopped inside one of
the calorimeter systems, which provides a measurement of their energy. The tracks
that pass through the calorimeters and leave tracks in the muon chambers are then
identified as the muon candidates. Integrated tracking is available only in the central
rapidity region (177 I 1.0)
3A B meson that decays after one lifetime will, on average, have traversed the distance of about
2 mm.
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Figure 3-2: A side view cross-section of the CDF detector. The interac-
tion region is in the lower right corner. The detector is forward-backward
symmetric about the interaction region. The CDF co-ordinate system is
described in the upper left corner.
Neutrinos escape undetected resulting in an apparent non-conservation of energy
and momentum in the transverse plane. Their presence in the event can therefore be
inferred from the amount of energy missing in the transverse plane.
3.2.3 Tracking systems
There are three tracking systems at CDF: the SVX used for measuring the displace-
ment of tracks from the primary vertex, the VTX used to determine the z position of
the primary vertex, and the CTC used to measure tracks' momenta. Combined, they
provide a good measurement of all track parameters, especially in the x - y plane.
Measuring do and 0 with the SVX
The Silicon Vertex Detector (SVX) [29] is intended to provide points very close to
the beam spot, thus increasing the resolution on the impact parameter do and q of
charged particles. This high precision is needed when trying to discern whether a
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collection of tracks intersect at a point other than the primary vertex.4 . The original
SVX, installed for Run 1A, because of radiation damage had to be replaced for Run
1B with the SVX'. SVX and SVX' are very similar in construction. Their comparison
is show in table 3.1.
The SVX (and the SVX') consists of two barrels aligned along the detector z-axis
(the beam direction). An SVX barrel is shown in figure 3-3. At z = 0, there is a gap
of 2.15 cm between barrels. Total length (along z) of the SVX is 51 cm; since the pp
interactions are spread around z = 0 with a - 30 cm, the geometric acceptance of
the SVX is roughly 60%. q coverage is between +1.9.
Each barrel consists of four concentric layers of silicon strip detectors, which are
composed of twelve wedges (thus 300 each). Every layer consists of twelve ladders,
each 25.5 cm in length. A ladder is shown in figure 3-4.
Each ladder in turn is divided into three single sided silicon wafers, each 8.5 cm
long. Wafers have silicon strips on one side only, and they are aligned along the
z axis - thus the SVX is a r - q tracking device (2-D tracking in the transverse
plane). The width of the strips is 60gm for the three inner layers, 55Igm for the
fourth one. The individual hit position is obtained by fitting the charge distribution
of neighboring strips, and has a resolution of about 10tm. a, the resolution of the
impact parameter, do, as a function of the track transverse momentum, PT, for the
SVX' detector is shown in figure 3-6.
SVX strips are read out in so-called 'sparse mode', in which only strips that are
significantly over the threshold are read out. The data is read by the SVX chip,
which contains 128 channels. There are 2, 3, 4 and 6 chips per ladder on layers 1 to 4
respectively. In total, the entire SVX has 46080 channels. Because of this multitude
of channels, the readout time of the SVX detector is about 2 ms (a large value when
compared with the readout time of the other CDF detector systems). The SVX chip
also allows hardware subtraction of the leakage current, on a strip-by-strip basis.
4Such a point is called the secondary vertez
Feature SVX SVX'
Channels 46080 46080
z coverage 51.1 cm 51.1 cm
Gap at z=0 2.15 cm 2.15 cm
Radius of layer 0 3.0049 cm 2.8612 cm
Radius of layer 1 4.2560 cm 4.2560 cm
Radius of layer 2 5.6872 cm 5.6872 cm
Radius of layer 3 7.8658 cm 7.8658 cm
Overlap of layer 0 -1.26deg 0.17deg
Overlap of layer 1 0.32deg 0.32deg
Overlap of layer 2 0.30deg 0.30deg
Overlap of layer 3 0.04deg 0.04deg
Silicon one-sided one-sided
Power DC AC, FOXFET bias
Passivation none polyimide
Atmosphere Argon/Ethane+H 20  Dry Nitrogen
Readout chip SVX IC Rev. D SVX IC Rev.H3
Sampling quadruple double
Noise 2200 electrons 1300 electrons
Gain 15 mV/fc 21 mV/fc
Reset/Integrate 3.5 ps 3.5 [s
Readout time 2.7 ps 2.1ps
Radiation Limit 15-20 KRad > 1 MRad
Bad channels 2.93% 1.73%
Typical Occupancy 7-10% 5%
Max Occupancy 12-20% 25%
Table 3.1: A comparison of the SVX and SVX' detectors.
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Figure 3-3: An isometric view of a single SVX barrel. Some of the ladders
of the outer layer have been removed to allow a view of the inner layers.
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Figure 3-4: An SVX ladder used in the construction of SVX layers.
Measuring zo and 0 with the VTX
The VTX is a time-proportional drift chamber segmented into 8 modules along the
z axis. Each module is octagonal, composed of 8 wedges. A central high voltage grid
divides each module into two 15.25 cm long drift regions. This distance was chosen
so that the maximum drift time (in 50/50% argon-ethane mixture at atmospheric
pressure and E = 320 V/cm) is less than the time between two bunch crossings.
The electrons drift away from the center grid until they pass through a cathode grid
and enter one of the two proportional chamber endcaps. Each endcap is divided into
octants, with 24 sense wires and 24 cathode pads in each octant. The arrival times
of the electrons at the sense wires give a picture of the event in the r - z plane.
Adjacent modules have a relative rotation angle of 0o = tan-1(0.2) about the z axis.
For tracks passing through at least two modules, this eliminates inefficiencies near
octant boundaries and provides q information from small angle stereo. The active
area of the chamber extents from about r = 7 cm to r = 21 cm.
Primary vertices in the event are obtained by fitting the tracks in r - z plane.
The primary vertex z resolution is 1 - 2 mm, depending on the number of tracks
participating in each fit.
Measuring PT, 0 and q with the CTC
The Central Tracking Chamber (CTC) is a cylindrical drift chamber 3.2 m long, and
extends from the VTX, to the superconducting solenoid (at a radius of 130 cm).
84 layers of sense wires are grouped into 9 superlayers, numbered 0 to 8. According
to their purpose, the superlayers are divided into axial (track reconstruction in the
r - q plane) and stereo (reconstruction in the r - z plane). A transverse view of the
CTC is shown in figure 3-5. Superlayers 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 are axial, while 1, 3, 5 and
7 are stereo. The axial superlayers consists of 12 sense-wire layers each, along the
z axis, while the stereo superlayers contain 6 sense-wire layers each, rotated by ±30
with respect to the axial superlayers.
Sense-wire layers are tilted by 450 with respect to the radial direction, in order to
compensate for the Lorentz drifting angle.5 In the CTC, the electrons drift perpen-
dicularly to the radius vector. This design also ensures that high PT tracks pass close
to at least one sense wire. Moreover, large tilt angle resolves the left-right ambiguity
arising from the fact that it is impossible to tell which side of the sense wire the
electrons drifted from. Wrong assignment results in a 'ghost track', which must also
be considered in the pattern recognition. In the CTC, however, this ghost track is
rotated by an angle of 700 with respect to the real track, so the pattern recognition
problem is greatly simplified.
The superlayers are further divided into cells, so that the maximum drift time is
around 800 ns, which is much shorter than the 3.5ps between two bunch crossings.
554.00 mm I.D.
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Figure 3-5: A transverse view of the CTC endplate. The nine superlayers
are shown.
Integrating the tracking information
The event pattern recognition starts with a set of primary vertices identified by the
VTX. The CTC pattern recognition algorithm then loops over superlayers (starting
5In the presence of crossed electric (E = 1350 V/cm) and magnetic (B = 1.4 T) fields, electrons
drifting in a gas move at an angle - called the Lorentz angle - with respect to the electric field
direction.
from the outer-most), trying to associate hits with an arc of a helix that originated
in one of the primary vertices. Tracks with hits in both stereo and axial superlayers
are called 3-D tracks.
Once tracks are found in the CTC, they are extrapolated into the SVX. Only hits
in a road of a given width around the CTC track are considered. As in the CTC case,
hits are added starting from the outer-most layer (layer 4). Apart from providing
the 'seed vertices' for the CTC tracks, the VTX is otherwise ignored, even though, in
principle, it could improve the resolution on zo (currently - 4 mm, provided by the
CTC).
The combined SVX-CTC tracking gives the momentum resolution of
pr = 0.00662 + (0.0009pT)2GeV -
pT
and the impact parameter resolution shown on figure 3-6. A typical PT of the charged
particles considered in this analysis is usually below 3 GeV/c. Only the lepton in
B - viD(*) decay has a PT " 10 GeV/c.
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Figure 3-6: Impact parameter resolution of the SVX (aD in im) in the
transverse plane as a function of track PT.
3.2.4 Calorimeters
The CDF calorimeter has a 'projective tower' geometry, i.e. the calorimeter is seg-
mented in 77 and q 'towers', that point at the interaction region. The coverage is full
(27r) in azimuth and I 71 < 4.2 in pseudorapidity. The calorimeter system is divided
into three regions, the central, the plug and the forward. The segmentation of the
CDF calorimeter is shown in fig 3-7.
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Figure 3-7: A schematic representation of the segmentation of the CDF
calorimeter systems.
Each tower has an electromagnetic shower counter in front of a corresponding
hadron calorimeter. This allows a detailed comparison of the electromagnetic and
hadronic energies deposited in each tower, and thus facilitates the separation of elec-
trons and photons from other hadrons.
There are three types of the electromagnetic shower counters: CEM, PEM, and
FEM, corresponding to the central, the plug and the forward regions. The CEM
(0 < Iri < 1.1) uses lead sheets interspersed with scintillator as the active detector
medium. The PEM (1.1 < JI1 < 2.4) and FEM (2.2 < 1771 < 4.2) use proportional
chambers with cathode pad readout instead. For all three, the spatial resolution is
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about 2 mm. After 6 radiation lengths in CEM, 3 in PEM and 12 in FEM, there are
further proportional chambers giving a detailed measurement of the shower profile.
The hadron calorimeters are CHA and WHA (wall) in the central region, PHA in
the plug, and FHA in the forward. They consist of steel plates alternated with active
detectors: plastic scintillator in the central (0 < Ir1 < 1.3), and gas proportional
chambers in the plug (1.3 < I < 2.4) and forward (2.3 < |i| < 4.2). The pseu-
dorapidity coverage is slightly different from the electrogmagnetic shower counters
because of the geometry of the solenoid.
System r Coverage Energy Resolution Thickness
CHA Jr| < 0.9 50%/v§T e 3% 4.5 Ao
WHA 0.7 < 1r7 < 1.3 75%/- / E 4% 4.5 Ao
PHA 1.3 < 1771 < 2.4 90%//1. E 4% 5.7 Ao
FHA 2.4 < Ir < 4.2 130%/VIV e 4% 7.7 Ao
CEM |77 < 1.1 13.7%/v E- E 2% 18 Xo
PEM 1.1 < 14 < 2.4 28%/v'/ e 2% 18-21 Xo
FEM 2.2 < 177I < 4.2 25%/4 v/ e 2% 25 Xo
Table 3.2: A summary of the properties of the different CDF calorimeter
systems. Energy resolutions for the hadronic calorimeters are for incident
pions, and for the electromagnetic calorimeters are for incident electrons and
photons. (The symbol E means that the constant term is added in quadra-
ture to the resolution.) A0 signifies interaction lengths and Xo radiation
lengths.
3.2.5 Muon systems
Most of the charged particles that penetrate the hadron calorimeters are muons. In
the central region, the muons are detected by the central muon system (CMU), located
just outside CHA (which acts as a hadron absorber), and the central muon upgrade
(CMP), located outside the return magnet yoke (adding 0.6 m of steel). Both CMU
and CMP consist of four layers of drift chambers, and cover 1|71 < 0.6. To extend
the pseudorapidity coverage to 1|71 < 1.0, four free-standing conical arches have been
added outside the main body of the CDF detector. This detector, called central
muon extension (CMX), consists of drift chambers sandwiched between scintillator
counters. Central muon systems record only 'muon stubs', i.e. track segments in drift
chambers left by muon candidates. In the pattern recognition, these stubs are then
linked with the CTC tracks: the hits in the muon chambers are required to match
the extrapolated CTC track in both location and slope at the entry into the chamber.
The system is almost 100% efficient for central muons with PT > 3GeV.
The forward muon system (FMU) detects muons in the high-77 region ([|qj > 1.0).
Since there is no tracking in the forward, the FMU has its own toroids and acts as
a spectrometer. This thesis makes use only of the muons that leave stubs in both
CMU and CMP, since requiring information in both chambers improves the quality
of muon candidates.
3.2.6 Triggering
The proton and antiproton bunches cross every 3.51ts. However, not all pp interactions
are recorded. First, it is not technically possible, since it would require extremely
fast electronics and enormous amount of permanent data storage. Moreover, the
physically interesting processes (e.g. production of heavy flavor) occur more rarely,
and our goal is to record only the events that show signs of interesting physics. This
task is achieved by the trigger system.
The CDF has four levels of triggering, numbered from 0 to 3. The first three are
implemented in hardware, and introduce no dead time. 6
The Level 0 trigger requires a bunch crossing (and thus ensures that the event
is a pp collision and not a cosmic ray). The Level 1 trigger requires a candidate
muon in one of the muon chambers, or two neighboring calorimeter towers above the
threshold.
6Dead time is the time interval during which the detector cannot take any new data.
The Level 2 trigger bases its decision on the calorimeter and muon information, as
well as the tracking, and the event passes if there is significant jet activity or if there
are electron and muon candidates. Calorimeter jets are found by a hardware cluster
finder, which first searches for the so-called 'seed trigger towers' (transverse energy
ET > 3 GeV) and then considers adding neighboring towers to the cluster. For each
cluster, ET as well as the average r and q are returned.
To find leptons, muon stubs and electromagnetic showers are linked with the
CTC tracks found by the Central Fast Tracker (CFT). The CFT is one of the unique
features of the CDF - it uses hits from the axial sense-wire layers of the CTC to find
tracks at Level 2. The CFT finds tracks with pT > 2 GeV/c that originate from near
the origin in the x - y plane and pass through the entire tracking volume of the CTC.
As the CTC sense-wire layers are tilted by 450 with respect to the radial direction
(see fig. 3-5), each high-momentum track passes close to at least one wire in each
sense-wire layer. In the first pass through the CTC data, the CFT finds hits that
occur very near the sense wires, called "prompt" hits. In the second pass, the hits that
have drifted most of the way across the cell are found. These hits are called "delayed"
hits. High-momentum tracks typically have one prompt hit and two delayed hits per
axial superlayer, resulting in a total of 15 hits for the five axial superlayers. Starting
from the prompt hit in the superlayer 8, the CFT searches a predefined lookup table
of hit patterns and returns the pT corresponding to the best match. In the case of
the inclusive lepton trigger, only higher pT tracks (> 7 GeV), are matched to the
hits in the muon chambers and showers in the electromagnetic calorimeter. For this
reason, the Level 2 lepton trigger applies an implicit pT requirement on the lepton
candidates. An approximate Level 2 lepton trigger efficiency will be shown in the
following chapter.
If the Level 2 trigger passes the event, the whole detector is read out. The readout
time is about 3 ms and results in, on average, a 10% deadtime (which otherwise
depends on the trigger rate and instantaneous luminosity). Different parts of the
detector are read out in parallel, and passed to the Level 3 trigger. The Level 3
trigger is a software trigger, running on a series of multi-processor Challenge systems.
The event is assembled on one of the CPU's, and then passed to others that execute
a highly optimized version of the CDF production executable. This configuration
allows for a more sophisticated analysis of each event, and a finer classification of
each event into various data 'streams'. The output of the Level 3 is limited by the
amount of the temporary data storage (tape in Run 1A, and staging disk in Run 1B).
Chapter 4
Lepton + Charm Sample
As already mentioned in chapter 2, the production rate for bb pairs is significantly
higher than the current maximum data recording rate achievable with today's tech-
nology. The goal of the trigger system is to make a quick decision on whether the
event is worth further consideration. Each set of the trigger criteria defines a dataset,
whose size and characteristic features are set by the specific trigger requirements.
For a mixing measurement, it is advantageous to use a dataset rich in Bo mesons,
however one must trade the number of events versus the purity of the sample. More-
over, one needs both the flavor of the Bo meson when it decays, as well as the position
of the decay.
At a hadron collider, the number of reconstructed tracks in each event is large
due to the fragmentation, underlying event and occasional additional interaction (a
pile-up event), and the B decay products must be distinguished among them. When
the B meson decays hadronically (all daughters are hadrons; the majority of B decays
proceed this way), there is very little to differentiate the B-daughter tracks from the
non B-daughter tracks, originating from the primary vertex. Because of the long
lifetime of the B meson, one can potentially select events where the B meson lived
long enough to decay at the point well-separated from the primary vertex. (Such a
point is called a secondary vertex.) In order to trigger on the displaced B-daugher
tracks, a dedicated track processor is necessary.1
1Such a system did not exist at CDF in Run I, however, the Secondary Vertex Trigger (SVT) is
So while the abundance of B mesons makes B physics attractive at a pp collider,
not all decays are equally feasible for studying the B meson properties. However,
the semileptonic B decays (B -- vlX, where X stands for anything) have proved
to be a most useful tool for this purpose. A lepton is easily recognized, and thus it
is frequently used for triggering in a hadronic environment.2 If the lepton is coming
from a semileptonic B decay, its charge tells us the flavor of the B meson at the time
of the decay. Moreover, the B decay vertex must be along the lepton track, and the
goal is to find the remaining B decay products, and use it to determine the exact
position of the B meson decay point - the B vertex.
Almost all semileptonic B meson decays are b -+ vic transitions, so the decay
products will include a charmed meson. We therefore search for a D meson (a meson
composed of a c and a u or d quark) or a D* meson (an excited state of the D meson)
associated with a trigger lepton.
4.1 B candidate selection
For the sample of Bo mesons we use four decay signatures3 - three Bo -, vt+ D *-
signatures and one Bo - g v + D - :
Bo0  v+D *-, D*- - Dor, D O  K+,r- (4.1)
BO - vL+D *- , D*- - Dr-, DO K x-72 r+  (4.2)
Bo - vt+D*- , D*- - Dr-, D O  K+7r-r 0  (4.3)
BO vi+D - , D- - K+ir -r 2  (4.4)
For the charged B mesons, we use only one decay signature,
B + - vl+D, D O -+ K+r -  (4.5)
being built for the CDF's Run II (the data-taking period scheduled to commence in 1999).
2 CDF's observation of the Top quark was based on the datasets including some kind of lepton
trigger.
3Throughout this thesis, a reference to the charge conjugate states is implicit, unless explicitly
stated otherwise.
In this section we discuss the general selection requirements. A typical B --+ D
event topology is shown schematically in fig. 4-1
lepton
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Figure 4-1: A typical B -- ID event topology. A B meson is produced at
the event primary vertex (P.V.), and decays into a lepton, a D meson, and
a neutrino (undetected, and not shown). The D meson decays into a kaon
and one or more pions.
In the search for the D mesons accompanying the trigger lepton, we consider sets
(pairs, triplets, etc.) of tracks and test the hypothesis that they all are daughters of
a D meson. This set of tracks we call a D candidate. (If it includes a lepton, it will
be a B candidate.) There are many tracks in each event, and, in case there was a
true D meson in the event, only one set (if at all) will be a true D meson candidate.
These candidates comprise the signal. All other combinations, that include some or
none of the D meson daughters are not D mesons - they comprise the background.
The goal of the search is to find as many true D mesons (maximize the signal), and
suppress the false D candidates (minimize the background). Unfortunately, no set of
selection requirements will remove all background and leave us with the pure signal,
and every set of selection requirements will remove some signal as well.
We start with the preselection of the possible D-meson daughter tracks. All tracks
are required to pass standard CTC quality requirements: there must be > 5 hits in
at least 2 axial superlayers, and > 2 hits in at least two stereo superlayers. We
also extrapolate the track to the z position corresponding to the end of the CTC and
require that the radius of that point ("the CTC exit radius") be Reit > 130 cm. This
requirement guarantees that the track is fully contained within the CTC. Because of
the requirement that the D-meson daughters form a vertex we demand that all tracks
(except one in the case of DO -- K37r) are in the SVX (meaning that they have SVX
information associated with them; that, however, does not necessarily imply a SVX
quality requirement - except in some cases).
For all decay signatures, we first loop over all leptons (selected with loose quality
criteria) with4 pT > 6.0 GeV/c. The candidates for the daughters of the D meson
must lie within a cone of AR < 1.0 around the lepton. A Monte Carlo study shows
that for the B meson energies typical for CDF, the daughters of the D meson associ-
ated with a trigger lepton are fully contained within a cone of this size. s They must
also come from the neighborhood around the primary vertex of the lepton(since the
D o meson lifetime is - 125tim, and the D- lifetime is - 200Ipm): the z of the point
of the closest approach to the primary vertex (Zo) for each track must lie within 5
cm of the lepton's Zo.
These tracks are then used in the search of the exclusive decay of a D meson.
We consider those that also pass a minimal pT requirement and that are displaced
from the primary vertex. The fragmentation and underlying event particles that we
are trying to suppress are coming from the primary vertex, and have on average
lower momentum than the D meson decay products. The charges of the candidate
tracks must also match the hypothesis of the D meson: for example, in Do -- K+x- ,
the K and 7r candidate tracks must have the opposite charge. The invariant mass
of the candidate tracks must be in a window around the nominal D-meson mass
(1.8645 GeV/c 2 ): between 1.8 GeV/c2 and 1.95 GeV/c2 .
Once the tracks for the D-meson candidate have been found, they are constrained
4The trigger leptons from the inclusive lepton dataset have an implicit pr cut (see section 3.2.6),
so the requirement pT > 6.0 GeV/c passes all trigger leptons while removing non-trigger lepton
candidates.
5Some other CDF analyses use the cone of AR < 0.7.
to intersect at a common point, the D-meson decay vertex.The track parameters
are recomputed subject to this constraint, and, for this reason, the invariant mass
of the D-daughter candidate tracks may change. After the D-vertex constraint, we
verify that the invariant mass of the D meson candidate is still within its limits.
The resulting D vertex must satisfy some further quality requirements, including the
maximum X2 of the fit, and a requirement that the separation from the primary vertex
is greater than its uncertainty (Lxy > UL.,). From the list of the primary vertices
determined by the VTX, we select the closest one to the D vertex, and use it as the
primary vertex for this candidate. The x and y coordinates are taken from the run
averaged beam position determined by the SVX.
Once the D meson has been found, we combine it with the lepton to get the B
vertex. In the case of the B -k ID*- decays, the lepton and the soft pion from the
D*- decay, r., are both coming from the B decay point(D* -- D~r is a strong
decay, and the D* meson decays immediately), so the fit for the B vertex involves
intersecting the lepton and the soft pion tracks at the B vertex and requiring that
the D meson points back to it. For B -- IDo or B -- ID-, there is no additional
track emerging from the B decay, so we just point the D meson back towards the
lepton track, and the point where they intersect is taken as the B vertex.
In the end, we require that the charges of the lepton and the charm candidates
be consistent with the hypothesis that they come from the B meson: we require that
the Bo candidate is neutral, and that the charge of the B + candidate is +1.Since the
charge of the K carries the flavor of the D meson, we require that the lepton and
kaon are of the same charge.
The decays Bo -- Y+D *- followed by D*- - r-Do final state also contribute
to the Do final state. In order to improve the separation between the Bo and B+
samples, we remove all IDO candidates that are also 1D*- candidates. We define a
D*- candidate as a valid D o candidate with another track - a W candidate - that
makes the mass difference m(DO, x;)- m(Do) consistent with the world average value
of mD* - mDo. Therefore, we remove any D o candidate for which there is at least
one other track that makes the m(DO, 7) - m(Do) consistent with the world average.
Since the m(DO, 7r) - m(Do) distribution for real D*- mesons is very narrow (~. 3
MeV), this removal is very efficient once the 7r, is reconstructed.6
The narrow m(D, 7r) - m(Do) distribution is also exploited in the last Bo
ID*- decay signature, in which the DO meson decay D O -+ K+r-wro is not fully
reconstructed (i.e. some particles are missed) because of the unidentified 7ro. The
identification efficiency for 7ro -- -y- decays is low. We proceed as in the case of the
fully reconstructed D mesons, however we count the candidates by fitting the mass
difference distribution.
This outlines the general selection procedure. The specific selection requirements
for each of the decay signatures are presented in Appendix D.
4.1.1 Mass distributions and the number of B meson candi-
dates
The numbers of candidates are extracted from the fit of the invariant mass distribu-
tions. In all decay signatures but one (e+D*-, D -- K7rr) the D meson is fully
reconstructed. As a result, the distribution of the invariant mass of the real D meson
is normally distributed around the true value of its mass. The width of the Gaussian
is a measure of the detector resolution. However, there are sets of tracks that also
satisfy all D meson selection criteria, and that therefore contribute to the invariant
mass distribution of the candidate tracks. The collection of these candidates is called
the combinatorial background. The invariant mass distribution of the combinatorial
background depends on the availability of random tracks that satisfy the selection
criteria. In the interval between 1.80 GeV/c 2 and 1.95 GeV/c 2, it gently falls as the
invariant mass increases, since it is more likely to randomly pick a set of less ener-
getic particles that forms a candidate at lower invariant mass. Figure 4-2 shows the
invariant mass distributions (solid histogram), for the four channels of the exclusively
6 As the energy of these pions in the D*- rest frame is about 40 MeV/c, they are just boosted
by the P3y of the D* meson; usually, they are very soft (low-pT) in the laboratory frame. The
CDF detector does not reconstruct tracks below 200 MeV/c (they curve inwards before reaching the
CTC), so the soft pions, 7r-, are not always reconstructed.)
- - -_ _L _ _
reconstructed charm.
The signal component of the D meson candidate invariant mass distribution is
modeled by a gaussian. Given that the combinatorial background varies very slowly,
we model it with a linear function. The fits of the invariant mass distributions to the
sum of the gaussian signal and the linear background are also shown on figure 4-2, as
solid curves.
[As an aside, the fact that the signal is confined to a relatively narrow region
of the invariant mass distribution allows us to obtain the signal contribution to any
distribution. In order to do that we first make a distribution of an arbitrary quantity
X for the signal region, defined in such a way that most of the signal is within bound-
aries of such a region. (For instance, for the D o meson the signal region is between
1.85 GeV/c 2 and 1.88 GeV/c 2.) Then we define the sideband region - two bands in
the invariant mass distribution that are well separated from the signal region. (For
the D O meson, the sidebands are between 1.80 GeV/c 2 and 1.83 GeV/c 2 , and be-
tween 1.90 GeV/c 2 and 1.93 GeV/c 2.) The sidebands provide a perfect background
sample, and the distribution of X for the sideband region can be, after it is scaled
properly, subtracted from the distribution of X for the signal region, resulting in the
distribution of X for the signal only. This process is known as background subtraction
or sideband subtraction, and is very common in High Energy Physics. A distribu-
tion produced in this way is called a sideband-subtracted or background-subtracted
distribution.]
The dashed histograms in figure 4-2 represent the D meson invariant mass distri-
bution for the B candidates where the lepton and the kaon have the wrong charge
correlation. The 'wrong charge' events can be combinatorial background, however
they could also represent the cases where there was a real D meson and a fake lepton.
The fact that there is no peak in the 'wrong charge' D mass distribution reassures us
that each I - D(*) pair is actually coming from the decay of the same B meson.
In the case of the decay £+D*- , D O -- K7r7ro, the 7r is lost, and there is no peak
in the m(K, 7r) invariant mass distribution: instead of a gaussian centered at mDo,
there is a very broad and asymmetric distribution peaking around 1.6 GeV/c2 , with
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the cut-off at mDo - m,o. This artifact in the Kir invariant mass distribution is called
a satellite peak, and, for this reason, the signature e+D* - , D O --+ Krro is also known
as the satellite signature.
In order to distinguish the signal from the combinatorial background, we resort
to the m(K, 7r, r,) - m(K, x7) distribution. If the Do meson were fully reconstructed,
this distribution would have had a very narrow peak at mD*- - MDo, a result of the
small phase space available in the D*- -- Dor - decay.7 Even if a part of the DO
decay was lost, the m(K, 7r, 7r,) - m(K, 7r) distribution still peaks at the moD- - mDo
difference (since the same momentum is missing in both terms, the difference is hardly
affected), except that the peak is smeared. Figure 4-3 shows the distribution of the
mass difference distribution m(K, 7r, 7r,) - m(K, 7r) for this decay signature.
The complication for this decay signature is that the combinatorial background
cannot be treated as a slowly varying function; on the contrary, it rises from zero at
the kinematic limit of m, (since for no combination of tracks (tl, t 2) can the mass
difference m(tx, t 2 ,7r) - m(t1, t 2) be less than m,). We overcome this complication by
making use of the invariant mass difference distribution for 'wrong sign' sample (ID*
pairs where the lepton and the kaon have charges of the opposite sign, since they are
also combinatorial background) to give us the shape of the combinatorial background
in the 'right sign' sample. The normalization, however, must be changed, since there
is more combinatorial background in the 'right sign' sample, simply because it's more
probable to pick random tracks in the ratio 2 : 2, than 3 : 1 between the 'right sign'
and 'wrong sign' combinations.8
Therefore, we first fit the 'wrong sign' mass difference distribution. This distri-
bution gives us the shape of the combinatorial background, and it is shown on the
7The pion mass is m~ = 139 MeV/c 2 , while the mass difference is merely mD.- - mDo -
145.4 MeV/c 2, which is why the 7r, is called the soft pion.
8Assume that, due to the charge conservation, the tracks in the cone around the lepton track
are half positive and half negative (including the lepton). Out of 2n tracks in total, one can make
n2(n - 1)2/4 2 : 2 combinations, compared with n 2(n- 1)(n-2)/3! 3 : 1 (but not 1: 3) combinations.
So, very roughly, the amount of the 'wrong charge' combinatorial background will be 2/3 of the
amount of the 'right charge' one.
lower histogram in fig. 4-3, and the result of the fit with a dashed line. Then we fix
the background shape (letting the normalization float), add the signal function, and
fit for the signal area. The details of both functions used in this fit are given in the
Appendix E. The result of the full fit is shown in fig. 4-3.
4.2 Monte Carlo sample
4.2.1 Monte Carlo simulation of a single B meson
In this analysis, two Monte Carlo simulations are used, depending on the context.
Information concerning only the B meson is derived from a Monte Carlo simulation
that uses the following algorithm:
1. A single b quark is generated according to the pr spectrum from the inclu-
sive b-quark production calculation by Nason, Dawson and Ellis [30]. The b
quark is then transformed into a B meson, but no additional hadronization
products are created. The B meson energy, however, is corrected using the
Peterson fragmentation model [26], (described in Appendix C). The Peterson
parameter e = 0.006 is used. This procedure is done inside the BGENERATOR
program [31].
2. The B meson is then decayed using the QQ program [32], developed by the
CLEO collaboration.
3. The B-decay products are searched for the presence of a lepton and a charm. All
events are required to have a ID(*) candidate. Also, the four-body B - vID(*)x
decays are identified as "D**" decays.
4. A trigger turn-on (described below in sec. 4.2.3) is optionally applied at this
stage.
5. A simulation of the CDF detector response is performed, using the QFL' pro-
gram [33]. To create the CTC tracks, QFL just smears the trajectories of the
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Figure 4-3: Mass distribution of Am = m(Kr7r,) - m(K'r) for the signature
with D*- -, D 0or-, with Do -+ K+-r-ro (the 7ro is not reconstructed). The
lower histogram is the distribution of the 'wrong sign' candidates, and the
lower dashed curve is the fit to it. The higher dashed curve is the result of
the fit of the 'right sign' histogram, using the 'wrong sign' distribution as
the background shape.
generated particles, using parameterized resolutions. In the SVX, instead of
smearing the generated trajectories, the actual SVX hits are created, and then
the SVX pattern recognition is used to identify the SVX tracks. The detector
simulation also includes conversions and bremsstrahlung.
6. At this point, the generated and simulated Monte Carlo B meson along with
the associated decay particles fully resembles the data. To verify that the LD(*)
candidate can still be found, the tD(*) reconstruction program used in the data
is run on the event.
Almost all use of the Monte Carlo simulation in this thesis is confined to the simulation
described above (e.g. in sections 4.3, 5.1.4, and 5.2.2). The uncertainties in the Monte
Carlo modeling of the single B meson production and decay, as well as the modeling
of the detector response, are all small. They are described in detail in sec. 8.2.
4.2.2 Monte Carlo simulation of the whole event
The other type of the Monte Carlo simulation involves the generation of a complete
pp interaction: the bb pair, the hadronization products, and the underlying event.
The pp~ interaction is generated using the PYTHIA program [34], developed by the
LUND group. PYTHIA uses an improved string fragmentation model - invented by
the LUND group - tuned to available experimental data. PYTHIA also produces the
B** states. The remaining steps (2)-(6) are identical to the case of a single b-quark
generation.
We note, however, that the analysis described in this thesis has been designed to
rely as little as possible on the Monte Carlo simulation of the production of additional
particles along with the B meson, because this is what we are trying to study. This
version of the Monte Carlo simulation is used only once, in section 7.2.3.
4.2.3 The trigger turn-on
The pT spectrum of b-quarks produced in pp collisions, to a good approximation,
decreases exponentially. In the absence of the inclusive lepton trigger, the pT of
the lepton emerging from the semileptonic B meson decay would be similarly dis-
tributed. The inclusive lepton trigger, however, applies an implicit pr requirement
(section 3.2.6), drastically modifying the lepton PT distribution in the region below
- 9 GeV/c.
The Monte Carlo simulation should reproduce the data distributions of the lepton
PT, the B meson PT and mID reasonably well. Therefore, the effect of the inclusive
lepton trigger must also be simulated. In this analysis, we model the trigger efficiency
(the probability that the lepton candidate passes the inclusive lepton requirement)
with a single error function:
etrig(PT(t)) = Errf (pT(i),O, p,T) (4.6)
where po and up, are the two parameters of the error function. Since we are not
concerned with a B meson cross-section, the Monte Carlo simulation only needs
to reproduce the shape of Ctrig(PT(t), and therefore there is no need for an overall
normalization factor.
We obtain p and up, from the data - namely, we choose p and up, so that the
pT(I) distributions in the Monte Carlo simulation and the data agree. p0 and apT
are derived separately for the electron and muon events, because of the differences
in the trigger. To measure the dependence of the trigger efficiency on pT(l), we
divide the pT(e) distribution from the data by the pT(L) distribution from the Monte
Carlo simulation, and then fit the ratio of these two distributions with with the error
function from eq. 4.6. An example of such a fit is shown in figure 4-4. Only the
region 0 < pT(1) < 20GeV/c is fitted, since this is where the effect of the trigger
turn-on is the most pronounced. The results of the fits in all five decay signatures are
summarized in table 4.1. For simplicity, in the final Monte Carlo simulation (step 4
of the algorithm) we use the weighted-average of the trigger turn-on parameters of all
five decay signatures (table 4.1, the last row). The comparison of some distributions
from the data and Monte Carlo simulation of a typical decay signature (1+D - , D- -
K7r7r), is given in fig. 4-5.
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Monte Carlo simulation, for the decay signature I+D - , D- - Kirr. The
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tem, uncorrected (bottom left), and after correcting for the missing neutrino
(bottom right). Ultimately, only the agreement in the corrected pT(ID-)
distribution is important.
Signature p'(e) oPT(e) p() oP,(t)
i+Do,D -~ K7r 8.86 ± 0.07 1.50 ± 0.07 8.10 ± 0.04 0.55 ± 0.03
I+D-, D- - Krr 8.35 ± 0.10 1.79 ± 0.12 8.12 ± 0.10 0.76 ± 0.14
1+D *- , D o - Kir 8.89 ± 0.20 1.66 ± 0.20 8.06 ± 0.09 0.54 ± 0.09
I+D*-, Do - K37r 8.42 ± 0.19 2.30 ± 0.25 8.02 ± 0.09 1.23 + 0.12
I+D*-, D -, KrO 8.53 ± 0.21 2.56 + 0.25 8.23 + 0.08 0.95 ± 0.12
Weighted average 8.68 ± 0.05 1.66 ± 0.05 8.11 + 0.03 0.61 ± 0.03
Table 4.1: The fit parameters of the inclusive lepton trigger efficiency turn-
on, in all five decay signatures. All units are in GeV/c.
4.3 Measuring the proper decay time
In this section we address the determination of the proper time of the B decay, t
(or, alternatively, its proper decay length, ct - in the following text, the two are used
interchangeably). As outlined in section 2.4, the proper time is one of the necessary
ingredients for a mixing analysis. In the semileptonic B decays B - viD(*), the
neutrino escapes undetected, necessitating a correction of the measured ct. In this
section, we show how this correction is done, as well as what the effect on the ct-
resolution is.
4.3.1 Measuring the proper decay length
To obtain the proper decay length, we measure the two-dimensional decay length L B
as the distance in the transverse plane between the primary and the B vertices, 9 and
multiply it by the Lorentz boost, 1/(Py) - mB/pT (mB is the mass of the B meson,
while pT is its momentum in the transverse plane):
Cttrue L (4.7)
9 As the primary vertex, we use the closest primary vertex candidate from the list of the primary
vertices determined by the VTX along the beamline . We use the beamline position and slope
averaged over the run.
However, since the B meson is not fully reconstructed, we approximate ct by using
the transverse momentum of the ID system, multiplied by a factor derived from the
Monte Carlo simulation:
c LY PT (4.8)
where pB is the known transverse momentum of the generated B meson. This factor
corrects for average missing momentum (e.g. from the neutrino). We call it the
SI-factor:
c - , (4.9)
PT MC
The inclusive lepton trigger (resulting in a minimum PT requirement on the lepton)
favors the decays where the neutrino takes only a small portion of the total B mo-
mentum. Since we completely reconstruct the D meson and the only particle that is
missing (in principle) is the neutrino, the observed B momentum (i.e., the momentum
of the D system) is in fact a fairly good approximation of the initial B momentum.
The distribution of the K-factor of a typical decay signature (I+D*-, Do - Kr) is
shown in figure 4-6. The K-factor distribution has a mean of , 85% and a RMS of
11%. The means and RMS for all five decay signatures are given in table 4.2
Signature mean RMS
f+Do, Do -- Kr 0.84 0.12
i+D - , D- - Kx,7r 0.84 0.12
I+D*- , DO - Kir 0.88 0.10
I+D*-, DO K3r 0.88 0.10
t+D*-, DO - Kror 0.83 0.11
Table 4.2: [The mean and the RMS of the KI-factor distribution.] The mean
and the RMS of the K-factor distribution for the five decay signatures.
The less energy taken away by the neutrino, the closer the mass of the ID cluster,
mID, is to the B meson mass, mB. This suggests that we can do better if we allow
for the additional dependence of the K-factor on mlD and the pr of the ID system,
ptTD. Both are shown in the bottom of figure 4-6 (again, for the I+D*-, DO - Kr
signature). While the KI exhibits very weak dependence on ptD,10 it clearly rises with
mlD, approaching 1.0 as mtD -- mB. We fit the moD distribution with a polynomial.
The dependence K = IC(mID) is employed in (4.8) on an event-by-event basis - a
different correction /C is used for each ID(*) candidate.
4.3.2 Resolution on ct
The proper decay distance is smeared by both tracking resolution and by the incom-
plete knowledge of the kinematics of the B decay. We define Act as a difference
between the reconstructed ("measured") proper decay distance, ct, and the proper
decay distance ctt,,e:
Act -- ct - ctte, (4.10)
Therefore,
1 1 1 A()Act = A(L ) = ALB + L 1
If we approximate 1/P-y with its mean value, (1/f-), and substitute (4.8), we get
Act= ALy + ct (4.11)
Equation (4.11) highlights the two resolution effects. The tracking resolution is de-
scribed by the constant term (1/P6y)AL ,, while the smearing due to using an average
IC (from eq. (4.9)) contributes the second term ctA(1/P)/(1/'y), proportional to ct.
The width of the ALB distribution is a measure of the residual detector resolution
(the resolution that remains even if we knew the decay kinematics perfectly). For the
decay signature t+D*-, Do -- Kr, it is shown in figure 4-6. We fit it with three
Gaussians, one for the peak (the dominant one) and the other two for the tails. The
fractions and the widths of each of the Gaussians are given in the table 4.3.
10 Actually, there is virtually none once the full sample composition is included. In the B -+ vID*
decays K seems not to depend on pD, and even the decay signatures I+D - , D- - K7r7r and
1+Do, D o -- K7r are dominated by B -+ vID* decay chains.
Table 4.3: The fraction (gi) and the width
used to fit the ALB distribution.
(ai) of each of the three gaussians
On the other hand, the width of the A(1/,8)/(1/y) distribution is a measure
of the smearing due to incomplete knowledge of the kinematics and using an average
IK-factor as a correction. The A(1/P)/(1/flP ) distribution for the e+D*-, DO - Kr
signature is shown in figure 4-7, while the values of the RMS are given in the table 4.4.
Signature RMS of A(1/#y)/(1/P'y) RMS of Act (cm)
L+D, Do Kr 0.160 0.017
I+,D, D - K7rr 0.168 0.017
t+D*-, DO - K7r 0.139 0.014
i+D*-, D o - K37r 0.141 0.016
+ D*-, D o - K7rr 0.144 0.015
Table 4.4: The RMS of the A(1/)/(1/y) and Act distributions, for the
five decay signatures.
The resolution of the measured proper time ct, a = act, is defined as the width of
the Act distribution. Because of the second term in eq. (4.11), a is a function of ct.
There are two ways of parameterizing a = a(ct). One is based on decomposing the
AL B and A(1/P-)/(1/fl) distributions as a sum of several gaussians.
The method used in this analysis, however, is simpler and consists of making the
Act distributions for each ct bin, and fitting them with a gaussian and a constant (to
Signature g(%) l (Am) g(%) a2 (Im) g3 (%) 3( (m)
L+ D O, D o - K7r 58 93 32 248 10 888
+ D-, D- - Kirr 54 82 36 237 11 925
I+D*-, DO - Kr 50 98 32 228 18 743
+ D*-, DO  K3r 58 106 28 259 14 850
+ D*-, D KrwrO 54 122 34 344 12 1006
account for the long tails). The width of each gaussian is taken as a value of act for
this ct. Finally, the set of points act vs ct is fit with the functional form for a(ct) and
get an analytical dependence of a on ct. We find that a linear function
a = ao + b x ct (4.12)
fits well the a vs ct distributions in all five decay signatures. The fit for the t +D*-, D o --
Kir signature is shown in figure 4-7, while the results of the fit for all five signatures
are summarized in table 4.5. The intercept ao is the residual detector resolution, and
is between 40 - 60 pm.
Table 4.5: The parameters of the linear model
(equation 4.12), for the five decay signatures.
of the a(ct) dependence
Signature ao (cm) b
I+ D o, D O -- K7r 0.0045 0.092
i+D-, D- - Krir 0.0039 0.108
+ D*- , D O -- Kir 0.0052 0.075
I+D*-, Do K3r 0.0049 0.073
£+D* - , D o - Krr 0.0062 0.070
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Chapter 5
The sample composition
5.1 The cross-talk in the £D(*) sample
A major complication with B - vID(*) analyses that depend on the distinction
between the Bo and B+ semileptonic decays, such as the measurement of Bo mixing,
or the measurement of the ratio of the B+ and Bo lifetimes, is the imperfect separation
between the Bo - ID(*) and B + - LD(*) samples. Since the B meson is not fully
reconstructed, one cannot use the B meson invariant mass to guarantee that all B
decay products have been accounted for. When a charged daughter particle is missed,
the decay of the B+ meson is sometimes misclassified as a Bo, and vice versa. We
say that there is cross-talk or cross-contamination between the two samples.
The distinction between the Bo and B+ samples is often essential. In the case of
the measurement of rB+ /rBo, one has to separate two lifetimes that are very close,
and this separation is very sensitive to the amount of the cross-contamination. For
the mixing measurement using Opposite Side Tagging, the time dependence of the
asymmetry (eq.( 2.15)) is described by an oscillation plus a constant determined by
the sample composition.' This thesis documents the analysis of the Bo mixing using
Same Side Tagging, in which the flavor of the B meson is tagged by the charge of
the pion preferentially produced with it. As will be discussed in section 6.1, the
'In Opposite Side Tagging, the Bo and B+ mesons are tagged in the same way (they indeed have
the same dilution), so the asymmetries add.
correlation between the pion charge and the b-quark flavor depends on whether the
b-quark forms a Bo or a B+ meson (figure 6-1). So, in the case of Same Side Tagging,
the dependence of the asymmetry on the proper time is described by a cosine minus
a constant. Since the goal of a mixing analysis is the measurement of the oscillation
frequency, it is therefore crucial to know the amount of the cross talk, i.e. the size of
this constant.
This chapter first lists the sources of the cross talk, and then describes the parame-
ters (branching ratios and efficiencies) that govern it. Various cross-talk decay chains
are differently affected by the B meson selection (section 4.1), so additional efficien-
cies are introduced in order to correct for this effect. Finally, one of the efficiencies is
derived from the data, and, in the end of this section, we show how this is done. At
that point, we will be able to calculate the composition of the B -- veD(*) sample if
the proper decay time is not needed (i.e., the sample composition is integrated over
the proper decay time).
However, both mixing and lifetime measurements require knowledge of the proper
time of the B decay. Unfortunately, the amount of the cross-talk (i.e. the sample
composition) depends on the proper time, and, conversely, the proper time depends on
the sample composition. This complicated inter-dependence is analyzed in section 5.2.
5.1.1 Sources of the cross-talk
There are two causes of the cross-talk:
* Missing a soft pion from the D*- decay. For example, the decay
B + - vi + D O  (5.1)
can be mimicked by the decay chain
BO -_ v + D*-
D*- - Dor- (5.2)
if the soft pion r,- is not reconstructed. The parameter that quantifies the con-
tamination via this decay chain is the reconstruction efficiency (the probability
that the particle is reconstructed in the detector) for the soft pion 7r,, e(7r,). A
Monte Carlo study suggests E(ir,) 4 0.88. However, it is desirable to derive this
number from the data, as the Monte Carlo simulation may not model well the
detector response for low-PT tracks. A method for measuring e(7r,) is described
in section 5.1.5.
* B decays to orbitally excited D-mesons, D**. The sequence of decays
Bo - vt +D**-
D**- -- Dor- (5.3)
will also mimic the I+Do signature of the Bo meson, since in most cases we
cannot fully reconstruct the D** meson (see table 5.1). There are four expected
D** resonances, some of which decay into Dir, others to D*ir, and one to both.
The total decay rate to these states is not known well and the proportion of the
four possible D** states is almost totally unknown. The predicted D** states
are listed in Table 5.1, together with their possible decay modes. So far there is
evidence that the D1 (2420) and D*(2460) states are produced at some level [41].
name JP width decay modes
D* 0+  wide Dir
D* 1+ wide D*7r
D1 (2420) 1+  narrow D*Tr
D*(2460) 2+  narrow Dir, D*ir
Table 5.1: The expected D** states with the widths expected from Heavy
Quark Effective Theory. (In JP, J is the total angular momentum, and P
is parity.)
There may also be non-resonant D(*)Tr production (from the B meson four-
body decays B -- vID(*)r) that have the same cross-talk effect [41]. It would be
extraordinarily difficult to distinguish these decays from the two D** resonances
which are predicted to be wide by Heavy Quark Effective Theory [42]. From
here onwards, by "D**" we mean both two narrow and two wide resonances, as
well as the four-body semileptonic decay of the B meson.
All in all, only the two narrow states can potentially be fully reconstructed and
thus explicitly excluded from the sample, however, the removed portion of the
D** states would also depend on the poorly known D** composition (D* : D*
D: 1 (2420) : D*(2460) : four-body B decays). Since the bulk of the D** would
still remain, the removal of the narrow states would not diminish this source of
the cross-talk, so we opted not to pursue it.
The full picture of the sample composition is more complicated, since both Bo and
B + mesons decay into "D**'s", and D**- and D**O decay into both D*- and D*0, as
well as D- and Do. The full complexity of the sample composition is illustrated in
the state diagram, shown in figure 5-1. From this diagram it is possible to tabulate
all possible decay sequences that feed into a decay signature. Our goal is to estimate
the composition of each decay signature, i.e., the fraction due to Bo, and the fraction
due to B+ mesons), and we will do it by summing the contribution of all decay chains
to each decay signature that originated from a Bo or B+ state. The contribution of
each decay chain can be calculated knowing the e(r), D** production and branching
ratios, as well as a few other branching ratios. These quantities fully describe the
sample composition, and we refer to them as the sample composition parameters.
5.1.2 Sample composition parameters
In this section we discuss the sample composition parameters - the set of numbers
needed to estimate the amount of cross-talk. We defer the calculation of E(7r,) until
section 5.1.5, since it requires the full knowledge of the sample composition.2 Next, we
2The reconstruction efficiency for the soft pion from D*-, e(7r,), gives the fraction of e-D*-
events that 'leaks' into the I-DO signature (that fraction is 1- e(x,)). However, the total amount
of 'leakage' is also proportional to the total number of I- D*- candidates, which in turn depends on
the D** production and decays (see figure 5-1). Therefore, in order to quantify this 'leakage', we
need to know all other details of the sample composition picture.
Figure 5-1: The state diagram for all possible B -- ID(*)X transitions.
list other necessary branching ratios, and note how the unequal Bo and B + lifetimes
can also disturb the sample composition. In section 5.1.4 we correct for the bias
of the data selection requirements. At that point we will have treated all sample
composition parameters, except e('r,), so we return to it and show how it can be
constrained from the data.
We first concentrate on describing D** production and decays. To estimate the
cross-talk due to B -+ viD** decays, it is necessary to know two numbers: the
D** fraction parameter - the fraction of B meson semileptonic decays that proceed
through a D**,
B_ (B -, viD**) (5.4)
B(B - vIX)
and the D** composition parameter - the fraction of D** mesons that decay into D*.ir,
B(B -- D** - D*r**.)
B- (B -- D** -- D*r,,) + B(B - D** - Dr,,)
From here onward, by 7** we denote the pion coming from the D** decay. As three of
D** states decay to either D*lr or D7r, Pv is just an effective quantity, depending on
the relative composition of B -+ viD** decays. This number is very poorly known,
and most analyses of semileptonic B decays in CDF and elsewhere assume it to be
between 0.34 and 0.78 and assign to it huge systematic errors. We let this parameter
float freely, since it turns out (section 7.2.3) that Pv can be indirectly constrained
from other quantities we also measure from the data. As will be shown in sec. 7.3,
our data also suggest a low Pv (, 0.35).
The D** fraction parameter, f**, is also not very well known, however there are
experimental constraints on its value. The other two B semileptonic fractions,
B(B -- vieD)
B(B --+ lX)
f - (B -4 vID*) (5.7)
B(B vIex)
are much better known (measured by CLEO [57]). Given the definition of "D**" we
have adopted, i.e., it includes both B semileptonic decays into the orbitally excited
D mesons, and the four-body semileptonic B decays, the f** covers all b -+ vic
transitions not included in f and f*, and all three fractions add to unity: f+f* +f** =
1. Therefore, there are only two independent parameters. Even though f and f* are
directly measured, we elect to use f** and Rf - f*/f, since f** highlights the needed
information (and is more commonly used elsewhere). Using the CLEO measurements
for B --+ viD and B --+ vD* branching ratios [57], and the inclusive branching ratio
to a lowest lying D-meson (a D- or a DO):
B(B --+ v D) = 1.7 ± 0.5 (5.8)
B(B --+ viD*) = 4.4 ± 0.7 (5.9)
B(B -+ vLDX) = 9.6 ± 1.6 (5.10)
we derive3 f** = 1 - f - f* = 0.36 ± 0.12 and Rf = f*/f = 2.5 ± 0.6.
The amount of cross-contamination also depends on the relative semileptonic
branching ratios: although the production rates of the Bo and B+ mesons are equal,
the fraction of the Bo or B + decays that proceed semileptonically may not be - thus
affecting the sample composition. According to the spectator model of the B meson
3 Strictly speaking, CLEO reports f + f* = 0.64 - 0.12, from which we derive f**. If one starts
from eqs. (5.8) and (5.9), one gets a larger error, since the error on B(B - vIDX) is being counted
twice.
(in which the b quark decays semileptonically, and the light quark is just a 'spec-
tator'), the semileptonic width, rC,, is expected to be the same for the Bo and B +
mesons. If the hadronic widths Phad are different for the Bo and B+ mesons, the total
widths, defined as Ftot = r, + had, will also be different. The ratio of the semilep-
tonic branching ratios Bar = rl/rt,t for the Bo and B+ mesons is then proportional
to the ratio of their lifetimes
Ba.(Bo) _ =(B)/rto(BO) rtot (B+)  To
since Ftotr = h. The ratio of B lifetimes, rB+/7gBo is therefore another sample com-
position parameter. The world-average value is
TB+ = (1.02 + 0.05) ps -1
TB
so the effect of different lifetimes is not large.
The sample composition parameters and their values are summarized in table 5.2.
The reconstruction efficiency for the soft pion, e(7r,) is not shown since it is derived
from the data and other sample composition parameters (see section 5.1.5). With the
use of isospin relations such as
B(D**- - D*-r) 1
B(D**- D*r-) 2
and the knowledge of the world-average values for the D*- branching ratios [53]
B(D*- + D-ro) = 0.317 ± 0.008
B(D*- Dr-) = 0.683 ± 0.013
specific predictions for the cross-talk can be made. In the following section, we show
how that is done.
5.1.3 Calculating the sample composition
To calculate the sample composition means to estimate the amount of cross-talk,
i.e. to estimate the fractions of each decay signature coming from the Bo and B+
decays. In general, knowing the sample composition in an arbitrary sample of the
name central value lower limit upper limit
f** 0.36 0.24 0.46
Rf 2.5 1.9 3.1
TB+/rBo 1.02 0.97 1.07
Table 5.2: The values of the sample composition parameters and their vari-
ations.
semileptonic B-meson decays (e.g. a bin in ct), is equivalent to knowing how many
decays originated from the Bo and how many from the B+ decay.
In order to calculate the sample composition, we tabulate all possible sequences
of decays (decay chains) that comprise a Bo or B+ signature. (Decay sequences (5.2)
and (5.3) are examples of decay chains.) Each of the five decay signatures considered
in this analysis consists of several decay chains: three for every D*-, nine for the ID-
and twelve for the IDo. All decay chains contributing to each of the decay signatures
are listed in Appendix F. As an illustration, table 5.3 gives the possible decay chains
4 feeding into the decay signature ID*-.
4 We use a compact numerical notation for each of the decay chains. In the following chapters, we
could have simply referred to quantities of any decay chain by its equation number, however, this
notation is more useful since it has a physical meaning. The decay chain code is always a six-digit
integer. The chain can involve a maximum of six particles: B, D**, r**, D*, r, and D, and for
every chain it is sufficient to know whether the particle was present, and whether it was neutral or
charged. Thus, for each of them we have only three possibilities: 0 means the particle is not present,
1 that it is neutral, and 2 that it is charged. These numbers are then strung in the above order (B,
D**, ,r**, D*, 7rs and D). Examples:
* 100.002 means that there were a neutral B and a charged D, thus Bo - D+.
* xxx.221 means that there were D*+, 7r + , Do, thus the chain involves D*+ -- Do7r+ (a frequent
combination).
* xxx.202 means that there were D*+ and D+, but not ?ro. The only remaining possibility is a
photon, so the chain involves D*+ - D+r.
Et cetera. A dot is added in the middle for readability.
code decay chain B/B(B -- vIX)
100.221 Bo v0 +D *-  f*
121.221 Bo - vI+D**-, D**- -D *-7r* (didn't detect 7r*) lf**Pv
212.221 B + -, v+D * ° D o - D*-7,,+ (missed 7r+,) _ f**Pv
Table 5.3: The list of decay chains contributing to the three LD*- decay
signatures, and their relative contributions.
In order to use a compact notation, we label the decay signatures with an index
k. A decay chain feeding into a given decay signature k, is labeled by I. (Examples
of I would be [100.221], [121.221] or [212.221].) Every decay chain from Appendix F
also has the branching ratio relative to the total inclusive B semileptonic branching
ratio (e.g. the column B/B(B -4 vIX) in table 5.3). We denote this quantity by qke,
BkL
Oki =- (5.12)SB(B -+ vIX)
The way ki's are defined, they do not include the effect of different lifetimes.5 If,
for the moment, we ignore the effect of potentially different Bo and B + semileptonic
decay rates, the composition of a B - viD(*) signature k can be expressed using the
fractions of the BO and B+ semileptonic decays:
0 B(Bo -* "k")
S B(B vX) (5.13)
- B(BO -, vX)
B(B+ - "kl")
SB( v) (5.14)B(B+ 
-, vIX)
In terms of qki, #o and #+ are just sums of contributions of each individual decay
chain A:
k= O ki (5.15)
k = ki (5.16)
B+.- 1
We denote the summation over the decay chains that originate with Bo as EBO-,,
and over the chains that originate with B+ as EB+-,. By their nature, 4 and 4+
sThe reason for this will be apparent in section 5.2.
are the total contributions of the Bo and B+ decays to the decay signature k, so the
composition of k can be summarized as:
fraction of k from B0  (5.17)
( ++
fraction of k from B + = (5.18)(D + +.
If we allow that the Bo and B + lifetimes (and thus the semileptonic decay rates)
are different, then, according to eq. (5.11), the B + component with respect to the
BO component must be scaled by the lifetime ratio, 7B+/7rB, to account to the larger
fraction of the B + mesons decaying semileptonically. Explicitly,
fraction of k from Bo = 0  EZBO-t Oki
TBo B Ol +k T+B+ B+L kl
fraction of k from B+ = TB+ ZB+-I Ok
r+ E+-'t 'kt + TBo EBO-t qkt
In order to preserve the form of equations (5.17) and (5.18), we absorb the B lifetimes
into the definition of D: the bkt for a decay chain I that originated from a Bo is
multiplied by T0o, and, analogously, if i started with a B + decay, qkj is multiplied by
TB+:
() = 7 B (5.19)
BO--t
k = TB+ E ki (5.20)
B+ --+
In summary, equations (5.17) and (5.18), using 40 from eq. (5.19) and + from
eq. (5.20) give us the sample composition of the decay signature k. However, the
calculation of the sample composition outlined so far does not take into account a
potential bias introduced by the event selection. This bias can be corrected for on a
chain-by-chain basis, and the definitions of 's must be changed accordingly. These
corrections are described in the following section.
5.1.4 Relative charm reconstruction efficiencies
The lepton and the D meson pT spectra in a semileptonic B decay depend, among
other things, on the mass and the spin of the D meson. The D, D* and the host of
D** mesons have different masses and spins, and one may expect differences in the
lepton PT spectra across the decay channels.
All events in the lepton + charm sample have been recorded with the inclusive
lepton trigger, that, on average, selects electrons with PT > 8 GeV/c and muons
with PT > 9 GeV/c. The number of B decays that pass the lepton trigger require-
ment obviously depends on the pT-distribution of the lepton. Other reconstruction
requirements have similar effects. 6
code decay chain B/B(B -, vEX)
100.221 Bo v +D *-  f*
121.221 B0 - +D**-, D**- - D*-r o (didn't detect 7ro.) lf**Pv
212.221 B + - 1 v+D**0, D**O -+ D*-r+ (missed 7 r+) if**Pv
Table 5.4: The list of decay chains contributing to the three ID*- decay
signatures, and their relative contributions.
For example, in the decay signature I+D*-, the probability that an event from a
decay chain listed in table 5.4 (the same as table 5.3, here just repeated for conve-
nience) passes the selection requirements (and is thus recognized as a e-D*+ candi-
date) varies across decay chains. This probability we call the reconstruction efficiency
and denote by it E(ID*-). (As some D** decay products are missed, the term 'recon-
struction efficiency' applies only to the part of the decay we identify as I+D*-.)
Consider the reconstruction efficiencies for the decay signature £+ D*-, E(A+ D*- B -,
D*) for B D*, and e(I+D*-IB -, D**) for B -- D**. If E(e+D*-IB -+ D**) $
E(e+D*- IB - D*), the sample composition is affected (potentially more or less cross-
talk than what the branching fractions and the lifetimes would suggest). Different
event selections results in different e(D)'s. (The three D*- decay signatures have
somewhat different reconstruction requirements, and, for this reason, we must allow
for a different sample composition.)
6However, a detailed study shows that the dominant effect is caused by the trigger.
The efficiency e(kl) = e(D) then multiplies OkL for each decay chain t. The sample
composition for decay signature k, now becomes:
fraction of k from B ° = T5 BO-t Okt1e(ki)
TBo EBO-_ 0kle(kW) + TB+ EB+- ke(kI) (5.21)
fraction of k from B+ = TB+ ZB+- k(l) (5.22)
7+ YB+-t Okle(A) + TBO ZBO-e+ klte(kl)
e(kl) is the absolute reconstruction efficiency - and includes all possible reasons for not
reconstructing a decay signature, some of which (e.g. the tracking mistakes, detector
aging) cannot be simulated well in the Monte Carlo program. On the other hand,
the ratio of two such efficiencies, E(kIl)/E(kl 2 ), almost exclusively depends on the
simulation of the decay kinematics, and most other effects that are hard to simulate
cancel out. We trust the Monte Carlo simulation of the decay kinematics, however we
will still derive the systematic uncertainties for these efficiency ratios in section 8.2.
We divide all e(kt) in equations (5.21) and (5.22) by the efficiency for the decay
chain in which the B meson decays directly into what we are trying to reconstruct
(and thus no particles, except the neutrino, are missed). We call this decay chain the
direct decay chain. (For example, direct chains are B +  £ I+Do, Bo - e+D- and
B0 -- t+D*- .) Therefore, the desired quantity is the relative charm reconstruction
efficiency, the reconstruction efficiency relative to the direct decay chain. Using a
general notation, for a decay chain I that contributes to the decay signature k (with
the direct chain d), we define the relative charm reconstruction efficiency as
D - e(kl)
6 ---e( (5.23)
For example, in I + D*- (table 5.4), the direct chain is [100.221], and the reconstruction
must be defined for the other two decay chains:
D e11.(121.221)
121.221 
- e(100.221)
D - E(212.221)
212.221 e(100.221)
By definition, for the direct decay chain I = d, E = 1.
We need ED for each decay chain . (Even though some of them are almost
identical (e.g. [121.221] and [212.221]), it is simpler to derive them for all chains
independently.) We obtain the efl 's, from the Monte Carlo simulation. Events gener-
ated using the sample composition parameters in table 5.5, are first simulated using
the CDF simulation package and then reconstructed using the algorithm described
in section 4.1. For each decay chain 1, the ratio of reconstructed and generated
events measures E(kL). Dividing e(ki) by the reconstruction efficiency for the direct
signature, e(kd), we get eD. A sample calculation of eD in one case is provided in
Appendix G. The relative charm reconstruction efficiencies are shown in tables 5.6,
5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. Some of e significantly deviate from unity. (Breaking down
the contribution of the trigger and the D meson selection requirements, we find that
most of the effect is due to the inclusive lepton trigger, and very little due to the D
meson selection requirements.)
parameter value
Rf 2.722
f** 0.356
Pv 0.687
TB+/sBo 1.014
Table 5.5: The values of the sample composition parameters used in the
Monte Carlo generation.
We now rewrite the sample composition equations (5.21) and (5.22), using EDa; the
fractions of the signature k coming from Bo and B+ respectively, are
fraction of k from B =B (5.24)
TB0 Bo-L 4klE~ T+ B+ B+ ~ c 5
fraction of k from B +  = TB+ B+--- qk D (5.25)
TB+ ZB+,kL ±dki + ZBo BO-+I q klE
As in the case of the lifetimes, we absorb the E 's into 's:
40 = 7B0 Z klE (5.26)
#k T EB+ - t i (5.27)
B+ L
Table 5.6: Relative charm reconstruction efficiencies
£+Do, DO- Kr.
for the decay signature
decay chain eD
100.002 1.00 ± 0.04
100.202 1.57 ± 0.19
100.212 1.32 ± 0.05
121.002 0.85 ± 0.06
121.202 0.78 ± 0.32
121.212 0.61 ± 0.06
212.002 0.76 ± 0.04
212.202 0.19 ± 0.11
212.212 0.54 ± 0.04
Table 5.7: Relative charm reconstruction efficiencies for the decay signature
t+D - , D- - K7r7r.
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decay chain eD
100.221 1.41 ± 0.06
121.221 0.44 + 0.07
122.001 0.87 ± 0.03
122.101 0.59 ± 0.03
122.111 0.57 ± 0.02
200.001 1.00 ± 0.03
200.101 1.55 ± 0.04
200.111 1.51 ± 0.04
211.001 0.83 ± 0.04
211.101 0.56 ± 0.04
211.111 0.59 ± 0.03
212.221 0.39 ± 0.05
Table 5.8: Relative charm reconstruction efficiencies for the decay signature
I+D *- , DO -+ Kr.
decay chain Ek
100.221 1.00 ± 0.03
121.221 0.44 + 0.03
212.221 0.41 ± 0.02
Table 5.9: Relative charm reconstruction efficiencies for the decay signature
L+D* - , DO K3r.
decay chain E
100.221 1.00 ± 0.03
121.221 0.37 ± 0.03
212.221 0.44 ± 0.03
Table 5.10: Relative charm reconstruction efficiencies for the decay signa-
ture + D*-, D Kr o .
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decay chain E
100.221 1.00 + 0.02
121.221 0.38 ± 0.02
212.221 0.37 ± 0.01
while preserving the sample composition equations (5.17) and (5.18).
This completes the framework for the calculation of the sample composition. How-
ever, in section 5.1.2, the derivation of the reconstruction efficiency for the soft pion
from the D*- decay, e( ,), was deferred until all the mechanics of the sample compo-
sition calculation was in place. Now we address how e(r,) can be obtained from the
data and the known sample composition.
5.1.5 Deriving E(7r,)
In section 4.1, we removed all Do candidates that were also D*- candidates in
order to improve the separation between the Bo and B+ samples. We defined a D*-
candidate as a valid D O candidate with another track, a r,- candidate, that made
the mass diference m(Do, ir) - m(Do) consistent with the world average value of
mD*- -mm-. Therefore, we removed any Do candidate for which there was at least one
other track that made the m(DO, 7r) -m(Do) consistent with the world-average. Since
the m(Do, 7r) - m(Do) distribution for real D*- mesons is very narrow (~ 3 MeV/c 2 ),
this removal is very efficient once the r, is reconstructed. As the energy of these pions
in the D*- rest frame is about 40 MeV/c, they are esentially boosted by the pfy of the
D* meson; usually, they are very soft (low-pT) in the laboratory frame. Unfortunately,
the detector response at these energies is poorly understood (not only at CDF, but at
all other collider experiments as well), and an apriori derivation-of the reconstruction
efficiency, E(wr,), is difficult.
A simple-minded approach to measuring E(7r,) would involve a Monte Carlo gen-
eration of B -- ID(*)X events followed by the detector simulation and the event
reconstruction. In the end, one would count the number of I+D *- events that were
misclassified as t+Do because of the missing soft pion. This method suffers from
many uncertainties, especially in the detector simulation, since it is essential that all
effects present in the data are properly included.
We therefore derive e(7r,) from the data and the sample composition. We measure
N(eDO, D*'s not removed), the number of events that would end up in the IDO sample
if there were no removal of D*- candidates. After the removal, a fraction (1 - E(7r,))
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of the original number of D*- mesons still remains.
Out of N(IeD, D*'s not removed), we count how many events are found as possible
D*- candidates, N(ID*). We define the ratio of these two numbers:
R*(mea) N(D*) (5.28)
- N(ID, D*'s not removed)
so that R*(mea" ) is the fraction of the g+D*- candidates that are actually removed.
By simultaneously fitting the D o mass distributions for D* and Do (without the
D* removal) samples for the respective numbers of candidates, we obtain R*(mea)
0.249 ± 0.008
R*, the fraction of N(DO, D*'s not removed) that should have been removed, can
also be predicted from the sample composition equations. The denominator in (5.28)
is the sum of all absolute fractions 0kl for the IDo decay signature (see Appendix F).
The numerator is just a partial sum over the decay chains7 coming through the D*-,
but without the (1 - e(7r,)) factor, so that:
R* o 2 f**PvB(D*+ -+ Dr+)E0 D 22 1go
+ f*B(D*+ -, Dor+)e 1.221rB
+ f**PvB(D*+ - Do+)e 12.2r (5.29)
If the removal were perfect (i.e. c(7r,) = 1.0), R*(meas) and R* would be equal.
Since that is not the case, R *(meaa) = E(7r,)R*. Knowing the sample composition
parameters, one can calculate R* and in this way extract e(Tr,). Using the central
values of the sample composition from table 5.2, one obtains E(7r,,) = 0.74 ± 0.02. The
error of 0.02, however, does not include the much larger systematic uncertainty due
to the sample composition. The way of properly handling the correlation between
E(r.,) and the sample composition parameters will be addressed in section 7.2.2.
5.1.6 Summary of the sample composition
In order to determine the fraction of the Bo and B+ decays in each of the five decay
signatures, we get the sample composition parameters Rf, f**, and sB+/-Bo from
'0100.221, 0121.221 and 0212.221
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other experiments, obtain e~D from the Monte Carlo simulation, and derive E( r,) from
R*(""me) (measured in the data) and R* (calculated from the sample composition
parameters and ED), as well as Pv from quantities that will be described in sec. 7.2.3.
We then calculate the contributions of the Bo and B+ decays to the decay signature
k,
= + Ek
B+-L
and use them to calculate the sample composition, i.e. the fractions of k coming from
the decays of the Bo and B+ mesons:
fraction of k from B 0 - k
fraction of k from B + = k
For any analysis that does not significantly depend on the proper time of the
B decay, this level of knowledge of the composition of the B -+ v D(*)X sample is
sufficient. However, measuring BoBo mixing and the B+/B lifetime ratio requires
the separation of the Bo and B + meson samples as a function of the proper time of
the B decay. This results in a dependence of the sample composition on the measured
proper decay time, as will be described in section 5.2.2.
5.2 Sample composition effects in the measurement
of the proper time
This section considers effects that become important as one looks into the sample
composition in light of the measurement of ct. On one hand, the amount of the
cross-talk in each bin of the ct distribution is a function of the value of ct for that
bin, while on the other, the corrected proper time for the Bo and B+ components of
the ct-bin depends on the sample composition.
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We first examine the simplest dependence of the sample composition on the proper
time: when the BO and B+ lifetimes are different. Next, we analyze the sample com-
position in a ct bin, and show that the Bo and B+ components do not have the same
proper time. Hence the sample composition depends on ct even if the lifetimes are
identical. We then present an approximate way of feeding this information back into
the sample composition, and obtain our final expressions for the sample composition.
5.2.1 Sample composition dependence on ct when TB+ 5 TBO
In the section 5.1.2 we have already described the effect of the different B meson
lifetimes on the B meson semileptonic width (equation (5.11)). The effect was global,
and equally affected all ct bins. Now we consider how the sample composition depends
on the proper time when the lifetimes are different:
* The rates of B+ -- viD(*) and BO --+ vD(*) decays are proportional to the B+
and Bo lifetimes, according to equation (5.11)).
* However, even if the rates of B+ - viD(*) and Bo -- vuiD*) decays were
the same, if -r+ 5 -rBo, the sample composition would depend on ct, merely
because one component would decay sooner than the other. At the proper time
ct, the abundance of each component would be scaled down by e-ct/cB/1B: all
Oki corresponding to the decay chains originating in Bo would be multiplied
by e-ct/cBO /Bo, and, analogously, all kiL corresponding to the decay chains
originating in Bo would be multiplied by e-c/IcT+/TB+.
When both effects are combined, the Oki's for the Bo terms must be multiplied
by e-t/Cas, and for the B+ terms by e-ct/cB+. Consequently, we modify the 's
(equations (5.26) and (5.27)) to include the variation of ct:
40(ct) = e-ct/cBo0 ki L (5.30)
BO-L
k+(t= -ct/crB+ Ole, (5.31)
B+--L
The sample composition equations (5.17) and (5.18) remain unchanged, except that
the fractions of the decay signature k originating from Bo and B+ now also depend
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on the proper time:
fraction of k from B = ( (5.32)4(ct) + ((Dct)
fraction of k from B +  (D + (ct) (5.33)
We note that equations (5.26) and (5.27) remain valid wherever the explicit de-
pendence on the proper time is unnecessary (e.g. in derivation of e(ir.)).
5.2.2 Correcting the ct scale
In section 4.3.1, we approximated the true decay length, Cttrue, by (eq. (4.8)):
B MB
Cttrue ct L mDlCkd
pT
where the average correction factor ICkd was defined as
CkId __
The subscripts kd in )Ckd stress that it was derived for the direct decay chain only. As
defined in eq. (4.8), the measured ct does not include any of the sample composition
effects. If the -y correction is to take into account the sample composition, it is
sufficient to add another scale factor multiplying the measured proper time ct,
t m LC k k __
cttre ? LxB lkd = Ct d (5.34)
pT 1Ckd Ckd
Here, ik is a function of the proper time itself, as well as of the sample composition
parameters,
Ik = K(ct, R, f**, PV B + /TBo, ... )
There is a different IC-factor for each B decay chain: the kinematics of various decay
chains within the same decay signature are different (analogously to eD). We label the
IC-factor for the decay chain I feeding into the decay signature k by ICkl. The default
Pl-y correction (that is, the default IC-factor) must be a weighted average of corrections
for all decay chains, the weight of each decay chain given by its contribution (governed
by the sample composition) to the decay signature k:
e -ct/cr c ED
k (ct)- (ct) + 4 +(ctk ICU (5.35)
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Equation (5.35) gives us the average ]-k factor for the decay signature k, given the
specific sample composition. (ct) + Q(+(ct) (eq. (5.30) and (5.31)), as the total con-
tribution of all decay chains, is a normalization factor, so that e-ct/Cr klE1 /((Ct)
(+(ct)) is a properly normalized weight. By 7 we here mean either 7 B0 or -r+,
depending on whether the decay chain I originated from the Bo or B + meson.
Since no additional decay particles are lost in the direct decay chain (I = d),
one would expect that /Ckd is closer to unity than the IC-factor of any other decay
chain, CkI. (IC = 1.0 would mean that nothing was lost, and pD = pT.) Therefore,
Ck < ICkd for a decay chain I (U $ d), and consequently Ck < JCkd. As a result, the
ct of the B meson decay is multiplied by a scale factor JCk/]Ckd < 1.
Our goal is to deduce the amount of the Bo and B+ contribution to each ct bin.
Since we want to separate the Bo and B+ components, there is no need to calculate an
overall IC-factor. Instead, we treat them separately; the decay chains proceeding via
a D** decay dominate the cross-talk,8 and thus require a different KC correction from
the direct decays. We therefore divide the decay chains into those originating from
the Bo decay and those originating from the B+ decay, and introduce scale factors
for ct (Kk/Ckd) calculated independently for the Bo and B + mesons.9 We define
two ct-scale factors for each decay signature k, IKC(ct)/Ckd for the B 0 mesons, and
IK~+(ct)/Ckd for the B+ mesons, and calculate them by summing over decay chains I
coming from either the Bo or B+ decays:
oCO (ct)e-ct/cryo kL 1 kct ~  ct k() ct E ki (5.36)C kd BO) ed
ct J = ct iCt) = ct EC + qc) ki (5.37)
kd +--+l ) I kd
Here, by cto and ct + we denote the proper times for the Bo and the B + decays. Due to
the separation of the BO and B+ factors, the normalization factors are now different:
@(ct) for B 0 and 4+(ct) for B + . Note that the weights e- t/"B ° ok~ 1/I(ct) do not
depend on the proper time, as the factor e-ct/l o is also part of l (ct) (eqs. (5.30)
sThey account for all cross-talk decay chains for the four Bo decay signatures.
9In the case of mixing, only the Bo mesons mix, so, when the oscillation is calculated, it would
be incorrect to use the ct scale factor averaged over all B meson decays.
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and (5.31)) and cancels in the ratio. The scale factors for individual decay chains,
kiCt/kd, are obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation, and are shown in tables 5.11,
5.12, 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15.
As an example, let us examine a bin from an arbitrary distribution binned in ct,
in a decay signature k dominated by Bo (so the B+ decays are the cross-talk). Here,
we are concerned only with the sample composition of this bin. The fraction of the
Bo decays in this bin is 4D(ct)/(0D(ct) + P+j(ct)). Equations (5.36) and (5.37) give
the average proper times of the Bo and B+ decays in this bin. In this case, ct+ < cto,
and both are less than the measured ct (for which the 'direct' K-factor, KCkd, was
used). Usually, the ct of the dominant component (here cto) is close to the measured
ct, while the ct of the cross-talk (here ct+) is 5 - 10% lower. We note that ct0(ct+) is
the average true proper time for the decay chains originating from the Bo (B+) meson
- the decays that were reconstructed in the bin with the measured ct, on average had
the true proper time of cto (or ct+). As a consequence, we must use cto and ct+ in
all calculations requiring the true proper time, such as the probability for mixing (cto
only) and the sample composition.
In summary, due to the cross-talk, each decay signature is split into two parts:
one coming from the Bo decays, the other from the B+ decays. Equations (5.36)
and (5.37) give us the proper times corresponding to each part. (For each of the
five decay signatures, there are two proper-time axes, cto and ct + , so there are ten
in total.) The scale factors ctd/ct and ct/ct do not depend on the measured proper
time ct, only on the sample composition itself.
5.2.3 Feeding ct+ and cto back into the sample composition
We have seen in section 5.2.1 that rB+ 7 o causes the ct-dependence of the sample
composition, since one B meson component decays faster than the other one. How-
ever, from equations (5.36) and (5.37) we see that cto :/ ct + even when the lifetimes
are equal.
In order to incorporate the effect of ct 74 ct + , we calculate Dk(ctO) and +(ct + )
(eqs. (5.30) and (5.31)) by substituting ct with cto and ct + respectively. Finally,
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Table 5.11: f7 correction
I+Do, D O - Kr.
and RMS scale factors for the decay signature
decay chain ICkl/JCkd ck/ukd
100.002 1.000 ± 0.005 1.00
100.202 1.014 ± 0.015 0.82
100.212 1.017 -0.005 1.01
121.002 0.955 0.008 1.18
121.202 0.938 ± 0.040 0.43
121.212 0.929 ± 0.011 0.84
212.002 0.949 ± 0.007 1.33
212.202 0.971 ± 0.033 2.44
212.212 0.928 - 0.008 1.18
Table 5.12: 07 correction and RMS scale factors for the decay signature
I+D-, D- - Kirir.
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decay chain Ckl/Ckd Ukl/okd
100.221 1.054 ± 0.005 0.88
121.221 0.930 - 0.020 1.12
122.001 0.954 ± 0.005 1.02
122.101 0.929 ± 0.006 0.92
122.111 0.928 ± 0.005 0.89
200.001 1.000 ± 0.004 1.00
200.101 1.026 ± 0.004 0.94
200.111 1.027 ± 0.003 0.95
211.001 0.942 ± 0.007 0.95
211.101 0.923 ± 0.009 1.08
211.111 0.922 ± 0.007 1.03
212.221 0.954 ± 0.014 1.01
Table 5.13: 8y correction
I+D*- , DO -- Kir.
and RMS scale factors for the decay signature
decay chain ICkl/]Ckd aCk1/ckd
100.221 1.000 + 0.003 1.00
121.221 0.910 + 0.008 1.11
212.221 0.904 ± 0.006 0.93
Table 5.14: py correction and RMS scale factors for the decay signature
£+D* -, DO - K37r.
Table 5.15: p7 correction and
I+D*-, DO - Kr7r° .
RMS scale factors for the decay signature
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decay chain Ckl/,I kd ak/Okd
100.221 1.000 + 0.002 1.00
121.221 0.904 + 0.006 0.96
212.221 0.910 ± 0.004 0.96
decay chain ICkl/ACkd ckle/'kd
100.221 1.000 + 0.004 1.00
121.221 0.918 + 0.011 1.20
212.221 0.889 + 0.007 1.07
we substitute the new values of (N and 4+ into the sample composition equations
(5.32) and (5.33), and obtain the final dependence on the fractions of the BO and B +
components on the measured ct:
fraction of k from B = (c(5.38)
()+ (ct) (5.3)(ct
fraction of k from B +  = (5(39)
5.2.4 Scaling the ct-resolution
The resolution on ct, act, is also a function of the sample composition.10 In section 4.3,
we have derived the dependence of the ct-resolution for the direct decay chain, akd,
on ct. In this section, our goal is to determine a method for scaling of the akda(t)
analogous to the scaling of the measured proper time, ct, by the scale factor ICk/1Ckd
that depends on the sample composition.
We note that, in section 4.3.1, we approximated the true proper decay length,
cttrue, by the 'measured' proper decay length ct(eq. (4.8)):
ct ct = L B MB d
and derived art(ct) as a width of the distribution
Act - ct - Cttrue
binned in cttre. The subscript kd underscores that both ct and a have been derived
for the 'direct' decay chain.
In the decay signature k, the D(*) candidates that are part of a 'non-direct' decay
chain £ (I $ d) contribute to the Act distribution in two ways:
* The Act is wider (Uka > akd). E.g. the fpy resolution for B -- D** --+ D*
decay chain is poorer than for the direct B -- D* chain, not only because
a decay product (the 7r**) is lost, but also because the decays B -+ vID* and
B -- v1D** are kinematically different (as discussed in sections 5.1.4 and 5.2.2).
10Sometimes, for brevity, we use a instead of act.
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* The Act distribution from the decay chain i is offset from zero due
to using an incorrect K-factor. The correction Ckh is separately determined
for each decay chain i feeding into the decay signature k. If the K-factor CkL
were used for ID(*) candidates that come from this decay chain, the distribution
of Actk = ct - ctt,r, would be a gaussian centered at zero of the width akL.
However, we use the average KI-factor for the BO (or B+) component, )C ()C+).
When this average K-factor is applied to the decays from the decay chain t,
the measured ct is systematically over- (or under-) corrected. Therefore, the
distribution of Actkt is a gaussian of the width oak offset from zero by an offset
Akt.
The dependence at(ct) is determined for the 'direct' decay chain, akd(ct). We also
determine the RMS of the overall akd. The total distribution Act is a sum of off-center
gaussians for each decay chain e. We calculate the RMS of the sum of the off-gaussian
distributions for the decay signature k, RMSk, divide it by the RMS of of the overall
Actkd distribution for the direct mode, RMSkd, and use this ratio as a scale factor
multiplying akd(Ct):
auc(ct) = -kd(ct) (5.40)SRMSkd
The exact expression for aor(ct) is somewhat cumbersome, and is not given here since
it does not give us any new insight. For completeness, it is provided in Appendix H.
5.2.5 The effect of the sample composition
The table 5.16 summarizes the ratio of(+.0) (the KI-factor corresponding to the final
sample composition for either Bo or B+), and Kkd (the K-factor of the direct channel),
calculated for the default sample composition (section 5.1.2, table 5.2).
In the case of the decay signature i+Do, D -- Kr, the fact that II/Id > 1.0 is
a consequence of the difference in the semileptonic decays B -+ D and B -, D*. The
latter emits a less energetic neutrino (which is why it is favored by the trigger), so,
somewhat surprisingly, the p-y correction estimate is actually better for decays going
through the D*, even though a particle (the soft pion) is lost.
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Decay signature (k) iC/Ckd C/kd
+D O
, D o - K 1.021 1.012
I + D - , D- Kr7r 1.002 0.942
e+D*-, Do Kir 0.994 0.910
I+D*- DO  K3r 0.994 0.904
+ D *- , DO - Krr °  0.995 0.889
Table 5.16: The table of the ratios of k+ ' ) (the K-factor corresponding to
the final sample composition for either Bo or B+), and Kkd (the KC-factor of
the direct channel).
This concludes the discussion of the sample composition: at this point, we know
how to express all sample composition effects in terms of the sample composition
parameters (f**, Rf, Pv, 'B+/'Bo and e(7r,)): we can calculate the fraction of the
decay signature k that originated in the Bo decays (eq. (5.32)) and in the B + decays
(eq. (5.33)), as well as the average true proper time for the Bo and B+ components
(cto and ct + , equations (5.36) and (5.37)).
In the following section we turn to the description of Same Side Tagging, and its
application to the B -- viD(*) decays. We measure the dependence of the asymmetry
on the proper time (equation (2.15)). However, since Same Side Tagging behaves
differently for Bo and for B+ mesons, one must know the sample composition in order
to uncover how the true asymmetries depend on the proper time.
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Chapter 6
r - B meson Charge-flavor
Correlations
6.1 Same-Side Tagging
The Same Side Tagging (SST) technique was first proposed by Gronau, Nippe and
Rosner [35]. The basic idea behind the SST is that the flavor of a B meson at
production time can be inferred from the charged particles produced along with it.
To date, various techniques have already been used to determine the flavor of this
second hadron: examples are lepton-tagging or jet charge-tagging [43]. We refer to
such methods, which employ the "other" b-flavored hadron in the event, as opposite
side tagging (OST) methods. Monte Carlo simulations indicate that in a hadron
collider detector with central rapidity coverage such as CDF, once one B meson is
produced in the central rapidity region, the second b-flavored hadron is also produced
in the central region of the detector only - 40% of the time. For lepton tagging,
there is an additional loss of efficiency arising from the branching ratio b --+ . For
jet-charge tagging, the purity of the flavor-tag decision is reduced by the presence of
charged tracks from the proton-antiproton remnants. Finally, flavor tagging based on
OST suffers from the inevitable dilution arising from mixing of the second b-flavored
hadron.
In contrast, the SST ignores the second b-flavored hadron and, instead, consid-
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ers correlations of charged particles produced along with the B meson of interest.
These correlations arise from either the tracks originating from the fragmentation of
a b quark into a B meson or from decays of higher B resonances such as B** [49, 48].
Figure 6-1 displays possible fragmentation paths for a b quark, assuming a naive
view of string fragmentation. If the b quark combines with a u quark to form a B +
meson, then the remaining u quark may combine with a d quark to form a r-. Sim-
ilarly, if the b quark fragments to form a Bo meson, the correlated pion would be a
7r+. 1 Another possible source of correlated pions are B** decays like B**o --+ B(*)r-
or B**+ -+ B(*)%r+. The correlations here are the same as for pions produced in
fragmentation. In this analysis no attempt is made to differentiate the sources of
correlated pions, and only the overall effect of the charge correlation between the B
meson and the pion is measured.
In this simple picture of fragmentation, we expect charged B mesons to display a
higher degree of correlation with charged particles than neutral B mesons, based on
the production of strange quarks in the fragmentation process. The resulting strange
particle would be a K- for a B + and a K 0 for a Bo. While the K- exhibits the correct
charge correlation and can be selected as a tag, the K either escapes undetected or
decays into two oppositely charged pions that are no longer kinematically correlated
with the B meson (and therefore are equally likely to be selected as tags). As a result
of these considerations, the dilution for B + is expected to be higher than the dilution
for BO.
6.1.1 The SST algorithm
In constructing the SST algorithm we start from the candidate track selection. The
pions from the b-quark fragmentation or B** decay are expected to be fairly collimated
with the direction of the B meson. Therefore, we require that the track is within a
l - 0 cone of AR = 0.7 around the direction of the B meson, approximated by the
'A complication with fragmentation tagging is that many times the first particle (neutral or
charged) will be a p, decaying into two pions behaving differently from the pions that originated in
the fragmentation.
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Figure 6-1: Possible fragmentation paths for a b quark, assuming a naive
view of string fragmentation.
direction of the ID(*) system. It has been known in CDF that most of the B-meson
fragmentation products for the B's collected by the inclusive semileptonic trigger are
contained2 within AR - 0.6, so using 0.7 is appropriate.
Moreover, the tagging candidate tracks originate from the primary vertex of the pp
interaction that produced the bb pair.Therefore, we require that the z of the point of
the closest approach to the primary vertex of the track is within 5 cm of the primary
vertex. In order to constrain the candidate tracks in the transverse (X - y) plane, we
require that the impact parameter significance, do/o be less than 3. This requirement
is also crucial in rejecting t** from D**, as will be explained in section 7.2.3. Because
of the requirement do/co < 3, the candidate tracks must satisfy the standard CDF
SVX quality requirements, since the impact parameter, do, is measured precisely
2This number was derived by comparing the AO distribution of tracks around a B meson, with
the AO distribution of tracks around the lepton coming from a W. The latter distribution is constant
in 0, since there is no contribution from the b-quark fragmentation, and all tracks are part of the
underlying event. In case of the B mesons, however, the 0 distribution peaks at 0 due to the
fragmentation, and then falls down to the constant level at about 0.6.
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by the SVX (chapter 3.2.3) . Finally, we also require the basic CDF CTC quality
requirements: the track must have a three-dimensional fit, PT > 400 MeV/c and
R,eit > 130 cm. The requirements on PT and Reit also reduce the charge asymmetry
inherent in the CDF tracking system. The charge asymmetry is defined as
N, - N_ACP = N (6.1)
N + N_
where N+ and N_ are numbers of positive and negative tracks in a given sample, and
should not be confused with the asymmetry between the right and wrong correlations,
eq. (2.15). The sense wires in each of the superlayers are tilted by 450 with respect to
the radial direction, in order to compensate for the Lorentz drifting angle (see figure 3-
5 in section 3.2.3). That, however, results in an unequal reconstruction efficiency for
the 1ow-PT (i.e. high-curvature) positive and negative tracks: the positive tracks are
moving parallel to the sense wires and are more likely to leave hits in the chamber.
Previous studies at CDF show that the bulk of the tracking charge asymmetry is
bellow 400 MeV/c. In addition to PT > 400 MeV/c, the requirement that the CTC
'exit radius', R,,i, (defined as the distance from the beam at which the track leaves
the volume of the CTC), is equal to the outer CTC radius, guarantees that the
track passes through all nine superlayers, and further reduces the tracking charge
asymmetry. In the sample of tracks that pass these two requirements, the remaining
charge asymmetry is at a level of a few percent.
With the above selection requirements, there are, on average, about 2.2 candidate
tracks per B candidate. Obviously, for an event to be tagged there must be at least
one track that passes the above cuts, so the ratio of the number of such events and
the total number of events defines the tagging efficiency. The tagging efficiencies, as
measured in the five decay signatures, are shown in figures 6-2 and 6-3.
String fragmentation models [51] indicate that particles produced in the b-quark
hadronization chain have low momenta transverse to the direction of the B meson
momentum. We thus select as the tag the track that has the minimum component
of momentum, prel, orthogonal to the momentum sum of the track and the t+D(*)
system. (In addition to 'minimum p'~,, seven other tagging algorithms have been
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Figure 6-2: The tagging efficiencies versus the measured proper time, ct,
for the decay signatures "1+Do, Do - Kir" and "I+D-, D- -- Kirir".
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considered,3 however the 'minimum per' has been found to be the best.) The charge
of the chosen track determines the flavor of the B, and we compare it to the charge of
the lepton from the B decay to determine the right/wrong correlation for the given
I+D(*) candidate. The distributions of the PT and piel for all SST candidate tracks
and selected tags, for all five decay signatures, are shown in figures 6-4 6-6, 6-8, 6-
10, and 6-12. The B candidates are divided according to the "right" or "wrong"
charge correlation between the lepton and the tagging pion. The distributions of the
total number of SST candidate tracks and the number of SST candidate tracks as a
function of the proper time are shown in figures 6-5 6-7, 6-9, 6-11, and 6-13. We also
show the "right-wrong"asymmetry (in the sense of eq. (2.15)) as a function of the
total number of SST tracks and as a function of the proper time.
The distributions of the same quantities, however divided according to the charge
of the SST candidate track or the tag ("+" or "-") are given in Appendix I. They
indicate that the remaining charge asymmetry (eq. (6.1)) is rather small and that it
does not introduce a significant bias into the tagging.
6.1.2 On the ct of the asymmetry points
For each decay signature, we divide events into 6 bins in corrected proper decay time,
ct, and measure the asymmetry in each bin. But before we apply the Same Side
Tagging to each bin in proper time, we must determine where on the ct axis to put
the asymmetry points. Since our goal is to extract the oscillation frequency from the
asymmetry distributions, whether each asymmetry point is in the center of the bin
or not actually does matter.
We use the data average ct of the bin. Let us denote the underlying distribution of
3 They are: 'maximum pT', 'maximum p.e' (longitudinal momentum of the track with respect to
the combination of the track and the + D(*) system), 'minimum Q' (Q = m( + D(*), 7r)-m( + D(*))-
m,), 'minimum AR(e+D*), 7r)' 'minimum cos6*' and 'maximum cos0*' (where cos 6* is the angle
between the track in the center of mass frame and the direction of motion of the (e+D(*), 7) system
in the laboratory frame). Since the methods are correlated, it was sufficient to study only three,
'minimum pt ', 'maximum p "' and 'minimum AR.
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Figure 6-4: Tagging distributions for decay signature "L+Do, DO -+ Kr".
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the data as g(ct). The 'data average' E of the bin is the point where g(i) equals the
average g(ct) over the bin, g(ct). g(ct) is a product of two functions: an exponential
e- Ct/" convoluted with the resolution function (since ct is not the true proper time),
and an efficiency turn-on (since the B meson candidate selection requirements4 bias
the ct distribution, especially at low ct).
Because of the exponential, g(ct) is a rapidly falling function of ct, and because
of the finite bin width, the B candidates' ct are unevenly distributed along the bin.
Therefore, the true, data-weighted center of the bin is
ct2
et g(ct)d(ct) (6.2)
where ct1 and ct 2 are the bin boundaries.
In order to derive the data-weighted center of each bin, we use the mean ct of the
background-subtracted distribution of the data itself. (The signal is, by definition,
distributed in ct as g(ct).) For each bin, we derive the ct-shift, the difference of the
data-weighted bin center from the nominal bin center. If the g(ct) distribution is
falling, the ct-shift is negative (the real bin center is to the left of the nominal bin
center). The ct-shifts for the six ct bins, for all five decay signatures, are shown in
table 6.1.
6.1.3 Measured asymmetries
Now that we know where to place the asymmetries in each ct bin, we obtain them by
fitting the mass distributions for the events with the right and the wrong correlation.
The right- and wrong-correlation mass distributions are fitted together, by forcing
them to have the same mean and width of the gaussian and the same slope of the
background as the combined mass distribution for the whole signature.5 Therefore,
4 Mainly due to d/o cuts on the D-meson daughter tracks, and the LBy/c(L ) cut.
5In the case of the 'satellite' decay signature, "l+ D*-, Do -+ KrrO", the whole idea is generalized
into fixing the shape of the signal and the shape of the background in the overall fit first, then fitting
the right- and wrong-correlation mass difference distributions of each ct bin simultaneously by letting
the number of signal events and the background float.
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Decay signature bin 1 bin 2 bin 3 bin 4 bin 5 bin 6
i+Do, Do K- r 0.0059 -0.0003 -0.0009 -0.0008 -0.0003 -0.0208
I+D-, D- - Krr 0.0052 -0.0003 -0.0015 -0.0012 -0.0010 -0.0174
I+D*-, DO - Kir 0.0047 -0.0009 -0.0016 -0.0016 -0.0020 -0.0197
I+D*-, Do K37r 0.0024 -0.0010 -0.0020 -0.0014 -0.0014 -0.0224
I+D*-,D -- KIrr 0.0042 -0.0005 -0.0009 -0.0011 -0.0017 -0.0227
Table 6.1: The ct-shifts: the differences between the data-weighted bin
centers and the nominal bin centers, in cm. The ct-shifts are positive in the
first bin because the underlying distribution of the data, g(ct), is rising, due
to the turn-on of the B candidate reconstruction efficiency. The ct-shifts are
only important in the last bin, which is the largest.
the resulting asymmetries have the combinatorial background subtracted - they are
the measured asymmetries of the £+D(*) signal only. They are shown in Fig. 6-14
and 6-15. From now on we will denote these measured asymmetries by Ak(ct), where
k is an index running over the decay signatures, and ct is the 'data average' proper
time of a given bin.
However, due to the cross-talk between the B --+ vi+D(*) decay signatures, the
observed asymmetries are the combination of the true asymmetries of the Bo and B+
component. We address the necessary corrections in section 7.1, and demonstrate
that, once the sample composition of each decay signature is known, it is possible to
extract D+, Do and Amd from the measured asymmetries, Ak(ct).
Nevertheless, even without the corrections for the cross-talk, the observed asym-
metries are behaving as expected. The predominantly B+ signature, £+ DO, Do -- Kir,
(Fig. 6-14, top) is mostly constant, while the asymmetries for the other four decay
signatures (dominated by the Bo decays) start out as positive, decrease as the ct
increases, and end up as negative, hinting an BOBO oscillation.
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Chapter 7
Measurement of the SST dilution
and the BOB 0 oscillation frequency
7.1 Fitting for D)+, Do and Amd
As outlined in section 2.4, our goal is to fit the asymmetries as a function of the
proper time, the B+ asymmetry with a constant, and the Bo asymmetry with a co-
sine (equation 2.16). In this section, we carry this through. We first (in section 7.1.1)
examine the simple case of the pure Bo and B+ samples, and sketch the method for
extracting D+, Do and Amd from the observed asymmetries. Then, in section 7.1.2,
we explain how the observed asymmetries are modified in the presence of the cross-
talk. Although there is a new effect that needs to be taken into account (namely,
selecting the charged pion from the D** decay, r±*,, as a tag), we will show that once
the sample composition is known, it is fairly easy to predict the measured asymme-
tries. In section 7.1.3 we express the observed asymmetries as a linear combination of
the true asymmetries, the coefficients being determined by the sample composition.
Tagging on the 7r** is potentially troublesome, since the r** is always correctly corre-
lated with the lepton; correcting for this effect requires one more factor to be derived
from the data, and this is done in section 7.2. Finally, in section 7.3 we present the
result of the fit - the values for D+, Do and Amd.
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7.1.1 Time dependence of the true asymmetries
If the B decay signature t+D O was composed of 100% B + mesons, and the other four
decay signatures were pure Bo mesons, then the measured asymmetry for the B+
signature would be equal to the true B + asymmetry, A + , while the asymmetry for
the Bo signatures would be equal to the true Bo asymmetry, A'.
The true asymmetry for B + is constant in ct, while for Bo it displays a cosine
dependence on ct:
A+(ct) = D+ = const (7.1)
AO(ct) = Do (cos ®G)(ct, Amd, Oct) (7.2)
where (cos OG)(ct, at) denotes the cosine convoluted with the gaussian resolution
function, G(ct, act). aUt is the resolution of the ct (measured as the width of Act,
eq. (4.10)), and is parameterized by eq. (4.12):
Ot = a(ct) = uo + b x ct
When calculating (cos OG)(ct, a), we substitute at = u(ct), and therefore cos ®G is
a function of ct and Amd. We note that the measured proper time, ct, is, as always,
obtained by correcting by the IC-factor of the 'direct' decay chain (KJkd). In this simple
case the Bo and B + are perfectly separated and all five signatures are composed only
of their respective 'direct' decay chains, so there is no need for any further correction,
in contrast to the case where the cross-talk is present.
In order to derive 9+, Do and Amd from the 30 measured asymmetries Amea) )(ct),
and their errors, UA(ct), we build the following x 2 function, in which we compare the
difference between the predicted asymmetry Ak(ct) = A 0'+(ct) and the observed
asymmetry A(meas)(ct) against the measurement error, ak(ct):
2 k ( meas) (ct) - Ak(Ct) 2x A(t)(7.3)
Here, k is the index that runs over the five decay signatures, while ct symbolizes
the summation over the proper times for all data points. Ao'+(ct) denotes either Ao
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or A + , depending on the decay signature k. Minimizing the X2 from equation (7.3)
results in the selection of D+, Do and Amd that best describe the data. Of course,
Ak(ct) = Ao,+(ct) is true only when the Bo and B+ samples are pure. In the presence
of the cross-talk, the prediction Ak(ct) must also include the effects of the sample
composition.
7.1.2 Measured asymmetries and the sample composition
In the presence of cross-talk, the effects described in sections 5.1 and 5.2 will take
place. For instance, the proper time used for the calculation of the true asymmetries
will not be ct, but rather ct and ctk+ (equations (5.36) and (5.37)). More important
is the change in the observed asymmetries. As it has been described in section 6.1, a
B + is preferentially produced with a 7r-, while a Bo is produced with a 7r+ (figure 6-
1): the b quarks of the same flavor are correctly tagged by pions of the opposite
charge. When a B -- vID(*) sample is pure, this does not concern us, since the
observed asymmetries are the same as the true Bo and B+ asymmetries. However, in
section 5.1 we have seen that there is a cross-contamination between the Bo and B+
samples, and that each of the five reconstructed B-meson signatures is a combination
of Bo and B + decays. When the B decay chain is misidentified, picking the correct
track as the tag results in the wrong correlation between the tag and the lepton.
Adding these decays to the sample of correctly tagged decays causes the observed
asymmetry to be lower than the true asymmetry.
Furthermore, there is a possibility of selecting the 7r* from the D** decay (see
eq. (5.3)) as a tag by mistake. This is a potentially significant effect since the lepton
and the r** always have the right correlation, hence adding these decays to the sample
of correctly tagged decays causes the observed asymmetry to be higher than the true
asymmetry. This effect is quantified by f** and the probability of selecting the 7r**
as a tag in a tagged event in which the 7r** was produced, which we call (:
N(tagged on 7r**)
N(r**, was produced and the event is taggable)
The parameter ( is defined in such a way so that the contribution of the tagging
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algorithm alone can be separated from the D** branching ratios (see Appendix F
for more details). It depends on the tagging algorithm, on the kinematics of the r..
as well as on the properties of the fragmentation and the underlying event tracks.
The dependence of on ct is derived from the Monte Carlo simulation, but the
overall normalization factor is derived from the data, since it is hard to model the
fragmentation and the underlying event in the Monte Carlo simulation. The details
of the normalization procedure are given in section 7.2.3.
Knowing ((ct) and the sample composition (expressed in terms of E(r,), f**, Rf,
Pv, TB+/TrB0, E, Kku), we can calculate the prediction for the observed asymmetries,
for each of the 30 measured asymmetry points, Ak(ct), that includes the effects intro-
duced by the sample composition: wrong correlation for the cross-talk, and tagging
on the 7r... D , Do and Amd, together with the sample composition parameters f**,
Rf, sB+/rBo (table 5.2), and the fitted quantities e(wi,) and Pv, are used to predict
the asymmetry in the decay signature k, at the proper time ct,
Ak(ct) = Ak(t, V+, mDo) , f", Pv, Rf , B+ /TB, e(7r,), ...).
The X2 function (7.3) in now modified to use Ak(ct) as the predictions for the
measured asymmetries, instead of the true asymmetries, Ak(ct):
x2 k( meas)t) - Ak(d) (7.5)x = k Ct(7.5)
We next describe how the asymmetry predictions iAk(ct) are calculated. We start
from the true Bo and B+ asymmetries, equations (7.1) and (7.2) and then explain
how they are combined into the predictions for the measured asymmetries, Ak(ct).
7.1.3 Calculating the predictions for the measured asymme-
tries in the presence of cross-talk
We now examine how the sample composition affects the asymmetry Ak(ct), in the
decay signature k and at the measured proper time ct. As an example, we consider
the Bo decay signature k = "+ D-, D- -- K7rw". Here, the Bo mesons are produced
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with the correctly correlated pions, while the B+ mesons comprise the cross-talk, and
are produced with the pions with the opposite charge correlation.
The measured asymmetries are binned in the measured ct (figure 6-14). In each
ct bin, the B decays are either Bo or B+ , divided according to equations (5.38)
and (5.39). The total contributions of the Bo and B + decays are
(to (ct)) _ e-tO(ct)/TBo Z ke (7.6)
Bo0-
+(c+(ct)) - +  -'\C E D  (7.7)
B+--+L
The dependence of the true proper times for each component, cto and cto, on the
measured proper time, ct, has been explicitly stated. Using (7.6) and (7.7), equa-
tions (5.38) and (5.39) can be rewritten as
fraction of k from BO = ((t)b o(ct) ++ (7.8)
fraction of k from B +  = (c(7.9)
4q(cto) + 4(ctZ) (7.9)
Here, for simplicity, the dependence of ct' + on ct is implied. Throughout the rest of
this section, we will assume that any dependence on ct has been realized via cto(ct)
and ctZ(ct) as given by eqs. (5.36) and (5.37).
In the simple case where the 7r,.'s are never selected as tags, the observed asym-
metry Ak(ct) would have been just the linear combination of the true asymmetries
AO(ct) and A+(ct)':
(t(ct) ct) A(ctm) +- (ct) (-A+(ctr+)) (7.10)
0 (cto ) + + (ct+ ) ((ct) + D+(ct+)
Here the true asymmetries are calculated using (7.1) and (7.2), however the proper
times for the BO and B+ subsamples, cto and ct + , are used instead of the measured
proper time, ct. The true asymmetry for the cross-talk (B+ sample), A+ (cfl), comes
'Suppose that one has N data samples with asymmetry A. (i = 1, ...N) contributing to a signal.
The total observed asymmetry is the linear sum of the individual asymmetries:
Sis a fraction of subset i, having symmetry .(e) =1.)
where a, is a fraction of subset i, having asymmetry A. (C ai = 1.)
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with a minus sign, since the correctly selected tagging pions have the wrong correla-
tion. Index m is the same as k, except that it is used for the Bo decay signatures.
Equation (7.10) holds also for the other three Bo decay signatures. In the case of the
only one B+ decay signature, 1+D0 , D o -- Kir, the signs 0 and + must be exchanged,
but the effect is the same:
A(t) (ct) A+(ct) + (c) (-AO(cto)) (7.11)A) (ct) + +(ct+) v(ct+) + 4+(ct+)
Index n is the same as k, except that it is used for the B+ decay signatures.
Now we consider tagging on the r... In the formalism, we allow that the charged
r** (the only one we can tag on) can come from both the Bo and B+ (although, in
the above example of k = "I+D-, D- -* K7r7r", 7r** can only appear in the decay
chains originating from the B+ meson). In the decays when the r** is coming from
B+, it is always correctly correlated with the lepton, and this subsample carries the
asymmetry of +1. In the decays where the r** is coming from Bo, it is always
incorrectly correlated with the lepton, and this subsample carries the asymmetry of
-1. We now need a finer break-down of the Bo and B+ decays, into Bo decays with
and without r**, and analogously for the B +. We define the contribution of the
decays with the r**. to the Bo and B+ subsamples:
o,**(cto(ct)) e-ct(c)/crBo ok l (7.12)
BO --+, 37r,,
'**(ct(ct)) ec6(ct)/CrB+ kq (7.13)
B+--+tL, 3wr,,
Here the notation "Bo -+ , 3,r " implies a summation over all decay chains I origi-
nating from the Bo meson and resulting in a charged pion from D**, the 7rx,.
However, not all charged xr**'s are selected as tags. Only a fraction a(ct) of them
are. ( is a probability of selecting the r** as a tag in a tagged event in which the r**
was produced, eq. (7.4).) Therefore, we split the Bo and B + components of the bin
ct into:
ao(ct) - fraction of k from Bo with no tag on r**
SI((ct ) - .(ct)4,**(ct4)k= k (Ctok) (7.14)
(%O/cto) + pk(Ctl+c
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ak'**(ct) - fraction of k from Bo with a 7r.. tag
= Lt)(D'*% (7.15)
= 0(cto) + D+(ct +  (7.15)
ca(ct) - fraction of k from B+ with no tag on r**@D +) - (a+)+,**( + )
= k ((ct c+) (7.16)
ac'**(ct) - fraction of k from B+ with a ,** tag
+(ct+)(+,**(ct)1= k(ct) + j(Ct) (7.17)
The dependence of cto and ct + on ct is implied. The a parameters are called the asym-
metry coefficients, and they contain all information about the sample composition.
By definition, they are normalized to unity,
ao(ct) + a '**(ct) + a (ct) + a+,'**(ct) = 1
Using equations (7.14), (7.15), (7.16) and (7.17), we can specify the prediction for
the measured asymmetry, Ak(ct), in the decay signature k, at the proper time ct:
Ak(Ct) ( ct )A°(ct0) + 0,**(t)(-~)
+ +(ct)(-A+(c+)) + '+,**(ct)(+1) (7.18)
In summary, the first term in eq. (7.18) corresponds to the decay chains originating
from the decay of the Bo meson, and the third term describes the contribution of the
cross-contamination from the B+ decay chains. Since the correlation between the
B + meson and the tagging pion is opposite to the correlation in the case of the BO
meson, the third term is multiplied by a negative asymmetry for charged B's, -A+.
The fourth term corresponds to the B v iD** decay chains where the r** was picked
as a tag by accident. Because the 7r** is always correctly correlated with the lepton,
these events contribute the asymmetry of exactly +1. The second term describes the
decay chains where the D** meson is coming from the Bo meson, and the correlation
is always wrong, thus the asymmetry of -1. Of course, this is possible only in the
case of the B+ decay signatures, however this term is, for consistency, also kept in
the case of B 0 signatures, even though c**O(ct) = 0.UII I 10~VI Ulj llrLI~D ~VII IIV~jl Uk
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7.2 Constraining the sample composition parame-
ters in the fit
The X2 function (7.5) can easily be extended to include fitting for other quantities that
can be constrained from our data and the assumed sample composition, in particular
E(7r,) and (.
We fit for other parameters by letting them float in the fit, and providing additional
terms to the X2 function (7.5):
2 A (meas) (Ct) - Ak (ct) F meas) - Fj(f** Pv, Rf, E(7,) ..) 2
k,ct kC)
(7.19)
In eq. (7.19), Fj(f**, Pv, Rf, E(7r,) ... ) is a prediction of a quantity Fj, and is a function
of the sample composition and possibly other parameters (e.g. (). F (meas) ± a is
a measurement of Fj. If Fj strongly depends on a parameter, say E(7r,), which is let
free in the fit, then minimizing the X2 in (7.19) results in the optimal values of D+,
Do, Amd and e(7r,).
In section 7.2.1 we describe the case of sample composition parameters, which
is the simplest, and then in 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 we explain how e(w,), i and Pv can be
derived from the data.
7.2.1 Letting the parameters float in the fit
The most trivial example of F is a sample composition parameter itself. Setting, for
example, F = f**, results in a new X2 term:
+ (f** (meas) f**2
Here, the measured value for f**, f** (meas), and its error, af**, are taken from ta-
ble 5.2. During the fit, f** freely floats around f** (mea), within the error Uf **. In
each iteration of the fit, f** assumes a different value, which is used in all calculations
dependent on the sample composition (e.g. equations (7.6), (7.7) and (7.18)). The
minimal X 2 will correspond to the value of f** which is 'preferred' by the data.
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If several sample composition parameters are floating - for example f** and
TB+ /rBo - then the X2 will contain the terms
Sf** (meas) _ 2( (-B+ /7TBO )(meas) _ TB+ ITBO 2
... B+ +.BO
Apart from resulting in the optimal values for f** and rB+ /7Bo, this kind of fit will
also take into account any correlation between these two parameters. In each iteration
of the fit, both f** and r7+ /7Bo differ from their initial values; the asymmetry Ak(ct)
depends on both (see eq. (7.18)). The effect of a fluctuation in f** on D+, Do and
Amd is a function of rB+ /TBo. The final uncertainty on D+, Do and Amd thus includes
the correlations between f** and Ts+ /7ro.
7.2.2 Measuring E(7r, )
A slightly more complicated case is that of the soft pion reconstruction efficiency,
e(Tr.). In section 5.1.5 we have already explained how this efficiency can be obtained
by dividing the measured R* (mea') (eq. (5.28)) by its prediction, R* (eq. (5.29)). The
measured value is R* (meas) = 0.249 ± 0.008.
Since R* is a function of the sample composition parameters, e(Tr,) consequently
also depends on them, and therefore should always be recalculated whenever the
sample composition parameters change. If they are floating in the fit, E(7r,) must also
be recalculated in each iteration, too. We implement this by adding another term to
eq. (7.19), with F = R*(f**, Rf,...):
2 X2 + R*(mes) _ *) 2  (7.20)
and the convergence of the fit yields e(7r,) in addition to D+, Do and Amd.
7.2.3 Measuring ( and Pv
We extend the same principle to .(ct) and Pv. Figure 7-1 shows the distribution of (
as a function of ct as obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation (section 4.2.2), in the
absence (fig. 7-1, top) and the presence (fig. 7-1, bottom) of the impact parameter
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significance requirement with respect to the primary vertex on the tagging candidate
tracks. A topology of a typical event involving a D** decay is schematically shown in
fig. 7-2. Pions from the D** decays (7r..) emerge from the B vertex. When the primary
and the B vertices are well separated, the x.. tracks are expected to be inconsistent
with coming from the primary vertex. If the tagging candidate tracks are not required
to originate from the primary vertex, one does not expect any ( dependence on ct.
We see that in the absence of the do/ado cut, t is flat and relatively high (( = 0.33
means that in 1/3 of the B decays in which a r~,, was produced, it is selected as a
tag). However, if the tagging candidate tracks are required to be consistent with the
primary vertex, then 7r..'s will be among them only if the B vertex is sufficiently close
to the primary. Consequently, when the requirement do/oado < 3.0 is imposed, ( falls
quickly to almost 0 as ct increases. This validates the requirement do/Uado < 3.0 as
one of the tagging selection criteria (sec. 6.1).
We use the ((ct) shape from the Monte Carlo simulation (we denote it by Mc(ct)).
However, since the number of good tagging candidate tracks may be different in the
data and in the Monte Carlo simulation, we use the average from the data and
derive a normalization factor, n,,m:
(ct) = nom - MC(ct) (7.21)
We proceed analogously to the case of E(7r): we find a quantity Fj we can measure
in the data as well as predict from the sample composition, and then compare the
measured and predicted values in another X2 term.
The quantity in hand is the ratio of the number of events where the r.. was chosen
as a tag, N(7r,, tags), to the total number of tagged events, N(tagged events), in each
decay signature:
N(r.** tags)
N(tagged events)
For the purpose of counting N(r**tags), we do not cut on d/a: ( is constant in ct and
we measure the integral of ( over the proper time (see fig. 7-1, top). This also ensures
that the number of tagged 7r**'s is sufficient to determine R** (and thus n,m) with
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CDF Monte Carlo
No d/a cut
.(ct) = fo = 0.33
I I I I
I I , I
d/d < 3.0
t(ct) = 0.04 + 0.22 * Gauss(O, 0.02)
0.20
pseudo - ct (cm)
Figure 7-1: as a function of corrected proper time, ct. Upper figure: no
do/uad cut. Lower figure: do/ado < 3.0.
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Figure 7-2: A schematic representation of the D** decay. The SST can-
didate tracks originate from the primary vertex (P.V.), while the 7r, track
originates from the B meson decay vertex. When the B and the primary
vertex are well separated, the 7r.. track usually has large impact parameter
with respect to the primary vertex, do.
a reasonable precision. 2
To measure N(r..tags), we consider the d/o distribution with respect to the B
vertex (denoted by dB/oB) of the tagging tracks. A schematic representation of
this measurement is shown in fig. 7-3. 7r,'s are emerging from the B vertex and
always have the right correlation with the lepton. This means the 'right correlation'
distribution of ds/aB consists of a Gaussian centered at 0 with unit width3 and the
distribution of ds/cB for the tracks that originated from the primary vertex. One can
get the shape of the dB/as distribution for primary tracks by using the tags with the
'wrong correlation', since among them there are no r..,'s and therefore they represent
pure combinatorial background. We fit the 'right correlation' distribution with the
Gaussian centered at 0 on top of the 'wrong correlation' distribution, and the area
2A cut on do/ud, if applied in this study, would eliminate most of the 7** tags, and therefore
deteriorate the statistical precision of the R** (mea) measurement.
3aB includes both the error on the track impact parameter and the contribution of the B vertex
covariance matrix.
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lepton
P.V. "% B
S. D
primary trackR
Figure 7-3: A schematic representation of the measurement of N(r..), the
number of 7r..'s selected as tags. The SST candidate tracks (RS and WS)
originate from the primary vertex (P.V.), and thus can have very large values
of the impact parameter significance with respect to the B decay vertex,
dB/Tlad. On the other hand, the 7r.. track originates from the B vertex, and
is characterized by dB ~? 0.
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under the Gaussian yields N(r..tags). Figure 7-4 gives an example of the dBs/cd
shapes for the ir., (the narrow gaussian) and the tracks originating from the primary
vertex (wide gaussians, the higher one for RS and the lower for WS).
15 20
Figure 7-4: A schematic example of the dBl/d, shapes for the r*. (the
narrow gaussian) and the tracks originating from the primary vertex (wide
gaussians, the higher one for RS and the lower one for WS). In the actual
measurement of N(ir..), we model the RS background with the scaled shape
of the WS distribution.
Figures 7-5, 7-6, 7-7, 7-8 and 7-9 show how we derive the average from a decay
signature (the case of 1+D o is shown). What happens in the fit can be interpreted as
the normalization of the 'wrong correlation' to the 'right correlation' distribution in
the range where dB/as > 0, and one can see a clear excess in the 'right correlation'
distribution at dBrB -* O0. Table 7.1 shows the values for R** (me" ") measured in the
data.
In order to derive the prediction for R**, we observe that the sum of the normalized
second and fourth term in equation (7.18) gives the fraction of B decays where r** 's
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Figure 7-5: Impact parameter distributions w.r.t. the B vertex,
V+DO, Do - K7r decay signature, with D-meson sideband subtraction. Top
left: right sign tags. The signal + background. Top right: all wrong sign
tracks. The background shape. Bottom: we fit the right sign tags with the
Gaussian centered at 0 and the histogram for the background shape; from
the fit we derive the normalization factor for the background shape. In the
bottom figure the signal and the normalized background are overlaid.
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Figure 7-6: Impact parameter distributions w.r.t. the B vertex,
e+D-, D- -- K7rr decay signature, with D-meson sideband subtraction.
Top left: right sign tags. The signal + background. Top right: all wrong
sign tracks. The background shape. Bottom: we fit the right sign tags with
the Gaussian centered at 0 and the histogram for the background shape;
from the fit we derive the normalization factor for the background shape. In
the bottom figure the signal and the normalized background are overlaid.
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Figure 7-7: Impact parameter distributions w.r.t. the B vertex,
I+D*-,DO - K r decay signature, with D-meson sideband subtraction.
Top left: right sign tags. The signal + background. Top right: all wrong
sign tracks. The background shape. Bottom: we fit the right sign tags with
the Gaussian centered at 0 and the histogram for the background' shape;
from the fit we derive the normalization factor for the background shape. In
the bottom figure the signal and the normalized background are overlaid.
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Figure 7-8: Impact parameter distributions w.r.t. the B vertex,
L+D *- , D o -- K37r decay signature, with D-meson sideband subtraction.
Top left: right sign tags. The signal + background. Top right: all wrong
sign tracks. The background shape. Bottom: we fit the right sign tags with
the Gaussian centered at 0 and the histogram for the background shape;
from the fit we derive the normalization factor for the background shape. In
the bottom figure the signal and the normalized background are overlaid.
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Figure 7-9: Impact parameter distributions w.r.t. the B vertex,
£+D* - , DO -- Krr decay signature, with D-meson sideband subtraction.
Top left: right sign tags. The signal + background. Top right: all wrong
sign tracks. The background shape. Bottom: we fit the right sign tags with
the Gaussian centered at 0 and the histogram for the background shape;
from the fit we derive the normalization factor for the background shape. In
the bottom figure the signal and the normalized background are overlaid.
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Table 7.1: The fractions of tags identified as r**, candidates, R**, measured
in the five decay signatures.
are selected as tags. Thus
** = a o+
except that, in this case, the coefficients a** are integrated over ct. From equa-
tions (7.15) and (7.17), we see that R** norm
The X2 is expanded by five more terms:
(RI (meas) (7.23)72 2 R k  (7.23)
Minimizing the X2 now also results in n,,m, the scale factor for eMc.
While norm is essentially determined by the average of all five R** (meas), Pv
is determined by their relative values. Pv tells us how many D** mesons decay
into D* and how many into D. If Pv = 0, there would be no D** - D* decays,
and consequently no r ,,'s in the £+D*- signatures, resulting in R** (meas) consistent
with zero. Therefore, the relative magnitude of R**(meas) between the £D and £D*
signatures constrains Pv. We note that the errors on R** (meas) are large, and therefore
the error on Pv will also be large. Nevertheless, this method is still better than using
just a theoretical estimate for Pv.
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Decay signature R** (meas)
i+Do, Do - K7r 0.029 ± 0.018
£+ D- , D- -+ K7rr 0.056 ± 0.022
+ D*- , D O - Kir 0.003 ± 0.029
+ D*- , D o _ K37r -0.016 ± 0.026
e+ D*-, D O -* K7rro 0.034 ± 0.021
7.3 The result of the fit
In this section the result of fit for D+, Do and Amd, is finally presented. In addition,
we also fit for c(r.), ,,m and Pv, as well as for the optimal values of other sample
composition parameters.
7.3.1 The complete x2 function
In order to explicitly state the x2 function used in the fit for D+, Do and Amd, we
start from eq. (7.5) and add the terms for the measurement of e(7r,), eq. (7.20), and
the measurements constraining r,,m and Pv, eq. (7.23), as well as the terms for the
sample composition parameters f*, Rf, TB+/ Bo, and the Bo lifetime, TBo:
2 Ameas) (ct) - Ak(d) 2
+( (meas _ R* 2  R ** (meas-) -R 
2
~k (
(f** (meas) _ + (meas) - Rf 2
Sf ** UR!
+ ((B+/ BO) (mea) - (B+ /7BO) 2 + (o(mea) 7 (7.24)
0'(TB+/TBo) ( 7Bo)( )
The asymmetry predictions .Ak(ct) are calculated in eq. (7.18), the prediction for R*
in eq. (7.20) and the predictions for R** in eq. (7.23).
7.3.2 The behavior of the fit parameters
The input and the output fit parameters are shown in table 7.2. The fit where all of
them, in addition to D+, Do, Amd, e(lr,), n,,rm and Pv float in the fit we call the 'ten-
variable fit', by the number of parameters that are floating (to distinguish it from the
'five-variable fit' in which all the sample composition parameters are fixed; the latter
is used in determination of the systematic uncertainties, as described in section 8.1).
In table 7.2 we see that the Bo meson lifetime did not change in the fit, implying that
in practice this parameter is completely decoupled from other parameters in the fit.
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parameter input inp. error output out + error out. - error
f** 0.360 0.120 0.309 0.101 -0.100
R f  2.50 0.60 2.51 0.60 -0.59
TB+ /TB 1.020 0.050 1.021 0.049 -0.049
TBO 0.0468 0.0018 0.0468 0.0018 -0.0018
Table 7.2: The input and output values of the fit parameters.
The fit results in the following values for dilutions, Amd, and auxiliary quantities
e(x,), a,,m nd Pv:
Do = 0.181+0.0
- = 0.267 " 0 .039
Amd = 0.471 + 0 08 ps-1
e(7,) = 0.845 0073
Torm = 0.747 + 0: 470
Pv = 0.331+0.276
However the errors reported in this fit are the combination of the statistical errors and
the systematic uncertainties due to the sample composition. The way the statistical
errors are extracted from this combined error will be described in detail in section 8.1.
Figure 7-10 shows the result of the fit overlaid on top of the measured asymmetries,
where all three I+D*- signatures are combined. Figure 7-11 gives the three i+D*-
signatures separately. The correlation coefficients of the fit parameters with D+,
Do and Amd are shown in table 7.3. Our conjecture that 'rB0 is decoupled from
other parameters is corroborated, since the correlation coefficients with rB0 are almost
identical to zero. On the other hand, f**, no,,r and Pv are fairly strongly coupled to
D+, Do and Amd, underlying the importance of the I** corrections to this analysis.
The final sample composition is: - 82% of the +DOX signature comes from B+
decays, while - 80% of the t+D-X and - 95% of the t+D*-X originate from B0 .
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Having obtained the values and the statistical uncertainties for 9D+, Do and Amd,
we address the sources of systematic uncertainty in the following chapter.
parameter Do D+ Amd
Do 1.000 0.372 -0.172
-D+ 0.372 1.000 -0.372
Amd -0.172 -0.372 1.000
Rf 0.007 0.126 -0.020
f** 0.504 0.406 -0.385
Pv -0.310 -0.284 -0.326
E(n,) 0.100 -0.082 -0.031
norm -0.445 -0.355 0.304
TB0 -0.001 0.002 -0.005
7B+/BO 0.009 -0.157 -0.051
Table 7.3: Fit parameter correlation coefficients with 9+, Do and Armd.
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Figure 7-10: Measured asymmetries as a function of the proper decay
length, ct, for the decay signatures: i+Do (dominated by B+), i+D - and
the sum of all three l+D*- (dominated by Bo). We fit the three i+D* -
signature separately, but combine them for display purposes. The dashed
line is the result of the fit.
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Figure 7-11: The breakdown of I+D*- of the measured asymmetries into the
three t+D* - decay signatures "I+D*-, Do -- K7r", "I+D*-, D -- K3,r"
and "I+D-, D- -- Kr7r". The result of the fit is overlaid.
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Chapter 8
Systematic uncertainties
In the preceding chapter we have built a X2 function that incorporates all relevant
sample composition effects and allows us to fit for D+, Do and Amd, and applied it
to the lepton + charm sample. In this chapter we turn to the study of the systematic
uncertainties. The goal behind fitting the observed asymmetries was to let all sample
composition parameters float in the fit, in order to simultaneously derive both D+, Do
and Amd, and the sample composition preferred by the data. However, this method
also enables us to estimate the contribution of the sample composition parameters to
the systematic uncertainty on D+, Do and Amd.
In the measurement of D+, Do and Amd, the sources of the systematic uncertainty
can be divided into three categories:
* Correlated: Parameters of the fit that are coupled to D+, Do and Amd
through the sample composition equation (7.18). The parameters that fall into
this category are the sample composition parameters: f**, R 1 , B+/T0 and
TBo(described in detail in section 5.1.2). These parameters are not correlated
among themselves, only the effects of their changes on D+, Do and Amd are.
* Uncorrelated: Systematic uncertainties that are caused by imperfect models
of the detector, either through the corrections derived from the Monte Carlo
simulation (e.g. the IC-factor distributions, L,, and ct resolutions), or through
errors on the corrections applied to the data (e.g. the detector alignment), as
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well as by the imperfect Monte Carlo model (e.g. of the B meson decay).
* Physics backgrounds: The uncertainties due to other physics processes that
contribute to B -- viD(*) data sample that have been hitherto neglected. Ide-
ally, these processes would be modeled by additional sample composition equa-
tions, and they would be corrected for in the fit. However, as the contribution
of these decay chains is very small, we chose not to do that, and just treat them
as another kind of uncorrelated systematic uncertainty.
In the following sections we examine these three categories in detail, and determine
their contribution to the systematic uncertainty on D+, Do0 and Amd.
8.1 Correlated systematic uncertainties
Since the contributions of the sample composition parameters to the total systematic
uncertainty are correlated through the asymmetry correction equations (7.18), it is not
correct just to move the value of each of the parameters by ±o, fix it and refit to derive
the shifts in D+, Do and Amd, and then just sum these shifts in quadrature. This
method does allow for the situation where the change in the result due to movement of
one parameter is offset (or amplified) by simultaneous change of another parameter.
The proper way of taking into account these correlations is to let the sample
composition parameters freely float in the fit. Since there are five sample compo-
sition parameters in addition to 9+, o, Amd, E(7r,) and o,,, we call this fit the
'ten-variable fit' (ten variables are floating). Equation (7.24) gives the complete X 2
function. The sample composition parameters (f**, R1 , and rB+/rTBo), as well as To0,
are constrained to the measured values by their own X2 terms.
The errors on 9+, Do and Amd that are returned by this fit contain not only
the statistical error, but also the contribution of the uncertainties on the sample
composition parameters. Let us denote this error as stt+s.c.. The statistical error,
Utat, is derived from the fit where the sample composition parameters are fixed, and
only five variables (D+, Do, Amd, (7r,) and ,,orm) are floating. For this reason, we
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call this fit the 'four-variable' fit. The systematic uncertainty due only to the sample
composition is then estimated by subtraction in quadrature:
S.C 2 2
GrSC.--- (stat+S.C. -- Ustat
(8.1)
Of course, if this subtraction is to be meaningful, both the ten-variable and the
four-variable fits must converge to the same parameter values. Therefore we first
perform the ten-variable fit (table 8.1), fix the sample composition parameters to
their output values, and then run the four-variable fit (table 8.2) to get the statistical
error. The contribution of the sample composition to the systematic uncertainty,
estimated by subtracting the columns from tables 8.1 and 8.2 in quadrature, is shown
in table 8.3. For comparison, the statistical component of the fit error is also given.
name value +error -error
Do 0.1810 0.0363 -0.0310
9+ 0.2666 0.0388 -0.0344
Amd 0.4714 0.0835 -0.0751
E(7r8) 0.8448 0.0812 -0.0632
norm 0.7769 0.4702 -0.2923
Pv 0.3310 0.2761 -0.2984
Rf 2.5128 0.5958 -0.5925
f** 0.3095 0.1007 -0.0998
TB0 0.0468 0.0018 -0.0018
TB+/-Bo 1.0208 0.0495 -0.0494
Table 8.1: The result of the 'ten-variable fit'.
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name value +error -error
Do 0.1810 0.0285 -0.0281
D+ 0.2666 0.0322 -0.0318
Amd 0.4714 0.0781 -0.0684
c(r,) 0.8448 0.0511 -0.0461
norm 0.7769 0.2458 -0.2428
Pv 0.3310 0.2702 -0.2797
Table 8.2: The result of the 'four-variable fit'.
name value +astat -~stat +Us.c. -as.c.
Do 0.1810 +0.0285 -0.0281 +0.0216 -0.0131
D+ 0.2666 +0.0322 -0.0318 +0.0225 -0.0131
Amd 0.4714 +0.0781 -0.0684 +0.0295 -0.0310
Table 8.3: The contribution of the sample composition to the systematic
uncertainty, estimated by subtracting the columns from tables 8.1 and 8.2
in quadrature. For comparison, the statistical component of the fit error is
also shown.
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8.2 Uncorrelated systematics
In this section, we study the 'uncorrelated' systematic uncertainty. We first list pos-
sible sources, and then evaluate them one by one. Some types of the 'uncorrelated'
systematic uncertainty that have been considered in other analyses (e.g. the mea-
surement of the lifetime of the B meson [54]), turn out to be irrelevant here, and we
do not take them into account.
The following are the possible sources of the 'uncorrelated' systematic uncertainty:
* ct-dependent B meson selection criteria. The requirement that the D-
meson decay is well separated from the primary vertex (LD oD is greater than
at least 1.0) coupled with the impact parameter significance requirements (d/a)
on the D-meson daughter tracks (section 4.1) translates into the ct-dependent
B-meson candidate selection. For this reason, the ct distribution is biased by
the selection requirements, and a B meson lifetime measurement must correct
for it. However, since the asymmetry (defined in equation (2.15)) depends only
on the ratio of the RS to WS B-meson candidates, the asymmetry itself is not
biased, and thus the ct-dependent B meson selection criteria do not cause any
systematic effect.
* K-factor distribution. As explained in section 5.2, the I/-factors are an es-
sential ingredient of the measurement of the proper time of each B decay. The
IC-factors determine the ct scale, and therefore directly influence the error on
Amd. Therefore, in a mixing measurement, the quality of the K-factor distri-
bution deserved a special attention. The IK-factor distribution may be incorrect
for the following reasons:
- b-quark spectrum. If the pT spectrum of the b-quark used in the Monte
Carlo generation is different from the data, the B-meson PT distribution
will be biased, and thus the average observed momentum (that is, the KC),
will also be biased.
- Trigger model. As explained in the description of the Monte Carlo (sec-
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tion 4.1) we match the Monte Carlo lepton PT spectrum to the data, so
there is no bias.
- Electron isolation requirement. Even if the PT spectrum of the eD(*)
system agrees between the Monte Carlo and the data, an inaccurate Monte
Carlo simulation of the electron trigger isolation requirement would prefer
some B decays where the D daughters are emitted away of the lepton,
and thus would select B decays of a particular kinematics, resulting in an
incorrect estimate of 1C.
- B decay model. Similar to the electron isolation requirement, however
here the B decay is incorrect merely because of the wrong model of the B
decay, rather than because of requiring an isolated electron.
* Detector alignment. Significant detector misalignment would result in a bias
in ct. However, [54] shows that the effect of misalignment, compared to other
sources of the systematic uncertainty, is negligible.
* Shape of the combinatorial background. When measuring the asymmetry
in each bin in ct, Ak(ct), we simultaneously fit the RS and WS D-meson mass
distributions, and using only the signal component to calculate Ak(ct). There-
fore, the combinatorial background only influences the error on the asymmetry,
not the asymmetry itself.
* Ly resolution. We fit for Amd using the cosine convoluted with the resolution
function. If the Monte Carlo model of the residual tracking resolution (defined
in sections 4.3) is incorrect, the fit for Amd will be biased.
* ~Mc(ct) shape. In section 7.2.3, ((ct) was factorized into norm-mC(Ct). norm is
fitted from the data, and thus contributes to the statistical uncertainty through
its correlations with D+, Do and Amd. However, Mc(ct) is derived from the
Monte Carlo simulation, and thus may carry an inherent systematic bias, which
must be estimated and included into the systematic uncertainty on D+, Doand
Amd.
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In the following subsections, these effects are described in detail, and their contribu-
tion to the systematic uncertainty is estimated. It should be noted that the contri-
bution of each of these is rather small, and is almost negligible in comparison to the
contribution of the sample composition parameters.
In evaluating the contribution of each of the sources of the 'uncorrelated' sys-
tematic uncertainty, we follow this simple method: we establish a 'typical' change in
conditions (e.g. by changing a fit parameter, or generating a new Monte Carlo sam-
ple using different parameters) for the source of uncertainty in question, and evaluate
the shift in D+, Do or Amdfrom their 'nominal' values from the 'ten-variable' fit (ta-
ble 8.1). The shifts, denoted by AD+, ADo and A(Amd), give us estimates of the
uncertainties a(D+), a(Do) and a(Amd) due to the source of 'uncorrelated' system-
atic uncertainty that is being considered. (However, since the finite statistics of the
Monte Carlo simulation can adversely affect E(,r.) and (, , which would in turn
amplify the influence of the systematic effect in question on D+, Do or Amd, in the
following studies we fix e(r,) and ,om to their values of 0.835 and 0.746, from the
'ten-variable' fit.) The 'uncorrelated' systematics, together with the systematic un-
certainties due to sample composition and physics backgrounds, are summarized in
table 8.8.
8.2.1 b-quark spectrum
The Monte Carlo simulation used for determination of sample composition fit con-
stants (P-y corrections for direct decay sequences, e D, Kk, okL), described in sec-
tion 4.2.1, uses the the inclusive b-quark PT spectrum calculated by Nason, Dawson
and Ellis [30] If that spectrum is not correct, the Monte Carlo simulation yields biased
K-factor distributions.
In this study we follow the prescription of the CDF measurement of the B-meson
lifetime [54]. It has been known in CDF [56] that an additional weight is needed in
order to match the lepton PT spectrum in the data. (Here, we are concerned with the
high-pT end of the lepton spectrum, which is not affected by the trigger turn-on.) All
events in the Monte Carlo simulation are weighted by a power function of the b-quark
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PT
dN dN -A
dpb dpb (PT
The constant A has been measured from the data and is A = 0.8 + 0.1 [56].
After the events in the nominal Monte Carlo simulation have been weighted down
using the above method, we rederive the trigger turn-on, apply it to the weighted
Monte Carlo simulation, again obtain sample composition fit constants and use it in
the tagging and in the fitter. The resulting dilutions and Amd are then compared
with their nominal values, derived just using the NDE b-quark spectrum. We get
AD, = 0.0052, AD0 = 0.0017 and A(Amd) = -0.0060ps-1.
8.2.2 Electron isolation requirement
The inclusive electron trigger requires a cluster in the electromagnetic calorimeter
without a matching cluster in the hadronic calorimeter.Thus the electrons have an
implicit isolation requirement - the electrons with hadrons close in AR are not recog-
nized as electrons and are not triggered on. Let us assume that the pT(iD) distribu-
tion from the Monte Carlo simulation (after applying the trigger turn-on) matches the
pT(eD) distribution in the data. If the electron isolation requirement is not simulated
well, the resulting distribution of hadrons around the electron - possibly including
the D meson decay products - is biased. And since the pT(ID) distribution agrees
between the Monte Carlo simulation and the data, our estimate of the energy taken
away by the neutrino is incorrect. That is, the K-factor distribution is also biased.
In order to estimate the bias, we derive all sample composition fit constants (/7
corrections for direct decay sequences, ED, Ki, cakL) for the electron and muon Monte
Carlo simulation separately. We then apply them to the data (in the tagging and in
the fit). The muons do not have any isolation requirement, so the difference between
the fit results when the muon sample composition fit constants are used versus their
electron counterparts gives us an estimate of the electron trigger bias in the detector
simulation. The shifts ('electrons - muons') are AD+ = 0.0036, AD0 = 0.0047 and
A(Amd) = -0.0045ps-1, and we use them as the systematic uncertainties. They are
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much smaller than both the statistical and the correlated systematic errors.
8.2.3 B decay model
As we have seen, the relative charm efficiencies Eq and the relative K factors (KI/Kd)
take into account the difference in the decay dynamics of the processes B -- vD,
B -, vID* and B -+ viD**. Therefore, the model of the semileptonic B decay
used in the Monte Carlo simulation is potentially a significant source of systematic
uncertainty.
To estimate this effect, we modify the Monte Carlo simulation to decay B mesons
according to phase space. We generate another Monte Carlo sample with this char-
acteristic, and then use it to derive eD KL/Ka and Ut/0d for all decay chains, as well
as the P/3y correction (K-factor) for each decay signature (Kkd). As an illustration, for
ID+ these numbers are shown in table 8.4. In this situation, there is no preference
for ID*, as all decays obey exactly the same dynamics - the only difference being the
larger D(*) meson mass. And indeed, in 8.4 we see that all charm reconstruction effi-
ciencies relative to the direct signature are less than one, as compared to the nominal
values as given in tables 5.7 and 5.12.
Using the above numbers and the similar values derived for the other four decay
signatures, we redo the tagging, run the fitter, keeping all parameters (except the
dilutions and Amd) fixed to their central values. The fit converges to D+ = 0.2722,
Do = 0.1921 and Amd = 0.4582ps- '. resulting in shifts of AD+ = 0.0005, ADO =
0.0045 and A(Amd) = -0.0115. Only the last one is noticeable, but still smaller than
the systematic uncertainties due to the sample composition.
8.2.4 Lxy resolution
As explained in section 4.3, for each of the five decay signatures, the resolution on
the B-meson proper time (o(ct)) is parameterized as a linear function of the residual
detector resolution (to) and the B-meson proper time (ct), u(ct) = co+b x ct (figure 4-
7 and table 4.5). The second term describes the contribution of the ,87 correction (the
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Decay chain E KL/Kd RMSI/RMSd
100.002 1.00 ± 0.03 1.000 + 0.004 1.00
100.202 0.98 ± 0.13 0.990 ± 0.017 1.32
100.212 0.94 ± 0.03 0.984 ± 0.004 1.07
121.002 0.66 ± 0.04 0.925 1 0.009 1.24
121.202 0.49 ± 0.22 0.998 ± 0.028 0.12
121.212 0.61 ± 0.05 0.917 ± 0.011 1.09
212.002 0.68 + 0.03 0.935 + 0.006 1.13
212.202 0.48 ± 0.15 0.948 ± 0.032 0.93
212.212 0.59 ± 0.03 0.922 ± 0.007 0.82
Table 8.4: The table of the sample composition correction parameters for
the iD + decay signature, derived from the Monte Carlo simulation in which
B - viD(*) decayed according to the phase space.
coefficient b is proportional to the width of the AOy/-y distribution). All effects due
to uncertainty on the A3y/7y distribution have already been included (scaling K-
factors, electron isolation, b-quark spectrum, B-meson decay model). The remaining
source of the systematic uncertainty from the measurement of the proper time is the
linear term, o0, which arises from the Lxy resolution. In order to test the sensitivity
of D2+, Do and Amd to the changes on ua, we scale ua up or down by 20% [61], and
as the shifts we take the half of the difference. We get AD+ = 0.0003, ADo = 0.0000
and A(Amd) = 0.0033ps- 1 , and we take these values as the systematic uncertainties
due to the Lxy resolution. As one would expect, the only noticeable change is on
Amd, since the ct resolution only affects the convolution with the cosine, and thus
AMd.
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8.2.5 6MC(Ct) shape
An important ingredient of the correction to the measured asymmetries (section 7.1.2),
is , the probability of selecting the x7r, as a tag in a tagged event in which the 7r.. was
produced (eq. 7.4). In section 7.2.3, we broke ( into two parts: (ct) = , m, Mc(ct)
(eq. 7.21), where Mc(Ct) is derived from the Monte Carlo simulation, and ,,m is
fitted for from the data. We have seen in section 7.3.2 that the ,,,m has a significant
coupling with D+, Do and Amd. Now we examine the other part of ((ct), the €Mc(ct)
shape.
In order to estimate the contribution of uncertainty on the €MC(Ct) dependence to
the systematic uncertainty on D+, 'Do and Amd, we use a different ,Mc(ct) shape to
derive the fit results, and then compare to the 'nominal' fit result. We use a 1+D *-
signature instead of £+D- (thus having a different D** composition) and a different
detector simulation (QFL' vs QFL). The new MC shape used is shown in fig. 8-1.
The width of the Gaussian significantly differs the with of the original shape, shown
in fig. 7-1.
Nevertheless, we find that the dilutions and Amd shift by a small amount when
the new (MC(ct) is used. We assign the absolute values of these shifts as another
uncorrelated systematic uncertainty. They are: AD+ = -0.0002, ADo = -0.0015,
A(Amd) = -0.0035. However, these changes are at least an order of magnitude
smaller than the sample composition systematic uncertainty, and thus almost negligi-
ble. This fact is reassuring, since it shows that the shape of Mc(ct) is not critical to
the analysis, due to the additional normalization derived from the data, in the form
of (nm
8.3 Physics backgrounds
This section describes the systematic uncertainties due to the presence of the 'physics
backgrounds'. These are processes that result in veD(*)X, with the correct correlation
of charges between I and D(*). (We always require that the tracks that comprise D(*)
have the correct charges, so here we only ask that the lepton and the kaon have the
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CDF Monte Carlo
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No d/Jd cut
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Figure 8-1: MC as a function of the measured ct, for the "L+D*- , DO -
Kr" decay signature, using the QFL' detector simulation. This fMC(ct) is
used in the fit to derive the systematic uncertainty on the dilutions and Amd
due to the uncertainty in the MC shape.
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same charge.) The only processes that can actually result in a valid ID(*) signature
are:
* B - D!*)D(*)X, followed by D*) -- veX
* B, veiD*, followed by D** - D(*)K
* gluon splitting g -- ce, followed by c -- eIX and Z --+ D*)X2
A fraction of these events feeds into each of the five decay signatures of the 'lepton
+ charm sample'. However, as is shown below, the number of these events is rather
small, generally about 1% of the total in any of the five decay signatures. This small
fraction warrants the treatment of these backgrounds just as sources of systematic
uncertainty, as opposed to the addition of explicit corrections into the fit.
In general, the observed asymmetries (A(k, ct)) are affected due to tagging on:
* Fragmentation (primary) tracks. The physics backgrounds involve B or
D mesons, in whose fragmentation the flavor-correlated particles are produced.
Coming from the primary vertex, these particles are much like the tagging pions
the Same Side Tagging is trying to find. (In the case of B -- D *)D(*)X, they
are the SST pions.)
* Decay (secondary) tracks. The physics backgrounds also usually result in
one or more charged particles emerging from a decay of heavy flavored mesons
away from the primary vertex (since only a part of the full decay chain is
reconstructed as a ID(*) signature). In this respect, these particles are similar
to r**'s, and we assume that they exhibit similar properties, most of all that
the probability to choose one as a tag rapidly decreases with the proper time
of the I - D(*) vertex. We assume that the function ((ct), derived for r**,'s,
describes this probability sufficiently well. However, the charge correlation of
these particles with the lepton is not obvious, as is discussed below.
To account for these two effects, equation (7.18) is modified by the addition of two
extra terms (assuming, for example, that k is a Bo signature):
Akt(d) = k(d)A0( ) + C**()(-1)crkk A: ( ct)(-+ ai
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+'*(ct)(+l)
+ fag(ct)Afrg + deCay(ct)Adecay (8.2)
The term afrag(ct)Af r ag describes the asymmetry due to tagging on the byproducts
of the fragmentation of a B or a D meson, while the term aecay(ct)Adecay corresponds
to tagging on the decay products.
In (8.2), afra(ct)+a ecay(ct) is the total fraction of the physics background events
of a given type, here denoted as fh.bkg, in the decay signature k. (fkh.bkg 1%, see
tables 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7). To divide this fraction into afr"ag (ct) and aceca"(ct), we use
((ct) as the probability to tag on the decay products:
fra"(ct) = fkh.bkg(l - (ct)) (8.3)
decay (C) = fph.bkg~(Ct)) (8.4)
The first four coefficients ak(ct) from eq. (8.2) ought to be normalized to 1 - fkh.bkg
instead of unity.
In order to evaluate the systematic uncertainty due to the presence of a physics
background process, we first determine fkh.bkg for each decay signature. This is de-
scribed in subsections below. Then we fit for the dilutions and the Amd, using the
equation (8.2) to calculate the asymmetry predictions, .Ak(ct). The shift of D+, Do
and Amd from their nominal values (shown in table 8.1). These shifts, denoted by
AD+, ADo and A(Amd), give us estimates of the uncertainties a(D+), o(Do) and
a(Amd) due to the process in question.
8.3.1 The process B -+ D(*)D(*)X, followed by D-*) veX
When the virtual W decays into a cs quark pair instead of a vi pair, it forms a D*)
which still carries the charge of the W. If the D, decays semileptonically, resulting
in viD(*)X (where X is a 0 or 7, and a ro or a 7y from the D* -- D, transition), the
lepton exhibits the correct charge correlation with the D(*). As a result, the lepton
+ charm sample may contain events of this type.
They are, however, characterized by a much softer lepton PT spectrum, so one ex-
pects that they will usually have failed the inclusive semileptonic trigger requirement,
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and their contribution is small. In addition, the position of the B vertex is incorrect,
as the D, semileptonic decay adds an extra kink to the lepton direction.
We modify the Monte Carlo simulation to also include these decays, by including
the processes B -+ D!*)D(*)X to the QQ decay table. We simulate and reconstruct
all events (a mixture of B - D *)D(*)X and B - viD(*)) using exactly the same
algorithm as in the data. In the end, we count how many events of which kind pass
the final selection criteria. We find that in all but one of the decay signatures, the
total number of B --+ D!*)D(*)X events does not exceed 1% of the total number of
events in the given signature, as shown in the table 8.5.
Signature N(B - D!*)D(*)X) N(B -+ viD(*)X) fh.bkg
e+Do, D O -- Kr 201 22328 0.009
1+ D-, -  K-7rr 130 7674 0.017
A+D*-, Do - K7r 49 10880 0.005
I+D*-, Do - K37r 28 5162 0.005
t+D *- , D o - KrrOr 22 3518 0.006
Table 8.5: Contribution of B -- D!*)D(*)X to the lepton + charm sample.
A schematic representation of the topology of the B -- D!*)D(*) decays is shown
in fig. 8-2. Events B -- D(*)D(*)X are still B's, therefore they result the same
'fragmentation' asymmetry as the 'direct' decay chains: e.g. Afrag = AO(cto) in
equation (8.2).
In B -- D!*)D(*)X the X is frequently one or two pions. When the pions
are charged, one may be selected as a tag by mistake. However, in decays B
D!*)D(*)7r+r : , it is equally likely to choose either of the pions. In the case of the
semileptonic D, decay products, both q0 or 770 produce an equal number of r+ and
?r-. Hence we assume that the ID(*) candidates with tags on the secondary particles
from D, -* vIX have the asymmetry Adecay = 0. In the case of D(*) (the D-meson
that is reconstructed as a part of ID(*) candidate), the only possibility for tagging on
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(true B vertex
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Ds decay
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P SST D s, 
..
K (false B vertex)
Figure 8-2: A schematic representation of the topology of the B -- D!)D ( *)
decay. A B meson is produced at the event primary vertex (P.V.), and decays
into D, and D mesons.The lepton originating in the D, decay does not point
back to the position of the B meson decay, resulting in an incorrect position
of the B decay vertex.
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the secondary particles is when D(*) is a D**. If we assume that B(B -- D!*)D**X)
is 36% (= f**) of B(B - D!*)D(*)X), then these decays would contribute 2f**/3 to
the asymmetry,' so Adeca' = 0.24.
The fit results in the shifts ADo = -0.0004, AD+ = 0.0006 and A(Amd)
-0.0010ps - 1, which are, compared to the statistical error and the sample composition
systematic uncertainty, negligible. The change is so small since it amounts to adding
just another percent to the contribution of the 'same' B's, which is already above
80%.
8.3.2 The process B, -+ viD**, followed by D** -+ D(*)K
In contrast to B -* D!*)D(*)X, the process B, -- veD** is a semileptonic decay of
a B-meson, and, apart from the difference between the B, and B,,d and between
the D** and Dd~ meson masses, it has exactly the same decay kinematics as the
B -+ vD** decays that have been studied so far.
We estimate the contribution of these decays in the same fashion as for B -
D!*)D(*)X: we modify the Monte Carlo simulation to allow B to decay semileptoni-
cally into D*), then simulate and reconstruct B, -+ IvD(*)X decays together with all
other B decays. In the end, we count the B, -- vID** events that pass the selection
criteria in each decay signature, and derive the fraction of the total for each, which
is shown in table 8.6.
The charge of the kaon from the D* decay is always correctly correlated with
the lepton charge, and we assume that the probability to pick the K, track as a tag
is also ((ct). 2 As a result, these events contribute Adecay = +1 to the asymmetry
equation.
1The factor of 2/3 comes from isospin, since only a charged r** can be selected as a tag.
2We neglect any difference due to the higher kaon mass, as the 'minimum p" tagging method
does not explicitly depend on the mass associated with the track. In addition, the kaon tracks have,
on average, higher momenta in the laboratory reference frame, and hence are less likely to be picked
up by the 'minimum pj" tagging algorithm which favors lower pr tracks. Therefore, using E(ct) to
describe the tagging on kaons is conservative.
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Signature N(B, - vieD*) N(B -+ uvD(*)X) fkph.bkg
e+DO, D o -+ K7r 265 24905 0.011
-+ D-, D- - Kirr 86 7674 0.011
i+D*-, D O * K7r 83 10880 0.008
+ D*-, D O - K37r 54 5162 0.008
-+D*-, Do - Klr7ro 39 3518 0.009
Table 8.6: Contribution of B, --, viD** to the lepton + charm sample.
On the other hand, if the kaon track is not selected as the tag, then the asymmetry
is due to the B, - K flavor-charge correlations. On the proper-time scale appropriate
for the Bo, this asymmetry is completely washed away by the B, mixing. (The B,
oscillation frequency, Am,, is expected to be very high: current experimental limit
is Am, > 8.0 ps - [62]. Such fast oscillations are not discernible with the ct-binning
used in this analysis.) In the fit, we assume that these decays contribute a total of
Afrg = 0 to the asymmetry correction equation (8.2).
Fitting for 7+, Do and Amd yields the shifts ADo = 0.0008, AD+ = 0.0019 and
A(Amd) = 0.0010ps-1. The shift in D+ is larger than in the other two fit parameters
because 1% of the total number of events is effectively added to the coefficient a +' **
in the equation (8.2). The dilutions depend the most on the first two bins in proper
time, hence a change in ( will affect them more than it affects Amd. Furthermore,
the Do decay signature, dominated by charged B's, has more cross-talk than the
other four dominantly neutral B signatures, so the effect is more pronounced for )+.
8.3.3 Gluon splitting g - cc, followed by c -+ Xi1 and c -
D(*)X2
The g -+ cc events, where a high-pT gluon creates a cc pair, and one c-quark in turn
hadronizes into a D(*) meson and the other decays semileptonically, also contribute to
the sample of viD(*) events with the correctly correlated lepton and charm charges.
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This process, however, cannot be easily simulated, as most standard Monte Carlo
generators do not perform the gluon splitting. One of our selection requirements is
that the combined lepton - D meson invariant mass is less than mB (otherwise they
cannot possibly come from the same B), and this results in a kinematic region where
the uncertainty on the QCD calculation is large. Hence the fraction of g --, cE must
be estimated from the data.
Nevertheless, despite possibly significant g -* cc production, the selection require-
ments (e.g. the cuts on the lepton pT and on the L, /U., of the D meson) suppress
g - cE -- ID(*) events, and one does not expect their contribution to the lepton +
charm sample to be significant.
(D' fragmentation) lepton
other
D' decay
P.V. D' products
7C
(D fragmentation) K (false B vertex)
Figure 8-3: A schematic representation of the topology of the gluon split-
ting g --+ c, followed by c -- D(*) and E -- D' fragmentation (here, by D'
we denote a charm hadron that the E quark hadronized into). The inter-
section of the directions of the lepton and the the D(*) meson is mistakenly
interpreted as the "B vertex". The position of this false B vertex may be
quite inconsistent with the B -+ D transition.
To verify this conjecture, one first notes that in g -+ cE -+ eD(*) the "B vertex"
is not consistent with B meson decay. In this case, what we assume to be the "B
vertex" is merely an intersection point of the charm track with the direction of motion
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of the D meson. A diagram of the g -+ cc - e£D(*) topology is shown in fig. 8-3.
The vertexing algorithmallows this point to be anywhere along the D direction, not
necessarily between the primary and the D vertex, as it would be the case for a
properly reconstructed B meson. For this reason, in addition to a good B vertex
quality requirements, our event selection demands that the charm proper time with
respect to the "B vertex" (denoted by ctD-B) is consistent with the D meson lifetime
(CtD-B must be between -500m and 1000m for D o or 2000pm for D + )). If this
cut is removed, there is a small number of "B vertices" that are in the tails of the
ctD-B distribution: possible sources are the CTC tracks wrongly matched to the SVX
tracks, as well as g -+ ca. (For the reader interested in the details, the distributions
of the full ctD-B domain (including tails) for all decay signatures, are provided in
Appendix J.)
Because of this property of g -+ ca events, we expect their ctD-B distribution to be
very wide, compared to the real B -- D events. Our goal is just to estimate the upper
limit of the contribution of g -+ cc to the lepton + charm sample, so as a prototype
of a wide distribution we use a very wide gaussian,3 and fit the ctD-B distribution
with the sum of this gaussian, and a template derived from the B - viD(*) Monte
Carlo simulation.4 The B - veD(*) Monte Carlo simulation includes other B/B, ->
viD(*)X processes mentioned above, hence any deviation of the ctD-B distributions
from the Monte Carlo model - measured by the area of the wide gaussian - consists of
the combination of g -* ca and poorly matched CTC and SVX tracks for the lepton.
One can remove most of the latter by imposing a SVX quality requirements. (The
total of an SVX track includes the XCTc-svx coming from associating the CTC track
to the hits in the SVX.)
3The choice of the gaussian is fairly arbitrary, since the total number of g - cc events in the
tails is nevertheless small. In the end, to be conservative, we inflate the resulting number of g -4 cc
events by 2o.
4In order to account for the low statistics in the tails, instead of fitting a sideband-subtracted
distribution, we fit the ctD-B distribution of the signal region with three histograms: ctD-B distri-
butions of the sidebands, a ctD-B template from the B -- viD(*) Monte Carlo simulation, and a
wide gaussian.
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Nevertheless, it is conservative to assume that all of the excess comes from the
gluon splitting. The details are presented in Appendix J. Table 8.7 summarizes the
contribution to each decay signature. As an upper limit on possible gluon splitting
events, we assume the fraction which corresponds to the 2a upward fluctuation, that
is, (N(g -+ ce) + 2a(g --, c))/N(B vID(*)X).
Signature N(g -- cc -- eD(*)) N(B - viD(*)X) ,fkh.bkg + 2a'
e+DO, D O - K7r 4.8 ± 3.0 2192 + 62 0.005
+ D-, D- -- Krnr 3.0 ± 2.6 1679 4 61 0.005
+ D*-, Do - Kir 0.5 ± 0.5 798 + 33 0.002
I+D*-, Do K37r 1.3 ± 0.9 667 ± 36 0.005
t+D*-, Do Kr7ro 18 + 15 2474 ± 94 0.019
Table 8.7: Contribution of gluon splitting, g --* c, to the lepton + charm
sample.
The effect of the cE gluon splitting events on the mixing measurement differs
from the previous two cases. Both c and Z hadronize at the primary vertex, creating
oppositely charged pions. Since the cE pair is collimated, these fragmentation pions
are close in the phase space, and thus, on average, are equally likely to be selected
by the Same Side Tagging. This results in the asymmetry Afra-g 0.
When the D meson that results in the lepton (let us denote it by D') is charged,
the charge is taken away by the lepton, and the total charge of the remaining decay
products is zero, resulting in Ad.ecy Y 0. A case when the D' meson is neutral is a
more complicated one, since the remaining decay products will have a total charge
opposite to the lepton's, making it more likely to pick the oppositely charged particle
as the tag. It should be noted that the net asymmetry due to these tags is less than
1, since, on average, there will be more than one charged decay product, not all being
correctly correlated with the lepton. The contribution to the asymmetry is decay-
signature dependent, as it depends on the definition of which charge combination
gives the 'right' correlation. In the IDo signature we expect the oppositely charged
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1-track pair, so Adeca > 0. For all other decay signatures, Adecay < 0. In estimating
the systematic uncertainty due to g -+ cZ, we consider the 'worst-case scenario', in
which Adecay is +1 for charged B's and -1 for the neutrals.
The requirement that the D(*) proper time is between -500 and 1,500 microns
constrains the position of the D -- veX vertex (where these correlated tracks are
coming from), and ensures that it is not too far from the reconstructed "B vertex"
(here merely an intersection point of the lepton track and the direction of the D(*)
meson). Consequently, one expects that the correlated tracks are coming from the
neighborhood of the "B vertex", and the effect is similar to tagging on the W...
Therefore, we again assume that the probability for selecting one of the decay products
as the tag follows ((ct).
Using the numbers of gluon splitting candidates scaled up by 2a, we fit for D+, D0
and Amd and get AD+ = 0.0012, ADo = 0.0025 and A(Amd) = -0.0006 ps-1, and
therefore assign the systematic uncertainties equal to the absolute values of the shifts.
However, compared to the systematic uncertainty due to the sample composition,
these shifts are negligible.
8.4 Summary of the systematic uncertainties
Table 8.8 summarizes the effects of various sources of systematic uncertainty. By
far the biggest contribution comes from the uncertainties on the input sample com-
position parameters. The combined systematic uncertainty is still smaller than the
statistical uncertainty, especially in the case of Amd. As a mixing measurement, the
application of the Same Side Tagging on the lepton + charm sample is still limited
by statistics. One can summarize the uncertainties of this measurement by
0
'uncorr " O'ph.bkg < US.C. < astat
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Source _ a(D ) _ (Do) i(Amd)
Sample Composition +0.0216/ - 0.0131 +0.0225/ - 0.0131 +0.0295/ - 0.0310
e isolation cuts ±0.0036 ±0.0047 ±0.0045
b-quark spectrum +0.0052 +0.0017 ±0.0060
Lxy resolution +0.0003 +0.0000 +0.0033
Decay model +0.0005 +0.0045 +0.0115
'Mc(Ct) shape +0.0002 +0.0015 +0.0035
B D*)D(*)X +0.0006 +0.0004 +0.0010
B, - viD** 0.0019 +0.0008 +0.0010
g -- c -- ID(*) +0.0012 +0.0025 0.0006
Total +0.0226/ - 0.0147 +0.0237/ - 0.0150 +0.0329/ - 0.0343
Table 8.8: Table of the systematic uncertainties.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and outlook
9.1 Summary of the results
We have applied the Same-Side Tagging technique to the sample of B - eD(*) events.
Observed asymmetries are corrected for the sample composition and for the selec-
tion of the ,7r, as the tag. These corrections are performed simultaneously with
the fit of the true B+ asymmetry, A+, to a constant, and of the true Bo asymme-
try, A 0 to a cosine convoluted with the ct-resolution function. The final result for
the mixing frequency is Amd = 0.471_0t0 (stat) ± 0.034(syst) ps- 1, and we also
obtain the following values for the neutral and charged meson tagging dilutions:
Do = 0.18 ± 0.03(stat) ± 0.02(syst) and D+ = 0.27 ± 0.03(stat) ± 0.02(syst).
This result unambiguously establishes a significant Same-Side Tagging correlation
in pp environment. The application of SST to this high statistics semi-exclusive iD
sample provides a competitive mixing measurement. The uncertainty on Amd is, at
present, dominated by the statistical error.
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9.2 Prospects for observing CP violation using SST
In section B.6 we discussed how the angles of the Bjorken triangle (fig. 1-3), a, P and
y can, in principle, be measured from the asymmetry (equations (1.13) and (1.14)):
ACP(t)) f)- r(°(t) = f) sin(2(M + qD)) sin(Amdt)
-r(Bo(t)  f) + r(o(t )  f)
where the phase difference 2(oM + OD) is given by one of equations (B.6), (B.8)
and (B.10), depending on the decay mode used.
If we want to measure an asymmetry ACp in a sample of N events, then the
observed asymmetry AC simply relates to ACP by A; = DAcp, where D is the
dilution of the tagging method (sec. 2.4). The uncertainty on ,AC is given by
12 1- 2  1
AcP = ) 92(9.1)UACP 292(eN) D  (eN)
where eN is the number of taggable signal events (e is the tagging efficiency, and N
is the total number of signal events). Therefore, the figure of merit is the effective
tagging efficiency, eV92. For an optimal asymmetry measurement, this is the quantity
one seeks to optimize. The effective tagging efficiencies of the Same Side Tagging
algorithm employed in this thesis, for the neutral and charged B mesons respectively,
are
eDO = 2.4 ± 0.7(stat)_+0a(syst)%
and
_D2 = 5.2 ± 1.2(stat) +:9(syst)%
These values can be compared to the effective tagging efficiencies for the Oppo-
site Side Tagging methods, such as the soft-lepton tagging [22], and the jet charge
tagging [21], giving ED2 ; 0.6 + 0.1 and eD 2 = 0.3 r 0.1 respectively [65]. From
this comparison, it is clear that the Same Side Tagging, at the moment, seems to be
the only viable tagging method that can be applied to a small sample of the fully
reconstructed B-meson decays.
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9.2.1 CKM angle /3
Recent fits [63], using as input all available experimental data (from the measure-
ments of CP violation in the Ko decays, BOBO mixing, etc.), have been performed to
constrain the angles of the Bjorken triangle, The fits predict that 0.2 < sin(28) _ 0.9,
supporting the expectation that CP violation outside the kaon system will first be
observed through an asymmetry between the rates of Bd, Do --+ OK, which is pro-
portional to sin(2,) (equation (B.6)).
BO - J/I/ KO
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Figure 9-1: CDF's Bo - V)K° signal
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CDF has, at the moment, the world's largest sample of Bo --+ V)K decays. This
sample can be used for preliminary studies of CP violation in Run I (1992-1995), as
well as for extrapolation to Run II (scheduled to begin in late 1999). In 110 pb - 1 of
data collected in Run I, about 240 Bo -, V;K candidates were reconstructed. The B
meson invariant mass is shown in fig. 9-1. The statistical error of a time-dependent
measurement of Acp(ct) can be properly evaluated only at the fit level, however an
upper limit is given by the error on the time-integrated measurement:
1 + X 1
2 r ( N) (9.2)
Ac ' d D2(N)
where Xd AmdI-rB, and Xd/(1 + di) = 0.47 accounts for an additional dilution
effect due to the time evolution of the Bo signal. Putting all information together,
one derives an estimate of the asymmetry error of about 0.9 for Run I. However, in
order to use the available statistics in an optimal fashion, a time-dependent unbinned
likelihood must be performed [64]. An error on sin(2f) of 0.9 can potentially still rule
out a part of physically allowed parameter space if sin(2p) turns out to be greater than
1.0 or less than -1.0 (which may happen, given the low statistics of the Bo -- OK'
sample).
Nevertheless, for an observation of CP violation at CDF, a much larger dataset
is needed. In Run II, the CDF expects about 10,000 to 15,000 Bo -- kK) candi-
dates [65]. Given the estimated improvements in the OST algorithms (section 2.2),
a total error on sin(20) of 0.076 is expected, a precision comparable to that of other
experiments that will be trying to measure CP violation in the B-system at the same
time (the B-factories BaBar, Belle and CLEO, as well as a dedicated experiment at
HERA, HERA-B).
9.2.2 CKM angle a
The rate asymmetry between Bd, B~ -+ 7r - is proportional to sin(2a) (equa-
tion (B.8)). Unfortunately, apart from the fact that these modes have very small
branching ratios, there is an uncertainty in the prediction of the CP asymmetry be-
cause of penguin diagrams contributing to the decay amplitudes.
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Experimentally, Bo -- 7rr is a formidable challenge. Unlike the clean dimuon
signature of BO --* K-* IC+/-7r+7r- , here there is nothing but the long B-
meson lifetime that distinguishes the dipion pair from the overwhelming combina-
torial background. For this reason, CDF is building a dedicated secondary vertex
trigger, SVT [66], which will be able to select events with displaced tracks. In Run
II, a yield of about 10, 000 Bo -- ~* r+ir - candidates is expected. Unfortunately, the
physics background processes Bo -- K7r, B ° -- Kir and B ° -- KK, where the kaon
track is mistaken for a pion, all contribute to the same two-track invariant mass re-
gion. Therefore, to extract Bo -- 7r+r- decays, one also needs a system that can
distinguish between kaons and pions.
9.2.3 CKM angle 7
The measurement of the CP angle y will be the hardest to carry out. The modes
B- - pOK', whose decay rate asymmetry is proportional to sin(2y), have very small
branching ratios, and, theoretically, they are not clean due to possibly large penguin
contributions. A proposed alternative approach [67] is to measure the moduli of the
decay amplitudes B+ - DOK+ , B + -+ DOK+, B + -- D1,2K+ and their charge
conjugates. Here D 1 and D2 are CP-even and CP-odd eigenstates of the DO . From
the two triangle equations relating the three complex amplitudes for the B + and Bo
decays, one can obtain sin 2 y. We note that this method does not require tagging of
the initial flavor of a B meson, and thus will not use the SST.
9.3 Conclusion
If the Bjorken triangle (fig. 1-3) is closed, a + P + -y = 7r. Any deviation from this
requirement would provide evidence for physics beyond the Standard Model, most
likely involving additional CP violation interactions. One should note, however, that
even if the sum of the angles is 7r, this does not rule out new CP violation effects in
the B system. In addition, further searches can be made in the modes for which the
Standard Model predicts very small asymmetries, e.g. B ° --+ ,b$. In these channels
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the Standard Model prediction is that direct CP-violating asymmetries are likely to
be at most a few percent, so large effects would suggest the New Physics.
In conclusion, any observed deviations from the relationships predicted by the
Standard Model will provide a window on the nature of physics beyond it. Still, we
first have to observe CP violation in the B system. In the world of B-physics, the
next few years are going to be quite exciting, and the Same Side Tagging will possibly
play an important role in a hadronic environment.
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Appendix A
Sakharov's conditions
In section 1.1.3 we mentioned the conditions for the asymmetry between baryons and
antibaryons presented by Sakharov in 1966 [11]. Here we outline the experimental
evidence for the baryon-antibaryon asymmetry and discuss how it can develop if
Sakharov's requirements are met.
Cosmic rays sample material from the entire galaxy. In cosmic rays, protons out-
number antiprotons 104 to 1. If there were antimatter galaxies then we should see
gamma emissions from matter-antimatter annihilation. Their absence is strong evi-
dence that at least the nearby clusters of galaxies (e.g., Virgo) are matter-dominated.
For the galaxies farther away, there is little experimental proof of this dominance
of matter. However, in the Big-Bang model of the early universe, most of the matter
and antimatter were causally connected, allowing their interaction and thus mutual
annihilation. The annihilation has made the asymmetry much larger today than in
the early universe: it has been estimated that at the end of the first microsecond there
were 30 million antiquarks for every 30 million and one quarks. If antimatter was
allowed to interact with matter, then, over time, most of it would have annihilated,
leaving a very small initial excess of matter to dominate the Universe.
Sakharov enumerated three necessary conditions for the baryon asymmetry [11]:
1. Baryon number violation. If baryon number (the number of baryons minus
the number of antibaryons) is conserved in all reactions, then the present baryon
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asymmetry can only reflect asymmetric initial conditions. This hypothesis does
not work with inflation theories, which dilute any initial abundances. Thus, the
processes that violate baryon number must exist.
2. C and CP violation. Even in the presence of baryon-number-violating re-
actions, without a preference for matter over antimatter (caused by C and CP
violation) baryon number violation will take place at the same rate in both
directions, leaving no excess.
3. A period of thermodynamic non-equilibrium. Because CPT guarantees
equal masses for baryons and antibaryons, thermal equilibrium would drive the
necessary reactions to correct for any asymmetry otherwise developing.
CP violation is thus one of the most important ingredients of Sakharov's condi-
tion.
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Appendix B
The angles of the Bjorken triangle
In addition to measuring the sides of the Bjorken triangle (fig. 1-3), the angles a, 3
and y can also be determined independently. From the Bjorken triangle (fig. 1-3), we
read:
a = arg V b arg 7 - arg (B.1)Vu d V, VtdVt*b ) d Vb ) Yar V
The angles a, P and 7 are related to the expected asymmetries in the decay rates of
the neutral BO meson and its antiparticle 3 into a CP eigenstate f. Since neutral
B mesons mix via the box diagram shown in fig. 2-1, there are two alternative decay
paths for Bo -- f transition:
* Bo f
* BO -, B , f
In general, there is a relative phase between the amplitudes for these two processes.
The CP conjugate situation (starting out with Bo) has the opposite phase. It can be
shown that the time-dependent asymmetry, defined as
Acp (B(t) - f)- r( (t)- f) (B.2)
r(BO(t) -+ f) + r(B(t) f)
can be expressed as
Acp(t) = ± sin(2(bM + OD)) sin(Amdt) (B.3)
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where 2 qM denotes the CKM phase of the Bo -- B amplitude (fig. 2-1), and 2qD
is the phase difference between the decay amplitudes for Bo -- f and BO -- f.
Therefore, if one denotes the amplitude of a given process X by a(X), the sum of the
relative phases between Bo -- f and Bo - Bo -. f is
2 (qM + OD) = arg a(B O -+0 f)) (B.4)
Using eq. (B.4), we can now evaluate the decays for which the asymmetries are
proportional to the angles of the Bjorken triangle.
* Bo -+ J/K). The Bo mixing amplitude comes with the phase arg((V*,Vtd)/(VtbV)),
while the KO (from K)) mixing amplitude gives arg((VV,,)(VdV*)). Putting
everything together:
2(bM + OD) = arg a(BO B- J/K ) (B.5)
-
a((Vr4Vtd( VVeb VdV,1§,
b= arg VtV VedVc*b V c dV
= arg((dVtc d) (Vb Vt V*)
S-2arg Vt = -23 (B.6)
* B~ 7r+7r - . The mixing amplitude comes with the phase arg((V* Vtd)/(VtbV)).
2(oM + OD) = arg a(BdO -- (7r++-) B.7)
= arg( Vtb VVudVu*b = -2a (B.8)
* B ° -+ pK). In the case of the B ° meson, the mixing amplitude comes with
the phase arg((V, Vta)/(VtbV*)). Here also the KS is involved, so the KO mixing
amplitude arg((VVV,)(VdV*)) must also be taken into account:
( a(BO -- pK))
2(bM + OD) = arg a B (B.9)
= arg ((VtbV t*  VdVb V,_V =-27 (B.10)
These examples demonstrate that the three angles of the Bjorken triangle can, in
principle, be measured independently of each other.
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Appendix C
Fragmentation of b-quarks into
B-mesons
The confinement of quarks is thought to be related to "asymptotic freedom", a QCD
phenomenon in which the strength of the interaction between two quarks decreases
as the q'21 of the process (momentum transfer squared) increases. Higher |q21 means
a shorter distance between the quarks, and vice versa. As a result, the color force
between a quark and an antiquark is weak at very short distances (high Jq2 1), and
therefore the quarks and gluons are treated as free during the interaction. However, as
the distance between the interacting partons increases, the color force between them
rises, and as they move away from the interaction point, color forces organize them
into color-free structures of mesons (a bound state of a quark and an antiquark)
and baryons (a bound state of three quarks or three antiquarks). This process is
called hadronization or fragmentation, and usually involves creation of additional
quark-antiquark pairs. The newly produced hadron is accompanied by several other
hadrons, each carrying a fraction of the energy of the original quark, appearing as
if some massive particle crumbled into many fragments. Thus an energetic parton
shows in the detector as a jet of hadrons.
Consider a fast parton k with energy Ek, producing a hadron h with energy
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fraction z,
Eh
z E (C.1)
where 0 < z < 1. The probability of finding h in the range z to z + dz is defined
to be Dh(z)dz, where D h is the k-to-h fragmentation function. Instead of energy,
sometimes the longitudinal momentum PL (along the quark direction of motion) and
the light-cone variable E + PL are used. However, for relativistic hadrons h traveling
close to the direction of the parent parton k, all three definitions coincide.
Fragmentation models
The breakdown of perturbative QCD in the low-q2 domain characteristic of the frag-
mentation necessitates the use of phenomenological models. Two are usually distin-
guished - independent fragmentation and string fragmentation.
The independent fragmentation model of Feynman and Field [25] assumes that
the partons leaving the interaction point fragment independently of each other. The
model is recursive in nature, and it specifies that the combination of a free quark with
an antiquark from a newly created q'q' pair is described by a single function f(z).
The model, however, is unable to describe the fragmentation of gluons, and cannot
account for the baryon production.
String fragmentation, developed by the Lund group [51], pictures the colored
partons, say q and q, as connected by a color field flux tubes. If these flux tubes are
uniform,' the energy of the color field stretched between two q and q is proportional
with the distance between them. As the q and q move apart, the potential energy
increases, and the string breaks with the production of the new q'q' pair, so that
the system splits into two color singlet systems, qq' and q'q. If the remaining energy
is large enough, further breaks may occur. In the Lund string model, the process
continues until only hadrons on the mass-shell remain, each hadron corresponding to
a small piece of the color string. The baryons are produced by creating a diquark-
antidiquark pairs. 2
'The tube radius is approximately the typical hadron radius, - 1 fm.
2A diquark in a color antitriplet state is treated just like an ordinary antiquark.
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When several partons are moving away from each other, the details of the string
picture become more complicated. In a qqg event (as in initial or final gluon radiation,
e.g. in NLO bb production), the color field lines go between q and g, and g and q (but
not between q and q, as they carry different colors). Fragmentation along this kinked
string proceeds along the same lines as for the simple qq string.
Peterson fragmentation
A quark and an antiquark are most likely to combine into a meson when they have
about the same velocity. Thus, the heavy b-quark needs to lose only a small fraction
of its energy in order to create a number of light qq pairs with comparable velocity.
When the b-quark combines with a q, the newly formed B meson carries most of
the energy of the b-quark: z = EB/Eb ~ 1 (equation (C.1)). For a heavy quark Q,
we thus expect that D\(z) will peak at high z, approaching delta function at 1 as
mQ -+ 00
An explicit model, developed by Peterson et al. [26], uses time-ordered perturba-
tion theory in the infinite-momentum frame to derive AE, and then assumes that the
transition probability is proportional to 1/(AE)2 , resulting in
DH(z) = (const) x - 1 (C.2)z z 1-z
The parameter eQ is called Peterson c, and is tuned to experimental data. For c
quark, the typical value is e, = 0.06, and for the b quark Eb = 0.006 (smaller E implies
the peak closer to 1).
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Appendix D
Details of the B -+ D(*)X
candidate selection
Here we provide the detailed B meson candiate selection requirements.
D.1 Selection requirements for £+DO, DO -+ K +i r-
The Do cuts are the same as in D*+ with Do - K7r, except for a higher impact
parameter cut (needed to suppress the combinatorial background, which is not as
high in D*'s due to the narrow D*-Do mass difference). In order to improve the
separation between the B+ and Bo signatures, here we also remove as many D *+ -
meson candidates (that originated from the Bo decay) as possible, by rejecting any
event that satisfies the m(K, 7, 7r,) - m(K, 7r) cut. The other cuts are specifically:
* pT(A) > 6.0 GeV
* 1.80 < m(K7r) < 1.95
* m(IKir) < 5.0 GeV
* d/oa for K, wr > 3.0
* pT(K) > 0.7 GeV
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0 PT(7r) > 0.5 GeV
* pT(K7r) > 2.0 GeV
* Prob(D vertex fit) > 1%
* L(Kr) > 3.0
* SVX quality cuts for K, 7r (X2/Nhit < 6.0 and Nunshared > 0)
* the D meson proper time: -0.5 mm < ctD-B < 1 mm
D.2 Selection requirements for £+D-, D -+K+- 7T
The algorithm is similar to i+Do, except that here there are two pions. Since they
have the same charge, they are algorithmically indistinguishable, so for the r2 loop
we try only tracks that haven't been already used as 7rl. The remaining requirements
are:
* PT(e) > 6.0 GeV
* 1.80 < m(KrTr2 ) < 1.95
* m(iKrr2 ) < 5.0 GeV
* pT(K) > 0.6 GeV
* pT(K7r7r 2 ) > 3.0 GeV
* d/a for K, 7, 72 > 2.0
* Prob(D vertex fit) > 1%
* L(KrTr2) > 5.0
* X 2(B vertex fit) < 25.0
* SVX quality cuts for K, 7r, 7r2 (x 2/Nhit < 6.0 and Nunshared > 0)
* the D-meson proper time: -0.5 mm < CtD-B < 2 mm
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D.3 Selection Requirements for £D*-, D* -+ Do ,
DO -+ Ki
Due to a narrow mD* - mDo mass difference, this mode is very clean, and other
requirements are as loose as possible:
* pT(I) > 6.0 GeV
* 1.80 < m(K7r) < 1.95
* Im(Kr7r,) - m(Kir) - 145.44 MeV/c2 < 3 MeV/c 2
* d/a for K, 7r > 1.0
* Prob(D vertex fit) > 1%
e* n-(Kr)> 1.0
* x'(B vertex fit) < 60.0
* the D-meson proper time: -0.5 mm < CtD-B < 1 mm
D.4 Selection Requirements for £+D* , D*- Do-F,
DO -+ Kur4r+7+2 3
The requirements here are the same as in D*+ with DO --+ Kir, however the Do
selection is slightly different, since we allow one of the four decay products of the DO
not to be in the SVX One of the pions must have the same charge as the K, and
the other two the opposite sign. However, since the K and the r3s tracks have the
same charge and we consider both combinations, it might happen that there are two
Do-meson candidates with the K and r3s tracks swapped. If that happens, we choose
the Do-candidate that results in the mass difference mK,, a, - mKwir2 3 closer to
the world average.
* pT(A) > 6.0 GeV
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* 1.80 < m(Krr 2'rr 3 ) < 1.95
* Im(Kr7r 27r3 7r,) - m(Krrxx27ra) - 145.44 MeV/c 21 < 2 MeV/c 2
* d/or for K, 7r, r 2 , r3 > 0.5
* Prob(D vertex fit) > 0.01%
* L--(K-273) > 1.0
* 2 (B vertex fit) < 60.0
* the D-meson proper time: -0.5 mm < ctD-B < 1 mm
D.5 Selection Requirements for £D* , D*- -+ DoF5
D O -+ K+±-X
We now consider on the satellite D sample defined in the mass region 1.3 GeV <
m(K7r) < 1.7 GeV, in which the 7ro is missed and the charm is not fully reconstructed,
resulting in a broad K7r distribution. Since there is no Kwr peak to fit for the number
of events, we turn to the mass difference distribution Am = m(Krxxr,) - m(K7r). The
fit to this distribution is described in Appendix E, here it suffices to mention that we
will use the events under the peak (0.139 < Am < 0.155) as the signal sample, and
above the peak as the background sample (0.16 < Am < 0.19) (also referred to as
the 'sideband'). We impose the following requirements:
* pT(e) > 6.0 GeV
* 1.30 < m(K7r) < 1.70
* pT(K) > 1.0 GeV
* PT(7r) > 0.8 GeV
* X 2(D vertex fit) < 10.0
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* d/a for K, r > 1.0
* x 2(B vertex fit) < 10.0
* L(Kr) > 1.0
* the D-meson proper time -0.5 mm < tD-B < 1.5 mm
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Appendix E
Functions to fit the mD* - mDo
distribution
In order to fit the shape of the combinatorial background, we make use of the mass
distibution of the two-body decay phase space, modified in order to account for the
kinematic cuts of the D o candidate. (The PT cut on the K and 7r tracks makes the
high end of the mass difference distribution more flat, and the unmodified phase space
shape does not fit well.)
We define
mDo, - m(Kri r,) - m(K7r) + mDo (E.1)
where m(K7r) and m(K7r8?,) are the invariant masses of the Do and D* candidates
respectively, and mDo is the world average value of the DO mass, so mDo, is (roughly)
the energy available to the decay products. The distribution we use for the combina-
torial background is
dmD r V(mDo, - (mDo - ))(m"oq - (rDo + Mr) 2 ) (E.2)
dmoo., mDo0r
where the power w is necessary to take into account the change of the shape of the
distribution due to the PT cuts on the kaon and the pion. The parameters C,nom and
w are freely floating in the fit.
In the same way, we take the 4-body phase space as a motivation for the signal
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shape, but let the parameters float, in order to achieve a good fit. We define
x - (E.3)E - (mDo + m,) (E.3)
The distribution we use for the signal is
dN
= NO(1/2)(3k-)(1 _ )(3/2)(n-k)- (E.4)
dmDo,
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Appendix F
List of all decay chains in the
lepton + charm sample
Below is an exhaustive list of possible decay chains for each decay signature.
A note on the numbering scheme
We have invented a compact numerical notation for each of the decay channels. In the
following chapters, we could have simply referred to quantities of any decay channel
by its equation number, however, this notation is more useful since it has a physical
meaning.
The channel code is always a six-digit integer. The channel can involve a maximum
of six particles: B, D**, r,,., D*, 7r, and D, and for every channel it is sufficient to
know whether the particle was present, and whether it was neutral or charged. Thus,
for each of them we have only three possibilities: '0' means the particle is not present,
'1' that it is neutral, and '2' that it is charged. These numbers are then strung in the
above order (B, D**, 7r,,, D*, 7r, and D).
Few examples:
* 100.002 means that there were a neutral B and a charged D, thus Bo --> D-.
* xxx.221 means that there were D*-, 7r, , Do, thus the channel involves D*- --
Dor; (a frequent combination).
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* xxx.202 means that there were D*- and D-, but not 7ro. The only remaining
possibility is a photon, so the channel involves D*- -- D-y.
Et cetera. (A dot is added in the middle for readability.)
D*- sample:
* Bo contribution:
B v + D *- . .......................................................... f*
[100.221]
and
BO vl+D**-
D**- D*-~,* (didn't detect r,,) ......................... f**Pv(1/3)
[121.221]
* B+ contribution:
B + -- ve+D**
D ** --+ D*- ,- (missed 7r-,)
(a fraction &D* of these has D = +1) ......... .............. f**Pv(2/3)
[212.221]
D- sample:
* Bo contribution:
BO -, vI + D -  ........................................ f
[100.002]
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and
Bo - ve+D*-
D*- -+ D-7 (didn't detect y) .......................... f*BR(D*- - D-7)
[100.202]
and
Bo -- ve+ D*-
D*- --+ D-r ° (didn't detect 7r ) ....................... f*BR(D*- -+ D-r0 )
[100.212]
and
Bo - vi + D **-
D**- D*-xr,(didn't detect 7r°,)
D*- D-y (didn't detect 7) ................. f**Pv(1/3)BR(D*- - D-y)
[121.202]
and
Bo - vg+D**-
D**- D*- **(didn't detect 7r*,)
D*- -* D-r ° (didn't detect 7r ) ............... f**Pv(1/3)BR(D*- D-r 0 )
[121.212]
and
B o - v+D**-
D**- -- D-'0r, (didn't detect 7r ) ..................... f**(1 - Pv)(1/3)
[121.002]
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* B+ contribution:
B+ -- vi+ D**o
D**O D- - , (missed 7r- )
(a fraction (D- of these has D = +1) .................. f**(1 - Pv)(2/3)
[212.002]
and
D**o -- D*-r- (missed i7r-)
D*- - D-'y (didn't detect -y)
(a fraction D- of these has D = +1) ........... f**Pv(2/3)BR(D*- - D-7 )
[212.202]
and
D*0 -- D*- 7 - (missed 7r,-)
D*- - D-ar (didn't detect 7r° )
(a fraction D- of these has D = +1) .......... f**Pv(2/3)BR(D*- -- D-7r)
[212.212]
D0 sample:
* B+ contribution:
B + -- v+ DO .............................................. f
[200.001]
and
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B + -- vi+D*O
D*O DO-y (didn't detect y) .......................... f*BR(D*° -+ Doy)
[200.101]
and
B + - v+ D*o
D*O Dro, (didn't detect 7r ) ....................... f*BR(D*O - Do0°o )
[200.111]
and
B+ - ve+D**O
D**  D*or,o(didn't detect 7r°.)
D*O Doy (didn't detect 7) ................. f**Pv(1/3)BR(D*o -- Doy)
[211.101]
and
B+ - vi+D**O
D**0 - D*07r,*(didn't detect 7r ,)
160 D*o - Dor °, (didn't detect 7r° ) ............ f**Pv(1/3)BR(D*O - Dor 0 )
[211.111]
and
B+ _-- ve+D**0
D ** -- Dro* (didn't detect r ) .......................... f**(1 - Pv)(1/3)
[211.001]
and
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B + - vt+D**O
D * *o - D*-7r, (missed ,7r,)
D*- D 0  (didn't reconstruct 7r)
(a fraction (Co of these has D = -1!)
.................................... f**Pv(2/3)BR(D*- -, D 0 r-)(1 - E(w,))
[212.221]
* Bo contribution:
BO - vt+D*-
D*- - D 0 r,; (didn't reconstruct ir,)
............................................. f*BR(D*- -f r-)(1 - E(7,))
[100.221]
and
BO -, ve+D**-
D**- - D*-r°, (didn't detect 7r°,)
D*- - D 0 - (didn't reconstruct 7r,)
.................................... f**Pv(1/3)BR(D* -. Do0 r-)(1 - E(r,))
[121.221]
and
BO - vl+D**-
D**- -> Do07r (missed 7 -,)
(a fraction fgo of these has D = +1) ...................... f**(1 - Pv)(2/3)
[122.001]
and
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Bo - vl+D**-
D**- --* D-*7O, (missed r-,)
D* -- Doy (didn't detect 7)
(a fraction (po of these has D = +1)
................................................ f**Pv(2/3)BR(*O D0-y)
[122.101]
and
BO -- ve+D**-
D**- -- -D*,r (missed 7r,)
D*O Do07r (didn't detect r°)
(a fraction (fo of these has D = +1)
............................................... f**Pv(2/3)BR(*O - o D-o)
[122.111]
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Appendix G
A sample calculation of Ef
Here we present a sample calculation of a relative charm reconstruction efficiency. We
choose to do so for £+D*- decay signatures. Table G.1 (a copy of table 5.3) shows
the list of decay chains feeding into a I+ D *- signature, and their relative branching
fractions. Out of three possible decay chains, two proceed through a D** ([121.221]
and [212.221]), and thus are reconstructed with a different efficiency compared with
the 'direct' decay chain ([100.221]).
code decay chain B/B(B -+ veX)
100.221 Bo - vg+D*-  f*
121.221 Bo -- v+D **- , D**- . D*-7,r (didn't detect ,) f**P
212.221 B +  V +D+**0, D **0 - D*-7r,, (missed r,+,) if**Pv
Table G.1: The list of decay chains contributing to the three LD*- decay
signatures, and their relative contributions.
From table G.1 we conclude that the decay chains 121.221 and 100.221 are pro-
duced in a ratio of f**Pv/3f*. We denote this ratio by No,,(121.221)/N,,oi(100.221).
We compare this ratio to the ratio of the measured numbers N,,,,(121. 2 2 1) and
N,,ea,(100.221), and derive the ratio of two efficiencies:
Nmea,(121.221) -eR(121.221) Nori(121.221) Nro(121.221)
Nea,(100.221) eR(100.221) N i(100.221) N oi(100.221)
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Therefore the relative charm reconstruction efficiency for the decay chain 121.221 is:
Nee,(121.221) f*E(D)Nme(121.221 = (G.1)Nmeas(100.221) f**Pv(1/3)
In the calculation of No,,(121.221)/N,,o(100.221) we have to use the sample
composition that corresponds to the Monte Carlo that was used. The values of the
sample composition parameters corresponding to the Monte Carlo simulation are
given in table 5.5, which we repeat here in table G.2.
name value
Rf 2.722
f** 0.356
Pv 0.687
TB+/Bo 1.014
Table G.2: The values of the sample composition parameters used in the
Monte Carlo generation.
Counting the events in the Monte Carlo simulation that pass the reconstruction
requirements, we get:
__N__(121.221) = 0.069323 ± 0.002466
Nmea,(100.221)
which we substitute into equation (G.1), and obtain c(D)121.2 21 = 0.38 ± 0.02.
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Appendix H
Dependence of the ct-resolution on
the sample composition
Here we derive an explicit expression for the ct-dependent resolution corrected for the
sample composition, art(ct) (equation (5.40)). From the Monte Carlo simulation we
determine the dependence act(ct) for the 'direct' decay chain, akd(ct), as well as the
RMS of the overall Ukd (integrated over the ct range). As discussed in section 5.2.4,
the total distribution Act is a sum of off-center gaussians for each decay chain 1. We
calculate the RMS of the sum of the off-gaussian distributions for the decay signature
k, RMSk, divide it by the RMS of of the overall Actkd distributio for the direct mode,
RMSkd, and use this ratio as a scale factor multiplying akd(ct) (equation (5.40)):
t(ct) = RMSk
RMSkd
We now calculate act(ct) in the case of the BO component, since the resolution on ct is
needed only for the calculation of the cosine convoluted with the resolution function.
The RMS of the sum of n distributions of the mean Ake and the RMS of akL is
RMSk k= k L [a + Al] (H.1)
where kI are the normalized weights from section 5.2.2:
e-ct/cro kIEDlecil B be
'kke~~
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The only missing ingredient is Ake, the shift in the Act distribution for the decay
chain 1, which we denote by Actkt. This shift occurs due to the use of the average
correction Ck instead of Cki. From the definitions of ct and Act
ct = LB MBkd
pT
Act - ct - cttr~e
we see that if we are correcting by ]Kk instead of Kkt, the ct of the B candidates from
the decay chain I is over-(under-)corrected by ICk/kl/k. While the optimal correction
is /Ckt/]Ckd (for which the Actkl would be centered around zero), we consistently use
)Ck/]Ckd instead, thus introducing a systematic shift of
A = ct ct = ct C 1 (H.2)
ICkd d kd k
Therefore, Actkt of the decay chain I is offset from zero by Akt given by eq. (H.2).
Putting everything together, we get:
ac((ct) = gkdt) e c/ RMS L + (ct q 1)2 (H.3)RMSkd L k 0 -t) ckd k
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Appendix I
Charge asymmetries in the lepton
+ charm sample
Since the CDF detector is charge asymmetric, a severe charge asymmetry, coupled
with an unequal number of I + and I- events, may potentially bias the Same Side
Tagging result. Here we show that the charge asymmetry is small in the ID(*) sample,
and include the same types of distributions as shown in section 6.1, but now divided
according to the charge of the SST candidate track or the tagging pion ("+" or "-")
instead of the charge correlation between the lepton and the tag.
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Figure I-1: Tagging distributions for the decay signature "1+DO, Do -
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Appendix J
Contribution of g -- c to lepton +
charm sample
Here we include the results of the fits to the distribution of the charm lifetime with
respect to the "B vertex", ctD-B. We first note that in g -- ce -, D(C*) the "B vertex"
is not consistent with B meson decay. In this case, what we assume to be the "B
vertex" is merely an intersection point of the charm track with the direction of motion
of the D meson. The vertexing algorithmallows this point to be anywhere along the
D direction, not necessarily between the primary and the D vertex, as it would be the
case for a properly reconstructed B meson. For this reason, in addition to a good B
vertex quality requirements, our event selection demands that the charm proper time
with respect to the "B vertex" (denoted by ctD-B) is consistent with the D meson
lifetime (ctD-B must be between -500/im and 1000zm for D o or 2000m for D+)). If
this cut is removed, there is a small number of "B vertices" that are in the tails of the
ctD-B distribution: possible sources are the CTC tracks wrongly matched to the SVX
tracks, as well as g --, ca. In order to show that in the tails of the ctD-B distribution
there is still some lepton + charm signal left, we make the standard D-meson mass
distributions, however we require ctD-B < -1mm. The D-meson mass distributions
are shown in figures J-1, J-3, J-5, J-7 and J-9 (upper left) and they exhibit an excess of
the the RS over the WS, showing the existence of real i£D(*) signal. Figures J-1, J-3,
J-5, J-7 and J-9 (bottom) show the background-subtracted distribution of CtD-PV, the
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D meson proper time with respect to the Primary Vertex. In some decay signatures
(e.g. "I+D-, D- -+ K ,r" +D*, -, Do -+ K37r" and "I+D*-, Do - Kr7r° ") a
semi-significant excess of D-mesons originating at the primary vertex is visible.
The distributions of the full CtDB domain (zooming in onto the tails) for all decay
signatures, are shown in figures J-2, J-4, J-6, J-8 and J-10. Because of the incorrect
B-decay vertex of the g --+ cc events, we expect their CtD-B distribution to be very
wide, compared to the real B -+ D events. Our goal is just to estimate the upper
limit of the contribution of g --+ ce to the lepton + charm sample, so as a prototype of
a wide distribution we use a very wide gaussian, 1 and fit the ctD-B distribution with
the sum of this gaussian, and a template derived from the B - vID(*) Monte Carlo
simulation. In order to account for the low statistics in the tails, we use a likelihood
fit, and fit the distribution for the signal region with a combination of three shapes:
* the signal template from the Monte Carlo simulation,
* distribution from the sidebands, and
* a wide gaussian, with fixed a = 400m.
The width of the gaussian is fixed in order to pick the gluon splitting events from the
tail. (Letting the width float in the fit may result in getting a narrow gaussian be-
neath the center of the CtD-B distribution, resulting in an artificially inflated number
of gluon splitting events.) The B -- veD(*) Monte Carlo simulation includes other
B/B, -* vID(*)X processes mentioned above, hence any deviation of the CtD-B dis-
tributions from the Monte Carlo model - measured by the area of the wide gaussian
- consists of the combination of g - cc and poorly matched CTC and SVX tracks for
the lepton. One can remove most of the latter by imposing a SVX quality require-
ments. (The Xo , of an SVX track includes the X2TC-VX coming from associating
the CTC track to the hits in the SVX.) Nevertheless, it is conservative to assume
that all of the excess comes from the gluon splitting.
'The choice of the gaussian is fairly arbitrary, since the total number of g -, cc events in the
tails is nevertheless small. In the end, to be conservative, we inflate the resulting number of g - cc
events by 2a.
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After the fit, the area under the gaussian is integrated in the range of CtD-B
that is used in the event selection. Table J.1 summarizes the contribution to each
decay signature. As an upper limit on possible gluon splitting events, we assume the
fraction which corresponds to the 2a upward fluctuation, that is, (N(g -- cE)+2o,(g -,
cE))/N(B -+ vID(*)X).
Signature N(g ca -+ ID*)) N(B -+ vD(*)X) '2a fraction'
+Do , D O -- Kr 4.8 + 3.0 2192 ± 62 0.005
i+D-, - - K-rur 3.0 ± 2.6 1679 ± 61 0.005
+ D*-, D o - K-" 0.5 f 0.5 798 + 33 0.002
A+D*- , D o - K37r 1.3 ± 0.9 667 + 36 0.005
I+D*-, DO Krro 18 + 15 2474 f 94 0.019
Table J.1: Contribution
sample.
of gluon splitting, g --* ce, to the lepton + charm
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Figure J-1: The I+DO, D O -+ K7r decay signature: upper left: D mass for
CtD-B < -1mm, right sign (solid) and wrong sign (dashed). Upper right:
D mass for all events that pass the quality cuts. Bottom: CtD-PV, the D
meson proper time with respect to the Primary Vertex.
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Figure J-2: The results of the fits to the distribution of the charm life-
time with respect to the "B vertex", CtD-B, for the I+DO, DO --, Kr decay
signature.
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Figure J-3: Distributions of the g -- cE candidates for the i+D-, D- -
K-rr decay signature: upper left: D mass for CtD-B < -1mm, right sign
(solid) and wrong sign (dashed). Upper right: D mass for all events that pass
the quality cuts. Bottom: ctD-PV, the D meson proper time with respect
to the Primary Vertex.
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Figure J-4: The results of the fits to the distribution of the charm lifetime
with respect to the "B vertex", CtD-B, for the I+D - , D- -, K'rr decay
signature.
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Figure J-5: Distributions of the g -+ cc candidates for the t+D* - , DO -- K7r
decay signature: upper left: D mass for ctD-B < -1mm, right sign (solid)
and wrong sign (dashed). Upper right: D mass for all events that pass the
quality cuts. Bottom: CtD-PV, the D meson proper time with respect to
the Primary Vertex.
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Figure J-6: The results of the fits to the distribution of the charm lifetime
with respect to the "B vertex", CtD-B, for the I+D*-, D -t Kr decay
signature.
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Figure J-7: Distributions of the g -+ cE candidates for the £+D*-, DO -
K37r decay signature: upper left: D mass for ctD-B < -1mm, right sign
(solid) and wrong sign (dashed). Upper right: D mass for all events that pass
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Figure J-8: The results of the fits to the distribution of the charm lifetime
with respect to the "B vertex", tD-B, for the I+D*-, D -+ K3r decay
signature.
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Figure J-9: Distributions of the g -+ ce candidates for the I+D* - , DO -
Kro r decay signature: upper left: D mass for CtD-B < -1mm, right sign
(solid) and wrong sign (dashed). Upper right: D mass for all events that pass
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to the Primary Vertex.
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Figure J-10: The results of the fits to the distribution of the charm lifetime
with respect to the "B vertex", ctD-B, for the I+D*-, DO - Krro decay
signature.
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